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DAM’S SARSAPARILLA!
O YE MAKERS OF
YE
MAY AS WELL TRY TO STOP THE CYCLOHE
IN ITS COURSE, AS TO PLACE YOUR WEAK
DECOCTIONS (THOUGH THEY MAY BE
“PECULIAR” AND HAVE “MORE DOSES")
IN THE PATH OF
THE CONQUERER,

SARSAPARILLAS,

DANA,

IT’S “the KIND THAT CURES,”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.:
Gentlemen:—For the past six years I
have been troubled with a VERY BAD

NOTICES

Employers’ Liability, Accident, Ele-

■

SOKE on my leg, which was so exceedingly painful at times that I could not work. I
bbhh sana tried almost everything but it
j H EF“~ would not beat. Last June it
grew rapidly worse. The dis-

vator, Steam Boiler, Lite, Marine,

Plate

Blass

permeated my system to such an extent
the backs of my bands became running sores and caused me intense sufferSalves and vaing. I tried
ease

that
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the second was one-half taken the sore
on my leg had stopped running. THK
THIRD BOTTLE HADE A COMPLETE CURE OF MY LEG. Now I am
a WELL MAN AGAIN.
I feel as weU aa
I ever did in my life.
Veryresp’y,
DUDLEY BLAKE.
Hallowell, Me.

AGENTS FOE

verpool & London & Globe,
Insurance Company of North America,

iEtna of Hartford.
Home, of New York,
Northern Assurance of London,
Queen Insurance Co.,
Lancashire of England,
Niagara Fire of New York,
Norwich Union of England,
New Hampshire Fire,
Insurance Co. of the State of Pennsylvania,
Reliance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.,

but

ceived no relief. The running sores on my
hands kept growing worse, and the old
sore on my leg grew larger until it covered a
six
Inspace of three by
ches. 1 wa9 dla |
fi f couraged
■
and hope nearly ■ ■
gone.
One day I called at H. Noel Steeves*
Wholesale Medicine Store and asked him
what medicine he would recommend. He
unhesitatingly recommended DANA’S SAR-ff “8 S O
SW<S&
SAPARILLA. I bought
one bottle and commenced taking it.
The
first bottle cored my hands.
When

Required
to Give Security.

—

DANA SARSAPARILLA CO. BELFAST, ME.
THE

OLD

RELIABLE

FIRM

-OF-

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

Lowest Rates. Losses adjusted
and paid at this office.

400

Congress St.,

and offer high grade 3E*X^3kJKTOSi and
OH.&AKTS at prices that defy com-

petition.

Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments

35

Exchange Street,

FOKTIAND,

for sale.fabl3eodlv
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WATCH DOG.

Waterville Child Badly Bitten by
Mastiff.

a

Big

[Special to the Press.]

Wateeville,

June 28.—A very severe
accident occurred to the little three-

old child of A. B. Spencer of this city
while at play in front of its home yesterday. The family has had for sometime
been tbe possessor of a mammouth mastiff dog which is said to be a very affectionate animal which has been taught to
watch. Unfortunately while the child
stood on the

sidewalk,

drove up and

FROM DEATH TO LIFE.
^nre Which Crowns Midden’s UIag«
netic Compound Ming of
1
Medicines.
Mrs. Isabel M. Perkins of Haverhill, Mass.,
tells a 8tdry, marvellous but true. The lower
half of her body was paralyzed. The rest
—a
receptacle for intense pain.” She
writes that pho was a (6 casket of disease.’’
Disease and pain stricken, enciente. yet for
seven months more than half dead.
A se-

Magnetic

are

alive

are

very anxious.
THE
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Barometer. 99.58G;29.715
70.0
Thermometer.61.0
56.
DewPoint.01.

Humidity.100.
Wind...S

62

W

ther...55.0|

Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, June 28, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station

in

this order:

of

being given
Temperature, direction

wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 72°, W, cloudy; New York, 70°,
SW, partly cloudy; Philadelphia, 72°, SW,
cloudy; Washington, 72°, SW, cloudy;
Albany, 71°, SW, cloudy; Buffalo, 66°, S
W, partly cloudy; Detroit, 60°, SW, rain;
Chicago, 08°, SW, cloudy; St. Paul, 6S°,
W, cloudy; St. Yincent, 56°, N, cloudy;
Huron, So. Dak., 74°, S, cloudless; Bismarck, 70°, SE, cloudy; Jacksonville, 76°,
SE, partly cloudy.
the

Apollinaris
Annual

A. M.,8 P.

6
Velocity.7
Weather.Foggy Cl’dles
Mean daily ther.. .SG.OIMax. vel. wind... 26 SE
Maximum ther.. .75.0iTotal precip.... 0.52

Newlraryport, Mass.

Healthful

Report.

|8

Weather

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO..

Storm.

Portland, Me, June 28,1892.

Minimum

"THE QUEEN

WEATHER.

Boston, June 28.—Local forecast for
New England for Wednesday: Fair; continued warm, westerly winds. For Thursday: Continued warm and probably fair.

healthy, smart. Hidden's Magnetic
Compound performs wonderful cures

because it is new. It is not an old fashioned
mineral decoction, a
century behind the times.
It is a clean, new compound, right up with the
medical and scientific knowledge of today. It
cures modern diseases in the modern
way. It
fills the tired, worn out system, with new life,
vigor and snap. It is the coming medicine. All
druggists. $1. BUY IT, TRY IT, ’TWILL DO

express team

as

physician arrived, it was found necessary to take eight stitches in the cheek.
Mhe child is doing well but the parents

Life came back. Paralysis was conquered.
Baby was born without pain. Mother and
child

an

the driver jumped from
his seat, he told the dog which stood
near by, to watch the team.
AVhen the
child went to the team the dog sprang
it
and
seized
it
Beupon
by the face.
fore assistance could he rendered the
cheek was very badly lacerated so that
when Dr.
Fred Hill, the attending

cough

set in.
Hemorrhages were of
frequent occurrence. Frequently lost a pint
of blood in bleeding attacks.
Simplest
food caused great distress. Doctors of various schools were ba£Hed. Said she would
die when baby was born. Dr. Hidden came
with his great life giver, the
Compound. The weary patient found instant relief. In two days tho stomach retained food without distress.
In four
days cough and hemorrhages were under
control. The gain was steady and certain.
vere

18 Millions.

figures
more

Chairman Campbell Was the

ney—The Democratic Platform

in

this

eloquent

than any phrases.”
THE TIMES, LONDON.

Found Dead

by the Tree.

Charlie Tibbetts,
Bath, June 28.
aged 9, was found at the foot of a tree
last night with his neck broken.
He
—

was dead and it is not known how the
accident happened.

an

Out

Document.

Washington, June 28.—There was a
lively tilt in the Senate today over the
resolution offered yesterday by Mr. Hale
as to the effectual difference between the
Republican policy of protection and the
Democratic policy of tariff for revenue
only. Mr. Hale addressed the Senate on
the resolution. He said that tariff for
revenue only, which is to be the rallying
cry of the Democracy in this campaign,
is only separated from free trade by the
amount of revenue needed to maintain
the government. All incidental protection to the American laborer in his competition with the underpaid and pauper
labor abroad, all recognition of the great
industries built up under the protective
system, were ruthlessly tossed aside by
the Democratic National Convention at
Chicago. Every state that helped to
to form the free trade constitution of the
Confederacy voted in favor of the proposition adopted by the Chicago canvention. Senator Hale spoke of the increase in the balance of trade in favor of
the United States during the 12 months
up to April, and said that this was a
The policy of the
Republican showing.
Democratic party, as shown by its tariff
plank, was British and not American.
The Republican party gladly accepted
the issue presented on the other side.
Mr. Vest replied to Mr. Hale.
He
said the Democratic party accepted the

challenge given today by the Senator
from Maine. It proposed on that issue
to stand or fall as a Apolitical organiza-

Mr. Vest asserted that the Ameri-

tion.
can

people enjoyed greater prosperity

from 1850 to 1860 under the low Walker
tariff than it had known before or since.
He said 800 strikes, reductions of wages,
lockouts, etc., had occurred since the
McKinley act went into effect. He produced a list of over 100 trusts, and said
that trusts were created under the tariff.
Mr. Vest denied Mr. Hale’s suggestion
that in free trade England almost all
business was managed by trusts. He
declared that Mr. Campbell, the new
chairman of the Republican national
committee, was the feed attorney of P.
D. Armour and a tool of a monopoly.
Mi\ Hale said that
every one of
Mr. Vest’s statements would be disputed.
He asked if ex-Secretary Whitney, who
controlled the Chicago convention, was
in no way associated with any great interest and he said the greatest of all
trusts, the Standard Oil Company, was
the interest that controlled the Chicago
convention.
Mr. Vest denied, on Mr. Whitney’s own
statement, that he [Mr. Whitney] had any
interest in the Standard Oil Company.
Maine Men’s

Bartlett, Portland, paint pigment.
T. E. Cherry, Bath, metal plainer.

F. L.

WEDDINGS.
Perkins-Milliken.
June 28.—Palms and

The
an

Overturned

Address of the Rev.
Mr. Whitman.

Inaugural

Halifax, N. S., June 28.—The fishing
schooner Champion of Gloucester, with
12 men, went ashore

last night

hydran-

geas adorned the

South Congregational
church (Edward Everett Hale’s church)
at noon today, and an expectant assemblage of friends filled the pews at the
wedding of Rev. John Carroll Perkins of
the First Parish church, Portland, and
Miss Edith Burnside Milliken. After the
appropriate music by Organist Chadwick, the bride passed up the main aisle,
escorted by her brother. She made a
very attractive appearance in a costume
of white gros grain silk, with a tulle veil,
and carried a bunch of lilies of the valley. The best man was Mr. J. Christie,
and the ushers were Mr. C. J. Hooper,
Rev. Mr. Southwortli, Mr. R. D. Small
and Rev. Mr. Latimer. Among the guests
were Mr.
Irvine McLellan of Pnrt.lnnrl
Miss Day of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Jose, Miss Wyman of Roxbury, Mrs. Julia Crane and Miss Crane of Brookline,
and Rev. Mr. Lyons. Tbe marriage cere-

Gull

on

during a heavy gale
Rock, near Brier

Island, Digby. Fire broke
morning from an overturned
forecastle.
island and

The

Speech

THE THRONE.

Which

AT

Rev. Dr.

Pepper,
College, Made

that the best available

ception
Professor of Biblical

erature—Other

and

ex-President of the

an

means

and methods are
employed. The question is simply this “What ends shall we
ourselves
in the use of
propose to
these means and methods? What shall
wo try to do for those who seek
guidance at our hands?
Assuming as we do
that our mission concerns the entire
manhood and womanhood of those we
are called to instruct we
may expect the
answer to these questions to
suggest our
ideals. Along what general lines, then,
shall we work? The answer
grows up
about three words. With these to guide
us we may define somewhat our task.”

Proceedings

of

fancy;

the

oppression

and Some of Those Who Were

was

shattered

by projectiles,

comparatively
city was in ruins. The parliamentary
party made a triumphal entry into Porto
Alegre, meeting with little or no resists
The

ance.

short time the

a

scene

was

Many dead people

a

were

dreadful

one.

found in the

ruins and in the streets, Justhow many
were killed it is
impossible to tell at
present, but the list ••' ill be a Iona- one.
General Livades, at the head of 5000 federal troops, assisted by a naval brigade,
is preparing for an attack on the Castiihistas, 6000 in number. Both sides are
full of fight, and a bloody and desperate
battle is certain when the two armies
meet.

WOMAN’S RELIEF CORPS.
Annual

Meeting

of the

State Organization

at Camden.

Camden, June 28.—The tenth

annual

convention of the Woman’s State Belief
Corps began a two days’ session at Me-

the

Colby

June 28.—At 10.45
was

Party.

Antonio,

Texas,

June

28.—
saw the

Republicans—Several Ballots Necessary
Settle Some Friendly Contests—A

to

flnt-foo
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Q
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Mr. Cleaves.

Rochester, N. Y., June 28.—The
of Republican clubs,
which President McAlpin called to order
here today, is a large and enthusiastic
In the calling of the roll,
gathering.
the greatest cheering came when the

to-

A. J. Roberts was elected assistant
professor of rhetoric, and is to assume the

Lastily

G. Blaine Club—Yesterday’s
Lively Convention of Franklin Connty

state convention

re-

mond, ’46, of Portland; Henry Hudson,
’75, Guilford; E. C. Mitchell, D. D., ’49,
New Orleans; F. W. Bakeman, D.
D., ’66,
Chelsea, Mass,; Prof. C. B. Wilson, ’87,
Gorham; W. A. Smith, ’91, Kennebunk;
Hon. W. H. Furber, ’82, Boston; H. P.
Hanson,’49, Boston; W. G. Chapman,
’83, Portland; Prof. W. H. Snyder, ’84,
Worcester: Prof. Julian Taylor, ’68,
Waterville; Prof. A. II. Roberts, Waterville; Leslie C. Cornish, Esq., ’75, Augusta: Rev. A. K. P. Small.’49. Fairfield;
Prof. J. B. Foster, ’43, Waterville; Prof.
D. W. Hall, ’90. Skowliegan; Rev. Geo.
B. lllsley, ’63, Bangor; Prof. Lincoln
Owen, ’92, Waterville; F. W. Johnson,
’91, Calais; R. L. lllsley, ’91, Houlton;
Rev. A. It. Paine, ’66, Hebron; E. L.
Getchell, ’37, Waterville; Prof. Geo. Bullen, D. D., ’53, Newcastle, Mass.; Geo. R.
Campbell, ’91, Waterville; Judge W. C.
Pliilbrook, ’82, Waterville; Prof. E. H.
Hall, ’62, Waterville; Rev. G. W. Preston, ’52, Granville, Mass.; Geo. S. Flood,
’61, Waterville; Prof. A. C. Lane, ’62,
Waterville; Rev. C. Y. Hanson, ’65. Skowliegan; Hon. S. S. Brown, ’58, Waterville;
Rev. H. R. Mitchell, ’72, Foxcroft; Dr.
Charles D. Smith,’77, Portland; Dr. E.
T. Lyford, ’77, Springfield. The
college
has received a fine portrait of ex-President Dr. G. D. B. Pepper of Colby, which
was presented as a gift from the class of
’86: The portrait is a fine likeness, the
work of Miss Eva D. Cowdery, and will

EMPIRE

Big Gathering whhic Cheered

Speech by

commencement

OF

the James

Present—

gunticook Hall, Camden, at 2 p. m., Mrs.
Hebron Mayhew of Westbrook, state
president, in the chair. The other state
officers present were Mrs. C. O. Wadsworth, vice president, Gardiner, and Mrs.
Emma Y. Stiles, Westbrook, secretary.
Twenty-three corps were represented by make a valuable addition to the collection
delegates. The president read her report, of friends and benefactors which the colshowing the organization to be growing. lege now possesses.
The treasurer, Mrs. E. B. Phinney of
Proceedings of the Trustees.
Westbrook, made her report. This evenAt a meeting of the Colbv trustees
ing a memorial entertainment was given
by the ladies of Geo. S. Cobb Belief Corps. this afternoon a chair of Biblical LiteraTomorrow will be devoted to business ture was created and Rev. G. D. B.
Pepand the election of new officers.
per, D.D., LL. D., an ex-president of the
elected to the professorship.
University,
The Africans* Own
San

A

Class Day Observances.

day

CONVENTION

STATE CLUB MEN.

the

ooito

in

THE

lit-

sumed with the senior class exercises at
the church. In spite of the drenching
rain of the early morning there was a
London, June 28.—Today the Queen
attendance. The seniors marched
the
formal pre- large
prorogued Parliament,
to the church in procession, where the
liminary step to dissolution, which follows immediately.
The Queen, in her following programme was rendered:
Prayer.Class Chaplain A. G. Hurd
speech proroguing Parliament, says: Class History.C. J. Boss
Class Ode
“Our foreign relations are friendly.
Poem—Maiden Hair....Miss Nellie S. Bakeman
Treaties have been duly ratified which Oration.Charles A. Merrill
refer our differences with‘the United
In the afternoon the exercises which
States respecting Behring sea to arbitra- were to have been held on the campus
tion.”
were given at the church on account of
The speech refers to the ratification
bad weather.
They were interesting
of the action of the Brussels conference
for the suppression of the slave trade, throughout. The programme follows:
though noting the French reservations Prayer.A. G. Hurd
P. Fall
respecting the maritime slave trade. The Prophecy.George
Pine Ode and Smoking the Pipe of Peace.
Queen says that she has gladly assented Address to the Undergraduates.
to the bills which Parliament has enact.Charles E. Cohen
Farewell Ode.
ed, and the speech lays particular emphasis on the Small, Holdings bill and Parting Address.Loring Herrick
the Clergy Discipline bill,
The Meeting of the Alumni.
to enable
At 2 o’clock in the chapel a large and
bishops to clear the church of clergymen
guilty of immorality. Her Majesty adds: enthusiastic alumni meeting was held, in
“In closing this parliament, which has which these officers were elected:
been unusually laborious and. highly
President—Larkin Dunton, ’55, LL. D., Bosfruitful of beneficent legislation, I thank ton.
Vice President—B. W. Dunn, ’68, Waterville.
for
the
assiduous
of
you
performance
Secretary and Treasurer—E. W. Hall, ’62,
your momentous duties during the last Waterville.
six years, and I heartily commend you to
Necrologist—Bev. C.V. Hanson, ’65, Skowthe favor of Almighty God.”
hegan.
Councillors—F. A. Waldron, ’68; Lincoln
According to the proclamation for disOwen, ’88; S. S. Brown, ’58, Waterville.
solution. the writs for the fronprnl a!
A committee was elected to co-operate
tion must issue forthwith.
with the committee of trustees with reKilled
in
Brazil.
Many
gard to the erection of a chemical laborann/1 nnvwl
4-y.
New York, June 27.—The Herald cor- tnvv 7>vHOC VAforl tn
respondent at Montevideo telegraphs each alumnus during the year pamphlet
advices from Yaguaronare to the ef- containing a statement of the workings
fect that Brazilian gunboats Camoein and plans of the University.
and Marajo shelled and destroyed the
Among the familiar faces of the alumni
city of Porto Alegre.
Building after present were noticed Hon. Josiali Drumand

President Harrison’s Opinion of the
Democratic Platform.

of

Parliament.

building

THE WORLD OF POLITICS

Trustees—Tlie Meeting of the Alumni

Waterville,

Prorogued the British

assume

CENTS.

PRICE THREE

This task President Whitman defined
(1) as the emancipation of the soul of the
young from its limitations: the dominion of the sense; the
bondage of miscon-

WATERYILLE.

out in the

The crew landed on the
of them reached Westport this afternoon after a terrible experience. The captain and four of the
crew are still in the vicinity of the wreck.
The vessel
outfit are
and
a total
loss. They are owned by John Pew &
Son.
FROM

THE EXERCISES OF THE DAY

stove in the

seven

Ingenuity.

Washington, June 28.—The following
patents have been granted to people in
Maine:

Boston,

lx'IS'A/AaxteA!}

COLBY’S SEW PRESIDES!.

Stove Set Her On Fire.

New York letter.

SPECIAL

She Went Ashore and Then

Mr. Hale’s Resolution.

Page 3.
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1892.
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GLOUCESTER SCHOONER LOST.

Yesterday’s Debate In the Senate

Obituary.

Page

DAILY

PRESIDENT

B.

T„

“James G. Blaine Association” of New
York was called.
Letters were read from President HarThe
rison, Whitelaw Reid and others.
President, in his letter, said:
“I cannot, in this letter, discuss the
great issues that are now presented for
debate, but I venture to call your attention to the significant action of the Chi-

WHITMAN.

false authority; (2) the redemption of
the soul by arousing it to the knowledge
and control of itself; and (3) the endowing of it with the possession of the de-

sired development.
“These

President

thoughts

claim us

Whitman.

here,” said making

“Development.”—The ideal man
in
a
perfect soul
perfect
body.
Every departure from that
I.

is

a

may in an important sense be considered
abnormal. In proportion to such departure must the efficiency of life be lessened. We have grown so used to accepting something below the ideal that
perfection is in common application a
relative term. The truth of the Tamil
proverb is suggestive: “A child that
can walk is a god to a child in the cradle.” Men are not equal. Native endowments differ. Degrees of development differ. Partly conditions can be
changed. Partly they cannot. Native
endowment is God’s matter. Development is ours. Our chief obligation lies in
relation to that. Concerning it we may

consider (1)

Undeveloped and unsliaped

powers. In most lives there are unused
gifts. In most lives are germs of power
worth being made productive. In most
lives are impulses which need to be
shaped into vehicles ol lasting good.
Gaps and excesses are mingled. Eminence is gained in one part at cost of sacrifice in another.
(2) Some suggestions of experience.
Much can be done with simple material.
A mountain taken into pieces is nothing
but atoms. Other than mechanical methods must be employed. For certain subordinate purposes mechanical methods
will avail; but a spiritual existence can
be subject only to spiritual laws. No
outward pressure can shape the soul.

Inward inspiration alone can do that.
Quicken the soul and the work is done.
In pursuit of its own ends it will then insist upon having the body trained, the
mind

cago convention upon the subject of the
tariff. The majority report seemed to
recognize that some regard might be had
in tariff legislation for the interests of
our American
workingmen; that in

disciplined and every spiritual

pow-

led into service. All the elements of
life are to be taken into account. The
sensuous, the intellectual, and the volitional, are alike the work of God. Only
in right development of them all is there
er

symmetry.
higher

One element of being may
than another for the purposes of life. Indeed certain elements
are to be preserved even though at sacrifice of all the vest. But we may well
bear in mind that sacrifice involves curtailment in some part. It may be necessary, but necessity does not alter the
fact. If our right eye offends us we
must pluck it out; but that does not
mean that one eye is better than two.
It
means simply that when both higher and
lower cannot be kept, the lower must go.
The cube suggests the true view. Turn
it which way you will, it is always a
a cube.
The life properly developed
in every element is
symmetrical in
The internal
every view pi e seated.
rather than the external is to receive the
emphasis. “The great thoughts come
from the heart,
says Beauvenargues.
The acts of life rise there. “The ancestor of every action is a thought,” says
Emerson. The view of life is settled
there, for vision is of the soul, not of the
rank

tariff

reductions, injury

to our

domestic industries should be avoided,
and that such changes should be regardful
of
the
labor
and
capital
connected
therewith.
All
these
declarations
were
stricken
out

by an overwhelming vote of the convention, and the resolutions adopted
must, in the light of this vote, it seems

to me, be construed to be an affirmative

declaration that Democratic legislation
upon the tariff! will be without any regard to its effect upon the wages of
American industries. What was rejected,
and what was adopted upon this subject
at

Chicage,

declaration

seems
more

to me to constitute a
extreme and more de-

structive than has ever beforfe been promulgated by the Democratic party.”

REPUBLICANS WIDE AWAKE.
Yesterday’s Convention in Franklin County—A Speech by Mr. Cleaves.
[Special to the Press.]
Farmington, Me., June 28.—It was a
very lively, but harmonious, county convention which was held here by the Republicans today. Music Hall was well
filled, nearly every delegate and many
spectators being in the seats. Ex-State
Seator Joel Wilbur of Phillips presided,
with John M. S. Hunter of

Farmington,

and W. W. Small of Phillips secretaries.
After prayer by Rev. Hugh Elder pastor
of the Old South church, the temporary
organization was made permanent, and
the presentation of candidates’ names begun. Josiali H. Thompson of Farmington presented, and J. W. Butterfield of

Phillips seconded, the name of Joseph
C. Holman of Farmington, a prominent
lawyer and ex-member of the state committee, for senator. He was nominated
by acclamation. Elmer E. Richards of
Farmington presented Jamesi Morrison
of Phillips for judge of probate, and the
nomination was made by acclamation.
This is the third time Judge Morrison
has been nominated, each time by acclamation.
A friendly contest occurred

over the sheriff nomination.
James F.
Toothaker of Phillips, one of the present deputies, Gilbert Miller, sheriff many

years ago, and Alonzo Sylvester, the
present incumbent, were nominated. Two
ballots were necessary.
On the first
Miller had 52, Sylvester 48, and Toothaker 15. On the second Miller had 05
and was nominated. Messrs.
Manley B.
Pottle of Kingfield and Benj. Butler of
Avon were presented for commissioner.
The former won, receiving 88 of the 123
votes thrown. Four ballots were necessary to choose a candidate for county a
torney. The names of W. Fred P. Fog
of Strong, Byron M. Small of Wilton ana
Geo. C. Rogers of Farmington were presented. Mr. Fogg withdrew on the second ballot and Mr. Rogers was nominated

Guadalupe county yesterday
a new party which has no consigned.' Instructors Maryhardt and Basvvviiiug
A special commitnection with Democrary, Republicanism, sett were re-elected.
more than necessary.
Daniel M. Bonney
Prohibition, or any political organiza- was appointed to co-operate with the
of
was nominated for county
Farmington
alumni committee in raising funds for body.
tion heretofore existing.
it
is
Indeed,,
treasurer by acclamation. J. W. Fair“What the world teaches profits to the world,
the erection of a chemical
opposed to them all.
laboratory. A What
banks of
the soul teaches profits to the soul,
Farmington, Joel Wilbur
Under a call issued by B. Berry, a committee of women graduates was ap- Which then first1 stands
erect with Godward
of Phillips, Charles O. Wiluins of Kingface,
large number of negroes assembled in pointed to raise funds for the erection of
iield, J. S. Mooers of New Sharon and
a ladies’ dormitory.
mass meeting, effected a permanent orEx-President Small When she lets fall her pack of withered facts,
Nathan S. French of Chesterfield were
The
of the outward eye and ear,
ganization with Berry as chairman, and was elected a trustee, and Hon. J. H. Amt gleanings
elected a county committee.
looks and listens with her finer sense;
The ticket
for Drummond was re-elected chairman of Nor Truth nor Knowledge cometh from with- nominated is a
mony was performed by Rev. Edward adopted a platform which calls
strong one and bound to
out.”
Hale, formerly associate pastor of the negro nominations for every office with- the board of trustees. Resolutions were
This afternoon Hon. Henry B.
win.
church, Rev. Dr. A. P. Peabody assist- in the gift of the American people from passed regretting the resignations of
3—The Model. Nothing helps under- Cleaves of Portland addressed a
large
President Small and Dr. S. K. Smith.
ing. No reception was held, the bridal President down to constable.
standing more than an example. We and enthusiastic gathering in Music
the
on
a
It
recites
that
tour
is
to
inherEucouple starting
have one here.
wedding
The Inaugural Address.
Whatever the world Hall. He was very warmly received and
Democracy
rope, where they are to remain through ently opposed to the African; that the
thinks of the higher claims of Jesus it made a most favorable
impression. The
This evening was given over to the inJuly and August.
Republicans have been false to him; that
willingly accepts the type of life seen in Republicans of Franklin are wide awake
The bride is a niece of H. N.
there is no hope for him in the People’s augural address of President-elect B. L. him. The closest
thro’
centuand will he heard from at the polls.
Jose,
scrutiny
Esq., of Portland, and daughter of the party, and that he is the national balance Whitman. The church could not hold ries has resulted in uniform confession Republican campaign flags were raised
late Elias T. Milliken, Esq., a native of of power.
that
whatever
else
lie
or
not
and at West Farmington this afterhere
may
may
the crowd. The exercises opened with
Buxton, and long a prominent merchant
liavo been he was the perfect man. There noon.
Fell
Overboard
and
ex-President
G.
D.
B.
Drowned.
prayer by
of Boston.
Pepper, was in him a perfect balance of powers.
Senator Chandler, writing on the politThe retiring president, We are not conscious of defect anywhere
Gardiner, June 28.—Robert Brodie of D.D., LL. D.
Merrill-Scamman.
Dr. Small, introduced Mr. Whitman in in him as we read the memorials of liis ical prospects in New Hampshire, says
The marriage of Miss Helen Scamman Philadelphia, aged 28, a saloon servant
in
the Concord Monitor that the Demolife. Body, mind and spirit were in acbrief words.
on the steamer Kennebec, was lost overof Saco and Alvan R. Merrill, instructor
cord. His action was worthy.
Great as cratic leaders intend to use the power of
President Whitman’s inaugural ad- were bis
board this morning about a mile outside
deeds, we feel that he was the Boston & Maine railroad to carry
in Gray’s business college in this city,
dress was a scholarly discussion of-‘Ideals
than anything ho did. And his New Hampshire.
and drowned.
He went
greater
occurred yesterday forenoon, at 10 of Seguin light
in Education.”
“Theories of education
was held to duty in a most
o’clock, at the residence of the bride’s to the steamer’s side to throw a broken have undergone a significant change,” greatness
manly
way. Justice, temperance, truth
Mrs.
Susan
Scamman
on
overboard.
The
he
said.
Thorn“Mechanical
mother,
have given place
boat lurched and
glass
readiness to encounter
perseverance,
ton avenue, Saco.
The ceremony was a
more rational methods.
Less stress
it was too to
pitched him over the rail,
regard for public good, exertion in
quiet one, and was performed by Rev. rough to lower a lifeboat. A life preser- is laid upon the acquisition of a limited pain,
Name the virtue
preference to sloth.
Arthur Crane, pastor of the Cutts ave- ver and raft were thrown
And this
him and the body of facts and more upon preparation and it will be found in him.
nue Baptist church, in the presence of
steamer turned around as soon as possi- for dealing with the great body of facts
was possible only because there was
only a few relatives and friends. The ble and went back but could not see him. which life presents. The external is type
in him no conflict between spiritual and
bride was very prettily attired in white. This was his third season
subordinated to the internal in order
All elements were in right
on the boat.
The young couple left at noon for Island
that the soul may be girded for its work. physical.
in
order and
development.
right
where
will
A Freshet at
This is pre-eminently the aim of collegi- Our aim
Pond, Vt.,
they
stay for sevSkowhegan.
well be
to imitate
may
eral weeks.
A large number of handate education. Technical, professional
in
the
world over
for
June
looking
him,
Snowbegan,
28.—A freshet and
some presents were received, many of
strictly university courses, propose nothing will be found to match the decaused the breaking of Weston & Brain- somewhat different
them being of considerable value.
aims. They stand in
velopment which gave to his character,
ard’s boom here today and let ten or special relations to life.
The college
beauty and strength.
Thief
Arrested.
Supposed Horse
course
stands
in
a
relation
of
twelve million logs go down the river togeneral prep“With good reason some man will say,
aration.
It
looks
to
the
28.—Sheriff
direction
of
June
The
booms
James
L.
at
Norway,
night.
pow- “This work Is great.” It is great. Some
Pishon’s Ferry
/
ers already in exercise.
It
the
looks
to
Fairfield
and
are
in
Parker arrested a man Monday on susman will say. “This work is hard.”
It
danger.
of others as yet asleep. The is hard. The
awakening
is
true
of
all deproverb
picion as being the thief who stole the
Chief Justice Fuller at Camden.
curriculum is arranged with reference to
God sells knowledge for
velopment.
team from the stable of Samuel N. Hasin its large and true sense.
discipline
attain
thro’
We
sweat.
conflict.
The
June
Camden,
28.—Chief Justice Mel- Art is
kell near Mechanic Falls Friday night.
brought to bear upon Nature, not earnest ’man will welcome the strong
ville W. Fuller of the United States Su- as a
but
as
an
aid to the bet- words the
substitute,
Charles Hodgdon of Waterford noticed
poet seer speaks:—
preme Court is among the summer visi- ter doing of Nature’s work.
“When the fight begins within himself,
that a man with an old style covered car- tors here.
“There is no need to discuss the rela- A man’s worm
something. God stoops o'er his
tive merits of collegiate studies. Part of
Absolutely Pure.
riage had stayed the night before in one
head,
The National Bank of the Common- them have stood the test of time. Others Satan looks up between his feet—both tug—
of his neighbors’ fields, and ho at once
A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest ot
i’
the
left
himself,
middle:
He’s
the
soul
wakes
wealth of Boston has been
all in leavening strength.—Latest United males
appointed re- are now working out their own vindicacame to Norway and put Mr. Parker on
and grows.”
serve agent of the Haliowell
(Me.) Na- tion. Nor is there need to discuss the
Government Food Report.
his
track.

The

man

was

overhauled

birth of

tional Bank.

secrets of their

disciplinary

power.

We
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COLBY’S NEW
Continued

"PRESIDENT.

From First

For liis soul’s sake the

Davy at Bates.

Class

Page.

best develop-

ment lie can attain is the least man owes

himself.
II. Control.—Control must accompany
development In this we look for:—(1) A

unifying purpose.
Right order is important. This can be
secured only by a right purpose unifying
powers. Dr Wayland’s words are 'suggestive. “I am built railroad fashion.

I can go forward if necessary, and if necessary I can take the back track, but I
cannot
go sideways.”' The forward
course brings the different powers into
line and that means a light order for
them. This is important. If powers are
not in right order they work at a disadvantage. Wl)at purpose shall control
him each must decide for himself.
The greatest of all is the purpose
to shape life according to the will that
rules the world. This will mean for a
man not only that his personal powers
shall obey, but also that the conscious
and unconscious of the world shall become subject to him.

Oration.Jacob E. Little
Address to Undergraduates.... W. H. Putnam
History.L. M. Sanborn
Poem.E. C. Osgood
Address to Halls and Campus—W. B. Skelton
Prophecy.H. E. Waiter
Parting Address.E. M. Emery
Class Ode...F. V. Stevens
The officers of the class are:
President—A. D.

IteuW of Interest Gathered by
of the Press.

Their Lead,

Committee—A. F. Gilmore, Marshal, N. W,
Howard, C. N. Blanchard, V. E. Meserve.
The annual meeting of the Bates alumni was held tonight.
George B. Files
and A.
M.
Spear were elected to
the board of overseers.
The following
officers were elected:
President—W. E. Ranger, ’79.
Vice President—W. H. Hartsliorne, ’86.
Secretary—W. H. Judkins, ’80.
Executive Committee—I. N. Cox, ’89; Miss
Howe, ’90; W. L. Powers, ’8S.
This evening a concert by the Myron
Whitney male quartette and Beethoven
Club of Boston, with Mrs. Anna Burch,
soprano, was given.

College

Trustees.

it alone makes the power

respon-

sive.

III.
Concentration.
Responsiveness
makes concentration possible. There is no
than this, the ability of
the soul to focus its power, to direct all
its forces to one object, to fix every
faculty to the attainment of the object.
Self-possession finds in this its crowning
evidence.

grander thing

IV.

ALlcipUlLlUIl.

VVUiH 61ItUl UC

UUUB

with self when it is brought into posLet us find our answer in:
session?
(1.) The variety of service needed. The
world’s work is manifold. One has only
to think of the departments of thought
and life to see how uncalled for is the
fear of any that there is no worthy place
for him. It would be idle to enumerate
the varied forms of service possible.
Every man can number them as he has
need.

(1.) Fitness for specific work. Out of
this variety stand certain things for each
to do. To every man his service.
Only
the foolish man will waste his day wondering if there is anything for him to do.
Circumstance, providence, aptitude, call
it what you will, something will help
him decide.
That development only is
worthy of the name which fits the soul
It ought to be counted
for its work.
shame that there is a man or woman
in all God’s world who lacks fitness for

of Science and Arts was held in the college church at 8 o’clock this evening.

Among the orations were:
The Improvement of Rivers and Harbors...
.Ralph E. Cox, Kittery,
The Pictorial Art of Today in America....

THE CRIMSON.

Yale-Hatrvard

The

Championship

Undecided—Yale
Off the Tie
News

on

of the

Kefuses

To

Neutral Grounds—Other

Suddenly

by

sometime

we

snail

oe wise

enough

to

do our work in the divine way, careful
only to work out that rule which says:
“Success is adjustment between a man’s

possibilities and liis achievements.”
Half the disappointment is taken out of
life by that definition. The aim of every
worthy effort is to make possibility the
greatest attainable, and then bring
achievement up to it.
Progress may be
slow, but direction and motion are everyWhen a man walks toward the
thing.
light the shadows fall behind him. Out
question ueed not concern the approval
of majorities just at present. It touches
a much more important matter when we
ask if it is a part of the great plan of
things. The stoic motto is worth re“The fates lead
the
membering.
willing; they drag the unwilling.” More
than we think, spiritual elements entei
into the problem. Will it be asking you
to re-tread a way already worn if I repeat the lesson of Kaulbach’s colossal
painting at the entrance of the new
in Berlin.
It represents the
battle between the Romans and the Huns
museum

which decided the fate of European
The story goes that the
civilization.
hosts on either side fought desperately,
until the greater part of the combatants
were slain, and the rest, worn out with
conflict, tell to the ground in heavy
sleep. But as the night caipe on, the
spirits of the slain, still fierce and restless even after death, rose from theii
bodies and held a still and awful battle
in the air.
The shadowy combat is the
theme of the painting.
The picture is
wonderful for its varied portraiture ol
deadly conflict, but far more wonderful
for its symbolic teaching that the battle
which determined the future of the
world, was not so much a battle of mer
and spears as a battle between the spirits
of two opposing civilizations, a battle it
which subtle and shadowy principles
contended for the mastery. The thougln
is worthy of emphasis as an illustratioi
of one element in the problem before us

Good spirits aid every right endeavor.
“Yes, right must win since God is just.
The hardest lesson is to trust,
But His great plan still moves along.
Today is but the chrysalis.
That holds tomorrow; feeling this,
Be patient and be strong.”

evening

a

an

The Grandest

Scenery, Greatest

Wonderful Glen Springs.
W. W.

She

was

about 46

of
of
the
age; a member
Bangor Central Congregational church,
and a woman generally respected and beloved in the community. No arrangements have yet been made for
the

years

tinued in it at Bethel and Berlin, N. H.,
until 1890.
He was also a large lumber
operator, and leaves timber lands in
Bethel, Newry, Byron and Roxbury, and
wasjan owner of a gold plain in the latter
He married in 1865 Hepzibah
town.
Kimball, who survives him with three
sons

and one

daughter.
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Henry Wild Fuller, who died at New
Rochelle, N. Y., yesterday, was the only

brother of Chief Justice Fuller.

The

deceased was a druggist.
He was once
president of the American Pharmaceutical Associatian. He was born in Augusta and was a student at Bowdoin.

Obituary
of

Charles Connor,

a

Notes.

well known citizen

Waltham, Mass., who died Monday,
bom in Lewiston, Me., 46 years ago.

was

Lively Times in Behring Sea.

San Fkancisco, Cal., June 28.—According to advices received from Ounaiaska, things are going to be lively in the
Behring Sea this season. Already there
is a report that the warship Mohican has
fired upon a runaway sealer. The indications are that a number of the
poachers will defy the fleet and enter
the Behring Sea at the risk of seizure
and imprisonment. The migrating herds
are now near the passes in the closed
sea, and the cruisers are following them.

woman’s

aged

Telegraph and Post Office in house.

SUICIDE.
For further information and

[From our Regular Correspondent.]

Mrs. Mary E. Briggs of Harrison, an
aged widow living by herself, committed
suicide Tuesday night by hanging herself
to the stair rail.
Insanity was evidently

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

THE RELIEF OF PEARY.

Staudish.

McCarthy,

3

0

0

0

Totals.30

3

3

4

p.

A.

K.

0
2
0
0
2
5
0
2
3

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

14

3

A.

E.

0
6
0

0
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
1

0

0
4
5
10
2
5

Carl,

27

20

5

Innings.1 23456789

ir:_

Innings.1 23456789
Woonsoekets.5 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 2—12
Salerns.3 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1—10
Base hits—Woonsoekets. 15; Salerns, 10. Errors—Woonsoekets, 7; Salerns, 4.
New

England League Standing.

Per
Lost. Played cent.
13
37
67.5

Won.
Portland. 25
Woonsocket. 23
Brockton. 23
Lowell. 21
Manchester. 20
Salem. 19
Lewiston. 17
Pawtucket. 15
The

National

15
18
20
21
24
24
25

Sciences to search for the Greenland exploring party, yesterday sailed for St.
Johns, N. F., on board the Red Cross
steamship Miranda.' The party is in
eharge of Professor Angelo Heilprin,
with Henry G. Bryant as second in command. The other members of the party
are Dr. Jackson M.
Mills, surgeon; William E. Meehan, botanist; C. E. Hite,
taxidermist; Y. W. Stokes, artist; Albert W. Vorse and Samuel J. Entrekin.
On reaching St. Johns, the
party will be

very successful term of school in District No. 1 last Friday, with recitations
and a picnic dinner in the grove.
Gilbert Emery received a bad cut on
his knee recently by falling on an ax
while carpentering.
The rain storm of Saturday and Sunday
caused quite a rise in the Saco x'iver,
which will be a great help toward getting
the drive of logs now at Limington Falls
into Saco.
Last Friday afternoon Isaac Mayo went
to pick strawberries near the Davis
meadow. He hitched bis horse to a tree
near the railroad.
The horse broke away
and got on the track and was struck by a
freight train, injuring him so that he had
to be killed. The horse was live years
a

38
41
41
41
43
41
40

60.5
56.0
51.2
48.7
44.1
41.4

37.6

old and quite

a

vualuable

The following games were played in
the National League yesterday:
At Baltimore—Washingtons, 12; Baltimores,

8.

At Philadelphia—Phiiadelphias, 8; Bostons,1.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns, 12; New Yorks, 5.
Second game—New Yorks. 8; Brooklyns, 3.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnatis. 4; LouisvUles, 1.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 7; Pittsburgs, 3.
THE BLUE WON.
And the Y'ale-Harvard Series *5nds in

a

Tie.

transferred to the

sealing steamer Kite,
which will sail on July 2 for McCormick
Bay, where Lieutenant Peary and his
party are expected to be found. The
camping ground of Lieutenant Peary’s
expedition is about 100 miles south of
the place where the survivors of the illfated Greely exploring
party were res-

one.

Gray.

[From

Regular Correspondent.]
Many of the fields are short of grass.
Mrs. Jennie Morse, of Denvei-, Col., is
visiting at her father’s, Mr. John New-

begin.
Mr.

our

Henry Newhegin, from Ohio,is

in town.

Mr. Richard M. Andrews will enter
Bowdoin College this fall.
Mrs. Jas. H. Colley and child, of Newbury, Mass., are at Mrs. Amos Colley’s.
Mr. L. E. Johnson and son, of Portland, have done an artistic job of paper-

ing

at the Free Baptist Church.
Mr. Fred Higgins, son of O. S. Higgsns, went on to the roof of the ell of
their buildings the 25th inst to raise the
scuttle, and fell to the ground, breaking a leg below the knee.
Mr. W. H. Brown, Senior Vice Commander of thejCamp of Sons of Veterans,
has opened over the store recently occupied by J. T. Merrill, a barber shop.
He is a worthy comrade, and a good
workman, and should receive the patronage of the G. A. R. members, as well
as members of the camp to which he be-

j!
|

longs.

Mr. Hezekiah Whitney and Mr. John
M. Libby, Republicans, Mr. Cyrus J.
Perley and Mr. Edgar Caswell, Demo
crats. have been appointed ballot clerks
for the coming election.
Mr. John W. Frank, agent for the
Walter A. Wood mowing machine, is a
very enthusiastic and successful agent.
Dr. and Mrs, J. F. Rowell have the
sympathy of a very large circle of friends
in tlicir bereavement, by the death of

their only son.
Mr. Peter Bohnsen has just finished
stable.
The Rev.

Since then no news has been
heard from the rest of the party.
The relief expedition goes well provided with everything necessary for a visit
to the land of ice and snow. In addition
to its own supply of provisions, a quantity sufficient to last the Peary party a
year will be carried by the Kite.
Dogs
and sledges will be taken on board at
Godhaven.
If all goes well Professor
Heilprin will do some exploring on his
own aocount before returning.
All the
specimens collected by the party will be

a

Mr.

the property of the

of Windham
with Rev. F. Bean, pas-

Ailcers,

my.

Philadelphia

Professor Heilprin is

on

the 2bth inst.
Miss Nora Whitney and Miss Lillian
Frank are at home, from the Gorham
Normal School. Miss Whitney, we
learn, will teach the fall and winter
terms of school in village school.
Miss Annie Bean is at home on a vacation from Bates College.

Mr. J. II. Uamson informs his old
JPHOTOGKAPHS.
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the well,
known LAMSON STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment.
Having visited most of the leading
studios of our largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in his profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to Insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as he will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me.
cltf

maylti

mm Grand

Bargain Sals in Close Out tire Stock.

1 case 10c Printed Chaiiies 6 !-4c.
I case $5.00 Toilet Quilts $3.75.
i case BOe Printed Cambric 8c.
cued.
Best Cocheco Prints 5c.
The Peary expedition sailed from
Steel
Scissors, all sizes, 25c.
on
June 6, 1891. It attracted
Brooklyn,
much attention on account of the presRuchings at half price.
ence of Mrs.
Leather Shopping Bags half price.
Peary, who is the first woman to brave the
hardships of an Arctic
Portmonnaies half price.
exploration. The party was in charsre of
Colored Dress Goods half price.
ner husband. Lieutenant Robert C. PeaNice Vases half price.
ry. Professor Heilprin, who now goes
in charge of the relief
Colored Lansdown 80c, worth $1.25.
expedition, acThe associate members
companied it.
6-4 Plaid Cloakings 69c, worth $1.25.
were Professor J. E.
Holt, Dr. William
H. Burk, Dr. Robert N.
Brown, Green and Blue Faille Silk for dresses 85c,
Kelly, L. W.
Mengel, Alexander Kenealy, ana Frazer worth $1.25.
Aslmurst. All of these, with the excepWine, Drab, Blue, Green and Peacock Satin Rhadame
tion of the leader and his wife, accomworth $1.25.
pauied the expedition merely to obtain 75c,
scientific data concerning Greenland.
Antique Lace Tidies 7 and 13c, worth 20c and 30c.
Those who formed the exploring expediFans for graduating classes, very cheap.
tion proper were Langdon Gibson, EdLadies’ Colored Ribbed Hose 25c, former price 75c.
ward Astrup, John F. Vorhoeff, Dr. F.
“
“
Misses’Fancy Cotton
8,12 1-2,15c,
A. Cook and a colored servant. It was
50,62,75c
TBie best 25c Fast Black Hose in the world.
their idea to discover whether Greenland is an island or a continent that exB5 inch White Brocade Sash Ribbon $1.25, worth $2.50.
tends to the North Pole.
Our special discount sale of Handkerchiefs will be conThe party was landed by the Kite at
tinued this week.
McCormick’s Bay, July 25.
The scientific members of the party soon completed their investigations and returned by
the Kite.

new

Hill, exchanged
tor of the Congregational Church,

League.

one

.T.jel.3

DYER

W. R.

Hardy, of Camden, Me.,
tramped 30 years ago. He helped

cura-

academy and a professor of
paleontology at the same institution.
Mr. Bryant, the second in command, is a
lawyer by profession and a graduate

That has been worth to him, he 1
says, $25 a bottle. It has made a ;
new man of him, and for the first
1
time since the war he feels well.
Wouldn’t it pay you to try it for
that trouble of yours ?
50 Cents. ,
123 Doses,
:
All Druggists.

Haven, Conn., June 28.—Yale
an exciting game
here this afternoon, the second of the
series, and closing the inter-collegiate
championship series of the season.
Yale won, 4 to 3.
The result of today’s
game leaves the championship undecided
New

Miss Nellie Allen has been at home the
The Pawtuekets will be here today,
past week. Miss Etta Low of Deering
and all who like to see good ball playing accompanied her. They return to Deershould attend. Game called at 3.30. La- ing on Monday.
Mr. Charles Hunt of Deerinn Centre
dies free.
was in the place from Saturday until
Notes.

the Androscoggin
Association at Livermore Falls was postponed from yesterday until today, on account of rain.
The meeting
Horse Breeders’

Dr.

of

Mary Walker

on

Deck

Again.

Chicago, June 28.—If there is not a
great advance made in dress reform during the World’s Fair it will not be the
fault of Dr. 'Mary Walker.
The dress
movement seems to have sagged a little
of late and the doctor has come

the
with the following application to
the World’s Fair officials:
I believe that la costume department under
my charge would be of interest to the people,
and I most respectfully ask for such to be announced, and that I be appointed as manager of
such department.
Col. Davis’s private secretary said that
the application would receive" due consideration. He could not say whether
the department would be instituted, but
he considers Dr. Walker an intelligent,
well-informed woman, who could manage such a matter with credit.
Mrs. Potter Palmer, president of the
Board of Lady Managers, said the matter
had not been presented to the board.
to

rescue

Rock Island, 111., June 28.—It is estifully 200 families in this city
have been driven from their homes by
the flood.
Rock river is still out of its
banks. The town of Milan is inundated.
Communication is possible only by
means of boats.
This morning a mail
named

James Post attempted to wade
across the street near the
river, and was
swept out into the rushing water and

drowned.

ltumford Falls Post Office.

Washington, June

28.—A post office
has been established at Rumford Falls,
Oxford county, and John H. Wardwell

appointed postmaster.

Fire in Seattle, Wash., did $500,000
damage, Monday night.
The National Prohibition Convention,
which meets in Cincinnati today, will
probably nominate Gen. John Bidwell of
California for President.
The stockholders of the Dover and Winnipiseogee railroad have voted to sell the
road to the Boston and Maine on a basis
of exchange of [four shapes of their stock
for three of the Boston and Maine. Thev
have about 4800 shares in all.
Steamer Hippolyte, at Boston from
Cuba, passed on June 27, 55 miles southeast of South Shoal light
ship, the wreck
of a bark which had
apparently been iu
collision.

BY F. 0. BAILEY &

--

Kennebec

Framing

and Lumber Co.'s

Plant,

SV1E.

ON

Mrs. Edwards of Gray has been visitat George Hunt’s the past week.
On Wednesday evening June 22. Miss
Mabel H. Cobb, only daughter of Abbie
D. and the late Edward Cobb of South
Gray, was united in marriage to Lewis
Gilman of Scarboro’ by Rev. Mr. Wormwood of Gray. The bride received many
useful and valuable presents. They have
the good wishes of many friends on West

Gray.

I

situated on line of M. C. B. B., where labor and
material can be had at minimum prices. W'ould
be well adapted for Furniture Factory or any
wood working business. Land rent, $175 per
annum.
Immediately following sale of mill
will be offered the entire machinery and tools,
etc., a catalogue of which can be had upon application to tne auctioneer. Portland, Me., or of
GEO. L. BK1GG8, Fairfteld.

Fro.

BAILEY

STCOZ

ing at his father’s, W. H. H.ISpiller, Saturday and Sunday.
W. H. Jordan has been appointed col-

we
to be worth much
It isn’t a trade pleasure to mark down
prices. It was not a highly exhilarating pastime to
throw a lot of $15, $18 .and $20 Frock Suits on the
market at $10, or those $5 and $6 Trousers at $3.50.
No business man enjoys such things—they are business necessities--things accumulate in excess of the
most discerning foresight.
more.

Lo it is with Boys’ Clothing, over 300 pairs of All Wool Knee Pants are offered
to close at 40 and 50 cents per pair.
Boys’ All Wool Summer Reefers, $2.50, $3.50 and $5.
Children’s Summer Overcoats, All Wool, $5.
Lot of Boys’ Jersey Suits, $2.50, $3.50, $4 add $5.
Boys’ Vacation Suits, sizes 5 to 14, $2 and $2.50.

Bargains,

Exchange

F.

O BAILEY.

C.

W.ALLEN.

mar 14

dtf

SilOKKA*

“Star” make of French Flannel Blouses, mostly large sizes, 10
worth $2.50.
Boys’ fine two piece Suits, double breasted, the latest and nicest
season, $6.50 and $8.
Boys’ Waists and blouses in profusion.

to

16, $1.50.

goods of the

UfUCDE can y°11 *'pPn to do as well as here, qualIV |1 LilL ity and price considered. COME TO-DAY

Friday.

The Colorado beetle has appeared in
large numbers and intend to plague us
more than last year.
L. N. Jordan is at North Gorham at
work carpentering.
The hay crop must be nearly or quite
as heavy as last year.
The rain of last
week came just in time.
Wallace Spiller, of Portland, was visit-

WE

DON’T LIKE IT.
know

something that

pure and simple—people’s opportuniAuctioneers and Commission Merchants ties—seldom chances—such as lots of people are always looking for.
Street.
Salesroom 18

for a few weeks.
Jennie and Ina Witham have nearly
recovered from the measles.
Miss Fannie Symonds, of North Gray,
closed a successful term of school here
last

OF THE

WEDNESDAY, June 20tU, at 11 a.m. on
the premises, we shall sell this valuable
property, consisting of large and commodious
mills, having floor space of about 70,ooo square
feet, and track facilities for twelve ears; Framing Mill, 110x63; Planing Mill. 111x60; Window Frame Department, 80x50: Carpenter’s
Shop and Cutting Booms, 110x53; Loading
Boom, 87x63; Pattern and Finishing Booms,
two Dry Houses, etc., etc. This plant is in first
class shape for business. Has 85 horse power
Corliss engine, two 80 horse power Whittier
Steel Boilers; lighted by electricity throughout:

ing

B. Lane.
Mrs. Louisa
Edmunds, of Boston,
Mass., is visiting relatives in this place

ff

CO., Auctioneers.

FAIRFIELD,

summer.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
The selectmen have appointed Frank
A. Brown (Dem.) ballot clerk to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of O.

Co,, Wsodfords, Me,

Boston Offioo, lg5 Broad St.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

Mrs. R. A. Allen visited her children
in Portland the past week.
Miss Elsie Libby came home from
Portland on Friday last.
Henry Dill is visiting in Portland.
Miss Una Clai'k from Washington D.
C. is at the Mountain View Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt are intending to go to their cottage at Falmouth
Foreside the coming week to stop for the

Raymond.

Alltin’s Sarsaparilla

ieVSM

Monday.

EAST RAYMOND.

save

ALLEN’S
SARSAPARILLA. I

from Princeton. He is much interested
in explorations, and for this purpose
made a visit to Labrador last year.
Mr.
Stokes, the artist, will have charge of
the photographic appliance, and the records will be kept by Mr. Yorse, a representative of the Philadelphia Press.
The party expects to begin the homeward voyage before the forming of ice
makes the undertaking dangerous.

•.From Our Regular Correspondent.]
The weather has been extremely wet
for the last week, which is good for the
The
hay crop but very bad for hoeing.

1

the Union, but he lost his 1
health. He says that for 29 years
he tried every medicine he could
hear of, but nothing helped him !
1
until he tried
to

tors of the

WEST GRAY.

OO.
dtt

Mud and Rain

Acade-

of the

dks

Through

and Harvard played

Families Homelese.

mated that

jul7,3mo

circularsaddress C. R. M1LL1EEN, Prop.

cause.

This Tear’s Expedition Now on the Way
STEEP FALLS.
Lowell, Mass., June 28.—The home
to the North.
[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
was ontbatted and generally outMiss Maud Sanborn of Augusta has
the
Had
it
played today by
Portlands.
New York, June 27.—The Peary renot been for two bad errors by the visit- been visiting friends in this village the
lief expedition, which was organized by
ors, the Lowells would have been shut past week.
Miss Sadie Bragdon of Limington closed the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
out, for Caryls delivery puzzled them all.

BRIEFLY TOLD.
Two Hundred

Swansliourne, of the Boston Symphony,
leader of orchestra.

prospect for hay in this vicinity is fair;
not quite equal to last year’s crop but
AUCTION SALES.
nearly an average one. As the old hay is
about all cleaned out the price will prob- F. 0. BAILEY & CQ.,
Auctioneers.
ably rule higher than last year. It is as
least 10 days later than last year. Other
EXECUTORS’
crops are looking fairly well and with a
SALE
funeral.
little more sun would advance rapidly.
Household
Sheriff Cram and Mr. Graffam were at
Furniture, &c.
Wm. W. Mason.
Harvard tried to arrange for a game on Mountain View farm on Wednesday,
June
30th at lio a. m,, we
Bethel, June 28.—William W. Mason
not
June 23,
on official business but for
THURSDAY.
shall sell the furniture of the late Ectw.
of Bethel died Monday of blood poison- neutral grounds, July 4th, but Yale
the purpose of leaving a valuable mare Gould,
No.
8
Locust
street,
consisting of Parlor
ing. He was 58 years old, and one of refused. The championship will thus re- belonging to the sheriff for pasturage. Furniture, Carpets, Chamber
Furniture, Bedthe most prominent business men of main unsettled.
went
on
Little
Cooking
lake
ding.
Range,
Crockery and Glass Ware,
They
fishing
Sebago
Bethel. He went to California in 1849,
Kitohen Furniture. 1 iron Safe, &c., &c., &c.
their
and
secured
a
visit
during
good
NATHAN CLEAVES, I Executors estate of
returning to Bethel in 1851. He then
string of fish.
Pawtuekets Today.
RICHARD COLLINS, I
Edw Gould.
went into the meat business and con-

resides in Boston.

CONTINENT.

Unsurpassed Cuisine.

©IPJEM JUNE 25th.

bolster’s mills—an

the

Health and Pleasure Resort

ON THE

Otisfleld,

at the Park house.

MISCELLANEOUS.

team

Attack of

Heart Failure.

Monday

IP"

AT WOONSOCKET.
an

Bangor, June 28.—Mrs. Boutelle,wife
Some work
particular thing.
of Congressman Boutelle, died very sudevery man ought to do and do well. The
late last night of heart failure. Dr.
question of fitness then simply asks denly
whether a man can do his duty.
Robinson, the family physician, was
(3.) The personal calling. Sooner or summoned and did everything that medilater the conviction possesses a man that
cal skill could suggest for the patient,
in the great world plan his life is to occupy
a definite Diace.
The gift of seeing his but all efforts to defer the crisis were
dutv is given him. He rises to the creed unavailing and shortly before midnight
of all sincere hearts that, come what Mrs. Boutelle died.
may, he is to play his right part in the
The family returned to Bangor from
world.
According to his light he will
labor to give the world the one word his Washington on Sunday, June 19th, and
since then Mrs. Boutelle had been busy
life is fitted to utter. If his heart is true
the putting in order of
and his faith clear he will see the issue superintending
the spacious mansion at 59 Broadway
in the uplift of others and find that every
where they have lived in recent years.
worthy service is counted among the She had been in good health all
along
activities of the Kingdom of God.
and on Monday was apparently as well
All ideals of education issue in the
as usual, but late in the evening compersonal calling. According as man has
of feeling ill.
planned well or ill will the outcome be. plained
The deceased was the daughter of
The personal life is the out-going of all
Gen. John L. Hodsdon of Bangor, and
that the soul has become and therefore
leaves besides her parents and husband,
is the sure test of the purpose it has folthree children, Misses Grace, Lillian and
lowed.
Only because the ideals sug- Annie, a sister, Mrs. Alfred
Yeazie, and
gested promise to make life worthy is a brother, John L.
Hodsdon,
Jr., who
to
them
here.
given
emphasis

"Forenoon and afternoon and night, forenoon
and afternoon and night,—
Forenoon and, what!
the empty song repeats itself, No more!
Yea, that is life. Make this forenoon sublime,
This afternoon a psalm, this night a prayer.
And time is conquered and thy erowu is won.”

Play

Players of the National

o

Ended

alumni dinTuesgiven
day afternoon the graduating exercises
were held in Union hall.
In the evening
a concert was given by Chandler’s orchestra, assisted by the Cecilian Quartette of
Portland and Miss Rose K. Wedgwood,
soloist and accompanist, followed by a
reception to the graduating class. ]
well.”

Game.

Me

some

We shall not work out our ideals all at
once.
The element of time is important.
“Tomorrow will be another day,”
said the old Monarch to solace himself
for defeat and disappointment.
Timid
and brave alike may well ponder the
woid.
Remits at a given moment are
likely to be meagre, but we can afford to
be patient.

Yeft

Portlands.0 3101000 0—5
Lowells.0 0300000 O—j 3
.Asa G. Randall, Norih Berwick, Me
Some Considerations on the Transmission
Two base hit—Hawes. Sacrifice hits—Cull 3,
of Power—Arthur B. Ilsley, Limerick, Mei Annis, Platt.
Stolen bases—Whitney, Hart,
O’Brien. Rogers 2. Burns, Cary.
First base on
Prize Winners Prom This Vicinity.
Kollo
Wh»nn,r
First base on errors—Portlands, 4;
Amherst, Mass., June 28.—The prize O’Brien.
2.
Passed balls—Platt 2.
Wild
awards for the work of the year were Lowells,
Pitches—Cars 2. Struck out—McLaughlin. Auctuuuuuueu
tiL
uj.
liic
tuo
cxuae
nts, Kirmes, Tobin 2. Double play—Cary, Platt
n^uo
prize speaking this evening. The second and Rogers. Umpire—Cray. Time—2h. 10m.
AT MANCHESTER.
German prize of $20 was taken by B.
Innings.1 23456789
Haskell, ’94, West Falmouth, Me. The
Porter astronomy prize of $30 went to Maneliesters....0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1—7
Howard A. Lincoln, ’92, Portland, Me. Lewistons.0 0000010 1—2
Base bite—Manchester, 9; Lewistons, 8. ErHarris B. Haskell of West Falmouth,
ros—Manchester.?, 4; Lewistons. S. Batteries
Me., took one of the prizes for excel- —Wheeler
and Guinnasso, Maguire and DonaThe Thompson hue.
lence in recitation.
AT BROCKTON.
junior Latin first prize $40 was awarded
to Clarence R. Hodgdon of Boothbay
Innings.1 2 34567S9
Harbor, Me. The Pope fellowship in Pawtuekets.o 0 2 0 0 1 6 0 1—10
phys cs went to Howard A. Lincoln, ’92, Brocktons.1 2001000 1—5
Base hits—Pawtuekets, 9; Brocktons, 5. ErPortland, Me.
rors—Pawtuekets, 6; Brocktons, 6. Batteries
—Lynch and Connaugeton, Viau, Lincoln and
DEATH OF MRS. BOUTELLE.
Burke.
Her Life

regular Republican caucus held
at the Town
House, Baldwin, at 4 o’clock
Saturday, George W. Sanborn was chosen chairman and Walter S.
Miliken
Secretary. The following gentlemen
were elected
delegates to attend the
County Convention at Portland:—Cliester F. Burnell, Everett E. Chadbourne
and John E. Cartrett.
The delegates
favor Leander E. Cram for sheriff.

Cornish.
[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
Rev. David Martin preached the baccalaureate sermon before the graduating
class at the Cornish high school in the

ner was

Orono, June 28.—At tine trustees’
meeting at the State College today all Attendance 300. The score:
members were presentexcepting itutillus
PORTLANDS.
2—Responsiveness. The faculties are Alden, Esq. At the forenoon session
AB. R.
R.
TB. PO.
to be made to respond quickly.
Long they voted the recommendations for detraining may be necessary to this. A grees, and to employ two assistants in Annls, If. 5 0 0 0 2
Klrmes. 3b. 4 1
0
0
2
valuable suggestion may be taken from the horticultural
department. Arrange- O’Brien, cf. 4 0 2 2 0
the art men gain from long practice, to ments were made to
carry forward the Rogers, lb. 5
1
0
O 12
shape outlines with ail easy touch. Free- work of improving the grounds.
1
1
1
Clynter, 2b. 4
2
hand drawing speaks a moral message.
1
3
3
3
At their afternoon session the trustees Burns, ss. 5
if.
3
0
Tobin,
1
0
0
train
its
instruments
It. bids the soul to
accepted President Fernald’s resignation Platt, c. 4 0 2 2 5
that they shall be responsive. Huxley’s to take effect
July 1 of next year.
1
3
Cary, p. 4 0 3
definition of the object of education is
The literary exercises of the alumni
to
do
the
Totals.38
“The
5
11
II
27
good.
ability
tiling you this evening included an address by Hon.
have to do when it ought to be done, Herbert M. Heath.
LOWELLS.
George H. Allen,
whether you like to do it or not.” ’84, Portland,
AB.
R,
B.
TB. PO.
to the toast,
responded
Happily Jsuch practice makes the rule “The Alumni, What Have They Accom- Hawes, lb. 4 0 i 2 -8
grow easy. “Do right by rule and pres- plished?”
Bradley, ss. 4 o 0 o 0
McLaughlin, If. 4 0 0 0 0
ently you will do right by impulse.’’ The
Maine
0
at
Hanover.
3b. 3
0
0
4
Whitney,
Boys
realization of this thought will be to
1
o
O
O
Hart, rf. 1
give man possession of himself. Right
Hanover, N. H., June 28.—The grad- McCauley, c. 3 1 2 2 6
training alone jgives self possession be- uating exercises of the Chandler School Cull, 2b. 4 0 0 0 6
cf. 4
10
0
cause

Baldwin.
At

Congregational church Sunday evening.
His text was Isaiah 1, 17, “Learn to do

Chaplain—D. G. Oonnpcker.

The State

Steadily Bettering

Portlands

THE BLUE TIES THE SCORE WITH

Shepard.

Corres-

pondents;

The

J

MISCELLANEOUS.

constable for the present

year.

The programme

friends of the class.
was as follows:

lector and

MAINE TOWNS.

ANOTHER VICTORY.

Lewiston, June 2S.—Class day exercises took place at Bates this afternoon
in Hatliorn Hall, which was filled with

for

clothing.

Stirioti^ One JE*i?iee 2
The dread of forfeiture has been
greatest drawback against life
insurance. The absolute removal of
this possibility is one of the prime
causes of the UNION
MUTUAL’S
the

success.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
Middle
je28

St., Portland, Me.

m

MISCELLANEOUS.

apparently proven to the insurance
companies. Col. Dwight’s death was a

HEW YORK LETTER.

was

sudden

Am

Story of Henry B. Hyde’s Remarkable Business Career.

Consumptive

That has been under medical
treatment

relief,

out

three

will send

we

with-

months

This Is

J1

a

Son-In-Law

Era—A

Host

of Men

Who Have Become Famous and

a

Host Who Are Lost
to

one case

Sight.

of Murdoch’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

personal-'

Paralytic
for

treatment

under

months has had

three

relief,

no

we

will give one case of Murdoch’s
Liquid Food free of cost.
Our

offer

for the

reasons

that

are

above

have

we

known a ease of

never

paralysis that

we have not cured or very much

helped,

consumptive that

or a

has not been either cured

or a

strong testimony that life has
been very much prolonged by
its

use.

In all

o£ Disease bene-

cases

ficial results

are

sure

be ob-

to

tained by the use of Murdoch’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of
over

THREE THOUSAND oper-

prominent hospital
and by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported o£ a loss by death of
only five patients in a thousand,
ations iu

a

in this country,

and many of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall be pleased

give any inquirer the further
facts, but the above is convinthat Murdock’s
proof
cing
is
not an artificial
Food
Liquid
to

stimulant

to

the

though it

can

he

but

system,

given in tile

extreme cases of

most

exhaus-

tion with perfect safety, its influence is permanent and without a

reactionary influence dele-

terious to the system.
We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many so-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
has a record in any way
approachihg

the

results

of

the

Murdock

Liquid

Food in the past 12 years.
apSr
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For Heating Dwellings,
Public Buildings, etc., by Hot
Water Circulation, the

<

5
s

1\

?
s

5

I

Hot Water
Heaters

S

AND

RADIATORS

<
?
S

the original and best.
They have never failed to take
the highest awards wherare

s

<

shown.
Send f°r

t

$

ever

\

psir

S

“

c

5

<

_

>
?

our new illustrated book
How Best to Heat our Homes,” >
<
a work of art on the subject
>
of house-warming.

> GURNEY HOT

WATER HEATER

CO., S

S

163 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

c

may2.3_eod6mo

Noo«
Sucb
CONDENSED

t\eat
Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
eod&wlynrm

ap4

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal’s Office, I
June 27tli. 1892.
f
To Owners and Drivers of Hackney Carriages:
TVCOTICE is hereby given that I shall be at my
is office in the City Building, on Monday, the
fourth day of July next, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon for the purpose of inspecting hackney car-

riages preparatory

to

licensing

same

according

the Citv Ordinance.
AH owners and drivers of hackney carriages,
which include “all vehicles used for the conveyance of persons for hire from place to place
within said city.” are hereby notified to present
the same for inspection and license.
GEO. L. S WEXT, City Marshal,
je 27
dlw
to

CUMBERLAND SANITARIUM,
Cuitiboiiaud, Me.
Institution will Open July 15th.
THIS will
in Sanitarium and 7 rooms in
be let
rooms

I pass on Broadway the
spare, active form of Henry B. Hyde,
president of the Equitable Life Assurance Society, and in his own
ity as well as by virtue of the great corporation he has practically created, one;
of the most remarkable men in the;
world. A friend of Mr. Hyde, in reply!
.to my question asking some details
about Hyde’s career, said he supposed;
that less had been printed about this
man than any other who ever filled so

Occasionally

A

few

Maple

for summer boarders. Meals
Cottage
in Sanitarium dining rooms. No people here
obieetjonable to those in good health.
For prices and circulars address
JOHN H. POXTEIi. Treas., or
WM. CALDWELL, if. D.
mi-

I

t

i

a public function.
“Kyde,”:
“has, all his life, been a worker
and not a talker. It is as true of him
now as it was thirty years ago, about
which time he conceived the idea of the
company whose name he has so efficiently identified with the idea of equity.

important

paid he,

And he is almost as active now as he

then, although years have told
heavily on most of his contemporaries.
was

If it he

small achievement to found
to plan a city, it seems to
me fair to make a comparison between
them and such an achievement as
Hyde’s. For he has created and brought
up to its highest pitch of usefulness a
society—he prefers that word to the
term corporation—which,
measured,
alike by the standards of usefulness,
wealth, influence and extent, I am very
free to say has no peer.
“Now and then I have heard allusions
made to the enormous sums annually
paid Mr. Hyde by the society as a salary
for his services.
I consider it a trifle.'
The directors of the New York Life Insurance Company resolved
the other
an

no

empire

or

J__iTTilil_rr
W

jxuy
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XX.

XX OA.X
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(X XX

one,

just four days before

the

second quarterly premium on his life insurance policies became due.
It is
known to be a fact that he had no
with
whioh to pay those premoney
miums at that time.
At an autopsy
held
promptly, a number of Col.

Dwight’s friends and acquaintances
were present, as well as physicians
representing the insurance company. Five
months after the burial Col. Dwight’s
body was exhumed and reexamined and
the life insurance doctors, who then inspected it, declared that a certain gunshot wound which he was known to
have received at the Rattle of Gettysburg, was nowhere to be found.

“These

were

the preliminary inci-

dents of a contest in the courts which
has had few parallels. But what my

friend, Mr. Hyde, thinks

was

the turn-

ing point in the career of his company
had already been reached by him and it
in the Dwight ease. Immediately on
notification of CoL Dwight’s death,
Mr. Hyde dispatched one of the trustiest agents of his company to Binghamton, telling him to investigate the case
thoroughly and report at once. CoL
Dwight held $40,000 insurance in the
Equitable Company, a very large sum for
any one company to hold at that time
any one man’s life. While the other

on

twenty-five companies were making
their arrangements to litigate
the
Dwight case, Mr. Hyde received word
from his agent at Binghamton, aconscientiousand intelligent man, that he could
find no good reason why the Equitable
Life Assurance society shouldn’t pay
the claims without delay.
Thereupon
Mr. Hyde ordered the policies settled,
and the Equitable's check for $40,000
was, within ten days, sent to the beneficiary. So great was the public excitement over this case and so widespread
and numerous were the publications
made in regard to it that the fact that
Mr. Hyde’s company had so promptly
paid such a large sum became known at
all over the civilized world and
was of the greatest possible value to the
company and to its president as an advertisement. Since then the prosperity
once

nf f.lio

f»nmnantr

lioa Vionn

ivt-it

-nformntor)

cr*

president of that corporation, the ,sum and it is now writing policies within a
of $87,500 annually, as a pension, and, few hundred of the 600,000 mark. Think
of what the 600,000 men and women,
to some extent in lieu of the salary of
$75,000 which he had annually received mostly men, who hold these policies,
during his incumbency. When some of stand for in the life of the world to-day!
—the energy, the self-denial, the econthe policy holders made objections to
omy, the forethought, the love and afthe payment of what they called such
fection, indeed, all the best qualities off
an enormous gratuity, it was discreetlypointed out to them that that gratuity humanity which are so saliently presented in that phase of their character!
was equivalent to a contribution of;
which prompts them to make these in-,
about ten cents per year from each of
vestments!”
the policy holders, and that for a man
Mr. Henry B. Hyde’s life is insured!
who had devoted his life to the service
for, I believe, 1166,000. John B. Steto
of such a corporation, without growing
son has *360,000.
Pierre Lorillard, John.
rich in it, as most corporate officers do,
such a contribution was simple justice, i Wanamaker, Cyrus W. Field and John,
“I don’t believe it has ever found its- V. Farwell have *250,000 apiece. George
M. Pullman lias *100,000, and Cyrus
W.j
way into type, or, at all events, not so
Field at one time had *240,000.
An acbut
that
it
is
of
much
interest
recently
in this connection—the story of how: quaintance of Jay Gould says that the
Mr. Hyde raised the salary issue with “Little Wizard” can produce, on an
his former employers, the Mutual Life
emergency, policies for *415,000 on hisi
life. William H. Vanderbilt was at
Insurance Company,
before ho hadone;
than matured in his own mind histhe Equitable. Nodoubt you have heard that there was a
difference of opinion between Mr. Hyde
and President Winston. But, as I hear,
the story on the inside, that difference
of opinion was actually about the
amount of Mr. Hyde’s salary. Already
he had become an active, a useful and
well-known figure in the life insurance
world. It was just before then that an
uptown club to which he belonged objected to his talking about life insurance
in its clubhouse, and intimated that a
life insurance solicitor, such as Mr.
Hyde then was, should leave his
business or profession behind him when
he entered the club doors. Hyde heard
of it and got out of the club. But he
bore the facts in mind, and in his secretive way has since kept track of the
movements and careers of some of the
very men most instrumental in censuring him for his early devotion to business.
He would have been more than
human could he have failed to feel a
more

plan of starting

sentiment something approaching to,
exultation in his after life over ap-;
plioations made to him by those former,
elub members of his for assistance
which he generously and quietly extended. But that little incident has1
been the keynote of his own life. Insurance, insurance, insurance, has been
the topic of his waking and sleeping,
hours. For my part, I believe this devotion to business is not only the way,
to get rich, but the very best known
method of reaching a serene and vigor-'
ous old age with mind and
body alike

unimpaired.

time insured for *620,000. I believe the!
heaviest life insurance ever paid was to
the heirs of Sir Robert Clifton, of England, who received *1,250,000 at his
death.
The duke of Newcastle, the
marquis of Anglesea and the earl of
Fife at one time carried *6,250,000 life

between them.
Empress
is now living, I believe, on the
interest of the *600,000 life insurance
which Napoleon III. left her.

insurance

Eugenie

THE SON-IN-HAW KB A.

This appears to be the era of the son-!
in-law. It seems to me there are more;
sons-in-law just now than are absolutely
needed, and yet the list grows with

amazing rapidity.

I refer to the sons-

in-law who are that and nothing else.
Mr. Whitelaw Reid, having succeeded

to the

position

and business left him

by

Horace Greeley, would have made some-',
thing out of his talents and his oppor-j
tunities, hut the fact that he soon became a son-in-law at oace insured
his;
success.
The most conspicuous son-inlaw that this country affords is Col. E1-.
liott F. Shepard.
In this field of endeavor he has achieved the most
pro-:
nounced success, while all around him!

thousands have utterly failed. Shepard,1
was a very poor
lawyer, with hardly
one case to rub against another, as it
were, when he met and loved the
daughter of a Vanderbilt. From that!
moment ne gave up an
tnongnts oi be-'

coming

great lawyer and bent all hist
energies to becoming the:
greatest son-in-law the American repub-,
lie has ever produced. In this connection I i
point to Col. Shepard with pride. Had he)
been nominated for vice president ini
a

wonderful

as a

sonr-in-law of the

rich Mr.

he is sinking his identity in the steamh^at business. There have been great

opportunities

in

journalism

DIIY GOODS.

Starin

since Mr.

Carroll forsook it for steamboats, and
had he remained true and steadfast to
his profession he might now be editing
a daily newspaper instead of frittering
away a valuable career on board a

DRY

GOODS.

rRJJBBY!

yacht.
A

melancholy

and almost deplorable

of son-in-law is that of Mr. McKee,
who married the president’s daughter
and is the father of Baby MoKee. Mr.

case

McKee’s progeny is a factor in the republic and would be recognized making
mud pies on any roadside in this country—particularly if grandpa was in the
vicinity—hut who would recognize Mr.
McKee, Sr., if he met him in the big
road? Baby McKee might, hut it is not
certain that he would care to. □
The son-in-law who does not materialize is another sad phase of this subject.
He is almost as sad as the son-in-law
who does materialize and the old man
wishes he hadn’t. I was told the other
day that Broker Giovani Morosini had a
very promising young man picked out
for a husband for his handsome daughter Victoria, when she interfered with
the arrangements by eloping with Ernest
Schilling, the family coachman. The
young man was George Gould. Mr.
Morosini had not, it seems, taken his
daughter into his confidence in the matter any more than he had Mr. Gould, so
it is not claimed that the elopement
was intended as an
expression of disapproval of her father’s choice.
Boswell P. Flower’s son-in-law is a
young man named J. B. Taylor. He
comes from "Watertown, and is still content to live there and plod along regardless of the attractions of city life,
which he could have for the asking.
Mr. Taylor is in the mercantile business, and at the time he married Miss
Flower he was employed as a bookkeeper. This did not make any difference either to the bride-elect or her
father. The fact that the young man
was not wealthy was no objection to
Gov. Flower, who said at the time that
his son-in-law was a worthy young
man, and that the lack of money was
no detriment whatever.
Mr. Taylor is
well regarded by his
friends
and

Great Sale
-OF-

COTTON[UNDERWEAR
Brief Description of

iKTcnviBEsniS.

NIGHT JtOBES.

DRAWERS.

38c. Night Robes,

25c. DRAWERS.

good cotton,

Judge

Barnard

was

a

conspicuous

has been related of Judge Barnard in
his capacity as a son-in-law is worth recalling. One day the judge was entertaining a friend when one of the young
Barnards, a boy not old enough to .realize the delicate position in whieh a son-

in-law is sometimes placed,

into
the room and said to his father: “Gimme
ten dollars.” After this demand had
been several times repeated the judge
told him to run along about his business.
The boy did so, but came back in
a few minutes and repeated his demand
with this supplemental statement:
“Gimme ten dollars. Ma says it isn’t
your money, anyhow.” Judge Barnard
looked helplessly into the face of his
friend and inquired: “Would the mines
of Solomon compensate a son-in-law
for that?”
came

A JOURNALIST EXALTEP.

The nomination of Whitelaw Reid
for vice president on the republican
national ticket may be accepted, I presume, as a great tribute to American
Just twenty years have
journalism.
elapsed since the Tribune had a candidate on a national ticket. The sad and

tragic ending of that experimental attempt to exalt a great newspaper

writer and thinker has militated somewhat, I think, against the elevation of
Mr.
newspaper directors in politics.
Reid is a splendid example of what may
be accomplished by a man who enters
the world with a fixed and earnest purI can impose imbedded in his soul.
agine him when a writer on the Cincin-

nati Gazette looking forward to the
time when he would own and direct a
great daily newspaper himself. Gifted
with energy and patience and equipped
with a good education and good habits,
he had only to form a purpose and execute it.
As a war correspondent he
achieved distinction

although

it

took

cambric ruffle

neck,

front and sleeve.
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lace

neck, sleeve and
lot 12 tucks,
pointed collar, cambric ruffle,
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collar and sleeves.

65c. Night
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son-in-law during the Tweed dynasty.
He married into the Anderson tobacco
millions and assisted in dissipating
some of this fortune.
The story which

Robe,
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yoke, tucked cuffs and sailor
collar, and one lot tucked hamburg and insertion yoke, hamburg sleeve and broad collar.

75c, Night Robe,
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When “old So!” makes all things sizzle
Drink Hires’ Root Beer.

When dull

care

makes life

a

fizzle,

Drink Hires’ Root Beer.

When you feel

little dry,
When you’re cross ,and don’t know why,
When with thirst the children cry,
There’s a sweet relief to try—
a

Drink Hires’ Root Beer.

_

A 25 cent Package makes five gallons.
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12 1-2c. CORSET COVERS.
Plain, well made, of the best
material.

17c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric, hamburg neck.

25c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and best cotton,
V shape, square and high neck,
hamburg neck.

38c. CORSET GOVERS.
Fine cambric, high neck, elaborately trimmed with hamburg,
low neck, with hamburg front.

piano

Tills

Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck, V shape and
square, hamburg and torchon
trimmed.

Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck front and back,
square and V shape, hamburg
and lace trimmed.

is

nsed

at

all

lights

as

FIRST, by such great

in the musical firmament

$1.00 CORSET GOVERS.
Fine cambric,

hamburg and
9 inch tucked rutile, broad tuck lace insertion neck and sleeves,
above. One lot 7 inch cambric especially adapted to be worn
rutile, narrow ltamburg edge, 4 with thin waists.

and

a

host of others.

general

The

agency

THURSTON’S*"PIANO HOUSE,
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
S. THURSTON,
dt£

anrll

HOSE!
Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SOUS &

MAINE
d6m

WM. M. MARKS,
-AND-

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

haonburg ruffle, 6 tucks
above. Oae lot, 14 inch ruffle,
10 tucks, lO tucks above ruffle.

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.
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Good cotton with

9 inch

Card

Book,

CHEMISE. JOB
inch hantburg tucks above
ruffle. One lot, lO inch cambric
ruffle 8 tucks, 10 tucks above
ruffle.

CO.,

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,
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50c. Skirts,

by
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NISS NEALLY STEVENS,
and is commended

50c. CORSET GOVERS.

75c. CORSET COVERS.

Mr. Reid’s

greatest literary achieveTHE DWIGHT CASE KECAIAED.
Minneapolis his declaration of princi-, ment, perhaps, was the writing the
have
“Did you ever hear the
matched
that
of
David
pies
might
Dwight
“History of Ohio in the War.” This he
Btory? No? Well, I have heard Mr. Bennet Hill for brevity and beauty. “I' did remarkably well. When he came
am
a
democrat,” quoth Mr. Hill; whilei to New York as a lieutenant to Horace
Hyde say that it was the course his society took in that case which enabled it Mr. Shepard ccmld have said: “I am a Greeley it can well be believed that he
to take the lead in life insurance and to. son-in-law.” I have always thought that
nursed in his bosom the ambition to behold it.
Some fifteen years ago CpL Mr. Vanderbilt was unjust in his charcome the owner and editor of the TribWalton B. Dwight, of Binghamton, N. acterization of Son-in-Law Shepard une. Fate so decreed it He
passed
Y., a broad-shouldered blonde giant, when lie said—but never mind what through all the
intermediary stages of
six feet two inches in height, bluff, he said. It was unjust and undeserved,
ridicule and then abuse, and then enhearty and always up to his eyelids in and should not appear in a family news-', joyed the sweets of adulation which
affairs, died with his life insured for paper anyhow.
come to those who succeed.
Always
A very interesting son-in-law, and one.,
$256,000.
Instantly what is now faaffable, diplomatic, trained to observe
mous as the ‘Dwight case’
began in who might have made a great success' and weigh, Mr. Reid is well qualified to
the courts and has figured more or less of it, is Mr. J. Coleman Drayton. Hav-> attain and
enjoy the honors in the gift
in them ever since, although I believe ing married an Astor, one would have' of his fellow
men.
that even the last of the recalcitrant imagined that he had already accomHis matrimonial alliance gave him
companies finally paid.
plished his object all sublime; but the- great social and financial standing, and
“At that time a quarter of a million mere marriage ceremony does not eon-’ with a
newspaper yielding him a profit
dollars of life insurance was simply stitute everything. A man who cannot, of at least
$400,000 per year it is not to
astounding, the very existence of which maintain himself in a son-in-law ship he marveled at that he should seek to
was of sufficient interest to attract atafter he has achieved it might almost as’
plant himself nest door to the prestention from Maine to San Francisco. well not have achieved it at all. It
idency. As minister to France he was
me
if
not
Mr.
Col. Dwight’s $256,000 had been placed would
surprise
Drayton- a splendid entertainer and he made
in twenty-six companies, some of which proved to be a better man as an ex-son-, host3 of friends. It can be seen now
for years attempted to prove all sorts in-law—for he is practically an ex now
that this ministership was but one step
of astounding and romantic hypotheses —than he was as a son-in-law. If he
in the programme of political advanceto release them from their liabilities on doesn’t, he will never accomplish a
ment. Mr. Reid has been more than
the face of his policy. Several of the great deal in this world.
fortunate, but it would be a mistake to
There are sons-in-law who deserve to
companies actually formed a partnersuppose that he is in any sense a
be
in better company.
William C.
ship with a detective almost as well
sreature of luck. He owes what ho has
known as Allan Pinkerton himself, by Whitney married Henry B. Payne’s to his
ability, his foresight and his dethe terms of which they agreed to pay daughter, and a charming woman she
termination to win. It would be diffihim $50,000 in cash for the production is; but he would no doubt have got into
cult to find a journalist so happily
within six months of ‘Walton Dwight the cabinet and have been mentioned, placed as Mr. Reid. He
has charming
alive,’ or of evidence that ‘Dwight had for the presidency had he married the' children, his town house is a section of
been alive one year subsequent to the daughter of anyone else. My esteemed the million-dollar
palace that the wild
15th of November, 1878.’ This was one friend, Mr. J. H. Patterson, the editor speculator Villagd built
on Madison avof the marvelous tales then free- of the Chicago Tribune, won honors be- enue
somayears ago and was unable to
discussed
and
which
liad fore he won a wife. But ns the son-in- live in, and his
ly
country residence is a
been
recalled
just
prominently law of Mr. Joseph Medill, the owner of1 beautiful farm in Westchester county,
the
to
hear
of
to
attention
I
the
his
conCranby
Tribune, expect
public
bordering on the sound, which he calls
dall case at Buffalo, N. Y., in which tinued success ij^journalism. Mr. HowOphiPc
ard
that
the
a
and
the fact
insured has actually
Carroll was
good
very wellJOH.K 4* COCBEBMU
been identified years after -ius dsstfi fennsrat Mw-snanf® corafisnondeat. but j

Made of good cotton, 4 tucks,
lot with ruffles,
superior
shape and tit.
one

50c. DRAWERS.

Gen.

burgh Landing two days after the fight
from information furnished by people
who saw very little of it.
That piece
of work caused great discussion in Ohio,
but Gen. ShermaD, who was one of the
most forgiving of men, finally came to
number Mr. Reid among his intimates.

Few Leading

a

ruffles.

FINE JOB PRINTING A
All orders by mail
tended to.

Excellent

material,

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly

at

novlleodtf

JAPANESE

38c. Chemise.
front,

or

tucked

and one lot with ruffles.

75c. Chemise.
hemstitched ltamburg
ruffle, 5 clusters of tucks above.
Also fine lines up to $5.00.
7

inch

Good cotton, all over fronts,
sleeves
hamburg neck and
worth

$1.00.

A Guaranteed Cure for Tiles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching. Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. Als remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 0 boxes for $0.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
wrilteu Guarantee positively givon to each

boxes.wben purchased
Siii'chaser
me, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
IV. W. WHIPPLK
Guarantee issued
of 6

at

one

by

J.^. LIBBY,
Je2S

Congress Street.
^

4U

CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Mnfm
oet2Seodtf
Square, Portland, Me.

ment

NOTICE
tiio undersigned agree to close our places
of business Wednesdays at 1 o’clock
from Juue 29th to September 1st, 1892: C. W.
T. Coding, 0. C. Cousens & Co.. Adams Earnout, F. A. Billings, V. B. Fuller & Soil, 0. I..
Bartlett, C. F. Mountfort & Co.. George A. Roberts, James Connallan, Thomas SlcFaddeu,
John McMenamin, L. A. Mercier.
je23d3t

WE

1
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the deserters would

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

tection
AND

MAINE

STATE PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably
S7 a year.

the

at

rate of

Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday. $2 per year;$l for six months;
GO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six

Persons, wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Kates.

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
inch long.

one

Special Notices,

on

first

page,

one

third ad-

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three iusertious or less
$1.50 per square.
/leading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
Pure

Want, To Ret, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
97 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland, Me._
Address all
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE
FOR

PRESIDENT,

VICE PRESIDENT,

WHITE JLAW REID.
FOR

GOVERNOR,

Henry B.

Cleaves,

OF PORTLAND.

Candidate Johnson ought to attend the
Democratic county convention today and
and observe the rally of the “best people” to nominate a sheriff who will not
enforce the law.

It

seems

Stevenson was a Greenbacker.

That, however, will not hurt’
the Democracy.
They were

him with
most of

Greenbackers when he was,
ready to swallow all the Greenback

them

or
no-

tions for votes.

Colonel H. S. Osgood is fearful lest the
nomination of Mr. George M. Seiders for
Senator may overburden the Republican
ticket with lawyers.
There seems to be
no ground for this alarm.
The otherthree senatorial candidates will undoubt
edly be Hon. E. B. Mallet, Colonel Edward Moore or Mr. C. M. Waterhouse,
and Mr. W. M. Cook or Mr. Edward Kim-

ball,

no

one

of whom is a

lawyer.

The

presence of a lawyer on the representation of Cumberland county in a body
whose

business is making laws, would

not seem to be inimical to the interests

of the county, but decidedly favorable to
them.
Indeed, we should say that it
was highly important that there should
be one lawyer among the senators, and
that, other things being equal, the fact
that Mr. Seiders is a lawyer should give
him the preference over a candidate who
is not a

lawyer.

TliPi

r’mnirrr»

arrcnncf

Hon. M. P. Frank still goes bravely on.
Mr. William E. Roberts, President o£ the
Young Men’s Democratic club of Bidde-

ford, was imported into town the other
night to address the Young Men’s Democratic club on the subject.
His speech
had evidently been carefully prepared
beforehand and in it was no allusion to
the existence of such a man as Mr. Frank
though the Hon. Darius H. Ingraham and
the Hon. George F. Clifford were conspicuously mentioned as gentlemen who
would make up the Democratic voters in
the first district in great shape and reward that long search for a man to defeat Mr. Reed.
Any advice which the
Press may tender the Democrats will
hardly be looked upon as disinterested
yet we cannot forbear to suggest tha*
since his election as Mayor of Portland
there has been a strong tendency amongst
the Democracy to over estimate the
strength and capacity of the Hon. Darius
H. Ingraham, and that past experience
with members of the Clifford family
would
to suggest that a search in
that quarter for a winning candidate
would be likely to prove fruitless. As
far as the

Republicans

are

from the proWe supposed

rather than the serious

proclamation

of a

purpose at present to be carried out.”
The representatives of the Democratic

exhaustive debate, voted
down a resolution declaring in favor of a
sufficient amount of protection to keep
our

after

manufacturing enterprises

in existand to cover the difference between
the wages of operatives in foreign mills
and factories

and the

workers in this

country

wages of similar
and adopted a res-

olution declaring that protection was unconstitutional and antagonistic to the
fundamental principles of the Democratic party, and yet in the opinion of the
Boston Herald this resolution is not a serious proclamation of the intention of the
party which adopted it. If that be so
where are the people to look for a “seri-

proclamation” of the party’s intention? There is nothing else upon the
subject in the platform, and if this is not
ous

declaration of intentions the party has
been guilty of the pusillanimous course
of keeping
entirely silent in regard
to its intentions upon one of the most
important questions of the day, and one
upon which if they obtain power they
will certainly be called
to legislate.
If the tariff plank is not a proclamation
of serious intentions, then the party is
committed to nothing with regard to the
tariff and the voters have no guarantee,
except in its record which has been all
things to all men, as to what kind of a
a

tariff measure it will

+A rlicnoca A# i+n

'AnidfV

nlnnb

according to the Herald’s suggestion it
simply convicts itself of dodging the
most important question of the campaign.

concerned it

makes little difference whether Mr. Frank
or Mr. Ingraham or Mr. Clifford is selected. Indeed they would look complacently on the selection of Mr. William E.
Roberts himself, notwithstanding his
appalling threat to carry the campaign
into every school district.
AFRAID OF THEIR FEATFORM.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

Charles Sumner. (New York; Dodd.
Mead & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short and
Harmon.) The latest work issued in the
“Makers of America” series is the life of
Charles Sumner, by Miss Anna Laurens
Dawes, the accomplished daughter of
Senator Dawes, of Massachusetts.
This
work has been quite severely criticized
by many who believe that it belittles the
fame of Charles Sumner; (and some critics have not hesitated to attribute to
the authoress the unworthy motive of
endeavoring to add indirectly to the
reputation of her father by detraction of
one of his greatest predecessors.
But it
is difficult to understand how the impartial reader can be a party to any such

suspicion.

It is

true that

Miss

Dawes

does not make Charles Sumner out an
ideal statesman. She attributes to him
some faults which seem petty in a man
of undoubted greatness. She does not
conceal the fact that at periods of his
great career he was in fierce opposition—
an opposition sometimes dictated
by personal reasons—to other great leaders of
his party, Lincoln, Grant and Fessenden.
But of how many of the great names initlie
political history of this and of other nations, must not the same thing in candor
be said? In one of the most dramatic
passages of his essay on the trial of War
ren Hastings,
Macaulay contrasts the
brotherhood of that group of great statesmen who stood together as
prosecutors
when Hastings was arraigned at the bar
of the Lords, with their sad condition of
separation and personal hostility when

they gathered seven.years later to hear
the verdict. But neither Burke, Fox,
Sheridan nor Sumner was an abhorrent
or unusual exception to a general truth
of history.
Miss Dawes has told the story of Sumner’s life in a pleasing style, and with an
accompaniment of anecdotes and reminiscence that her exceptional facilities
for a knowledge of public affairs have
enabled her to supply.
Tire young
reader, who has been born since
the
anti-slavery agitation closed, will
be
surprised at some of the revelations of this work. Charles Sumner

Dawes attributes it to President Lincoln’s
wish. “Mr. Lincoln,” she says, “always
an astute politician, knew that in the
political crisis which was upon the
country,
the wavering support of the Democrats
must be held to the
and

administration,

he believed it necessary that the Vice
President should be identified with that
body.” Sumner also supported Johnson
on account, Miss Dawes
thinks, of his

financial.

Ecuador’!*

WE

great disappointment.

me (iuatemaia

uuiiciing.

The exposition commission of the republic of Guatemala has arranged for a
contest at which architects may submit
plans for the building of that country
to be erected on the grounds at Chicago. The architects must be residents
of Guatemala, and the building must be
of a character to be easily transported
to that country and re-erected at its
capital after the close of the exposition.
It is not to cost more than $20,000, and
the space of two acres has been reserved
for it. A building is desired which shall
be typical of the country, and prizes of
$400 are provided for. The competitive designs will be opened on July 4
next.

Perfectly Well at 79
Years of Age I

AT

SKODA’S COMMAND!

“Time Roils Back in its Flight!”
ENLARGEMENT OF PROSTATE GLAND!

EXTREME CONSTIPATION
AND

CHRONIC INDIGESTION
CURED BY THREE BOTTLES!
Mr. B. t. Elwell, formerly of Patten, Aroostook County, Me., but for
THE LAST THREE YEARS LIVING AT ROCKLAND, Me., No. 5 Bunker st., writes :
Gents
I am now 79 years of age.
Have been troubled for twenty years
with Inflammation at neck of bladder and enlargement of Prostate
Gland. For six years, have been afflicted
with Irregular action of the bowels, alternating between Diarrhoea and extreme
Constipation. For two years the Conm-FT pm m. stipatf on has been
80 great, that
for
R ■“
El1 I
re
"
*
fire or six days
would have no action of the bowels at
all. I have been a great sufferer from indigestion with no appetite. Within
fifteen minutes after taking food Into the
stomach, it would become strongly acid
with extreme burning sensation, and
no action of the stomach whatever. Pre
vious to taking SICODA’S DISCOVERY
and SKODA’S LITTLE
I had
taken many ana a n
remedies, in-

TABLETS,
cludingnear J frgffc g»g ]y allthesar—

saparillas
upon the market to-day with not the least benefit.
I had been taking your Discovery but a
few days before Ifelt a decided change.
I have now taken one-half course (three
bottles), and have a fine appetite; not
the least distress or souring after
eating, bowels regular in action every
day, and food tastes as good to me as
when a boy; my bladder trouble has
entirely disappeared,
and I have experienced so
g
ft
f|
ww Cm heft
great a change that I feel
ft my duty to testify to the wonderful effects of your remedies.
Very truly yours, B. T. ELWELL.
_

SKODA DISCOVERY CO.,

You

BELFAST,

ME.

’’GUARANTEED

I

■rSTOVE5
'PURNACE5
r*® RANces

May
Have
Noticed
That occasionally a store will
advertise goods that are “worth
$20 for $20.”
When, however,
the public see us advertise goods
worth $25 for from $15 to $18,
they know where to go.

You

1902-1912
Due,
“
Portland 6’s
1907
“
1897
City of Deering 4’s
“
of
Calais
4’s
1901-1911
City
“
of
6’s
1894
Bangor
City
“
189S
City of Bath 6’s
“
Fown of Dexter 6’s
1S97
City of Cincinnati, 0.
“
6’s
1894
City of Cleveland, 0. “
6’s
1897
“
1893 to 1896
City of Toledo, 0. 5’s “
1895 to 1899
City of Canton, 0. 5’s
City of Stillwater,
“
Minn. 5’s
1921
Portland Water Co.
“
Cons. Mort. 4’s
1927
Maine Central R. R.
“
First Mort. 7’s
1898
Maine Central R. R.
Cons. Mort. 5’s and
“
7’s
1912
Portland and Kennebec
“
R. R. 6’s
1895
Leeds and Farmington
R. R. First Mort.
“
6’s
1896
Duluth Street Railway
First Mort. Gold
“
1920
5’s,
First National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Portland Water Co. Stock.
Particulars regarding any of the
above securities furnished upon ap-

City of

B. T. ELWELL.

P. P. STEWAET

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtl
je!7

The
Point!
We are going to close out our
entire stock of Furniture and
bedding at sacrifice prices and
it will pay you to call aud examine the goods. We shall sell
a $65 folding bed for $40.
We
have the Gunn and Phoenix and
the prices on the different grades
will be reduced in just about
that proportion.
We will sell a $25 sideboard
for $18,
These are handsome
pieces of furniture aud will
make a very neat addition to the
dining room. We have a dozen
of varions grades and shall
sacrifice them all.
We have

quite

an

assortment

structed.
Continuous fire can be kept
without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.

C. A. CUMMINCS.
Portland,

Me.

may27__d2m

6’s
5's
5’s

City of Portland

City of Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Wafer Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock

7’s
4 1-2’s
6's
5’s
5's
5's
Stock

*

•

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.
Por

Sale

Toy

II. TI. PAYSOY &

CO.,

SAJKTKX!X1.S.
rttf

THU

—

18 Free Street.

Incorporated 1824.

Accounts of individuals, firms and
tions received on favorable terms.

NOW

the mabket.

Paragon

Typewriters

Ribbons,

Supplies,

Shorthand and Typewriting Work.

iJ.

C.

COOK COUNTY, ILL.

goods due ley 1st, 1892,

98 Exchange
je27

Street, Portland
3w

“Diamond Wedge Brand.”
to

jelS.lmo

nvestments.
WOODBURY i MOULTON,

incorporated, 1845.—marine risks oni.y.
Old and reliable Company is now writing Marine Risks on tiie most favorable

This

terms.
If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
L. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President.
Secretary.
d6m
may2

SAFE 6 PERCENT. GUARANTEED INVESTMENTS
Tlie company has special charter from the
New Hampshire Legislature and is annually
examined by the Bank Commissioners of that
State. Liabilities Limited. 100 Saving Banks

and moneyed Institutions have purchased these
securities. Call or address.
IVM. P. CARR, Cortland, Me., Oxford B’lil’g

ju24

P. 0. Box 346.

We

October.

can
as

a

0. 0, WAINWRiGHT & CO.,
Street, Boston.
(13t

AMUSEMENTS.

BASEBALL.
PORTLANDS

vs.

PAWTUCKETS,

Wednesday, June 29.

PORTLANDS
Thursday

Railroad Company,

Dividends in

men.

and

con-

sound investment.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

and

vs.

LAWRENCES,

Friday, June 30 and July 1.

PORTLANDS

vs.

LEWISTONS,

Saturday. July 2, & Monday a.in., July 4.

No. 95 Milk St., Boston, June 8.

UNDER

This week’s
Admission 25c.; Boys loc.
begin at 3.30. Ladies free to grounds
ind grand stand.
je27dlw

CIRCULAR NO. 68.

Income Bonds are now being received for exchange into Second Mortgage Bonds, Class A,
under the Plan of Conversion, in effect June 1,
1892, by tlie following appointed agencies:

UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW-YORK,
At Office of Atchison Co., 95

B’way,

New York

City.

Holders forwarding bonds from distant points
should ship them, by express, to
Trust Company of New York, 80
Broadway, New York City.
Holders in foreign countries should ship their
bonds to Baring Brothers and Company, Limited, London.
All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above agencies will be
paid by the Atchison Company.
Pending preparation of engraved bonds, the
work upon which is proceeding with
despatch,
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and
Depository will be delivered Income Bondholders, to be exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former in due course. Application to
list these Certificates has been made to the
Stock Exchanges in Boston, New York aud
abroad.■
Income Bond Serin of any class will be received for exchange, the same as the bonds, in
amounts not less than §100, and in even hundreds or thousands.
Holders of any of the bonds called forexchange, under Circular 03 of Oct. 15, 1889,
upon presenting their bonds to any of the
Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and
present exchanges at the same time.
TO ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS
AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT
THE EXCHANGE OFFERED HEREIN,
HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT THEIR
INCOME BONDS BEFORE JULY 15, 1892
SUBSCRIPTION TO SECOND MORTGAGE
4 PER CENT. GOLD BOND CLASS “B.”
The Management considers at present a fair
basis of market value of the new Second Mortgage 4 per Cent. Gold Bonds class'‘B” to he 70.
Holders of Income Bonds depositing their
Bonds for exchange are invited to subscribe to
any amount of §5,000.000 of these
bonds,
which will be authorized to be issuedJor Improvements to be made for the first year, beginning with July 1, 1892, at the price of 67,
the bonds allotted to carry all coupons for Interest at 4 per cent, from .July 1,1802.
Each depositor of §1600 in Income Bonds
will be entitled to subsbribe for §100 of the new
Second Mortgage Class "B” Four Per Cent
Bonds. In the event of applications exceeding
the total amount to he offered for subscription,
tlie excess will be adjusted in proportion to
have been made by which this
subscription lias been underwritten, a syndicate having been formed to take ail the bonds
not availed of by Income Bond holders:
SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE PAYABLE AS
FOLLOWS.
10 PER CENT IN CASH TO ACCOMPANY
APPLICATION.
25 PER CENT UPON ALLOTMENT.
23 PER CENT WITHIN 50 DAYS AFTER
ALLOTMENT.
20 TER CENT WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER
ALLOTMENT.
20 PER CENT WITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER
ALLOTMENT.
PAYMENTS MAY BE ANTICIPATED
UPON ANY DAY UPON WHICH INSTALLMENTS ARE DUE, AND INTEREST WILL
B E A LLOWED TH EREON AT THE RATE
OF FOUR PER CENTUM PEE ANNUM.
The Subscription List will close oil tlie 1st
of July, 1892.
will lie made to the ATCHISON. TO
AND SANTA FK RAILROAD COM-95 MILK STREET, BOSTON, and at

PORTLAND

dtf

BONDS,

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS &CO.
Gt£

WILL HOLD A

MEETING AT

\Afoodfords Park, Peering, Mains.,
SATURDAY, JUNE 25th, at 2 p. m.
PUliSJES—2.45 Class, *150; 2.30 Class
»200.
A prize of a Silver Cup will be given tt
the

making

man

the fastest mile

ty Bicycle.
Admis ion, 50 cents.

on a

Safe

Cadies Free.

HAWKINS, Pres.,
HUNTINGTON, Sec.

L. P.

F. W.

je28dlw

P. L. S. B. S.

Annua! Excursion
-OF THE-

Longshoremen’s Benevolent Society,

Portland

SEBAGO LAKE, JULY 4,1892.
$

Double and single working boat races for
JUKI in cash. Field games with cash prizes and
souvenirs. Also awards for Ladies and GentleFor particulars see large
men's jig dancing.
posters. Music by American Cadet Orchestra.
Special music for step dancing.
Tenders for Refreshments (of which society
has sole control). and all other privileges, must
be addressed P. I. Higgins, 128 Middle street,
received up to July 6th, inclusive.
Trains leave Union Station at 8.30 and 9.30
a. in., 1.05 p. in.; Commercial street station at
9.30 a. m, Returning, leave Sebago Lake at
1.00 p.

in.

and 0.00.

Tickets—Adults, 50c.; Children under 9 years,
je28dlw

25c.

PIANOS.
I. SUM S SB Cl
The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States tor

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN,
CABLER,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

PIANOS.
Catalogues mailed free.
and
Kepairing
Tuning,

promptly

Polishing

attended to.

Portland Branch 540 Congress
T. C.

Street,

MoGOTJXjDH.IO,

dec2

eodtf

Manager.

scription
PEKA

PANY,

its Fiscal Agencies, Messrs. BARING, MAGOUN & CO„ 15 WALL STREET. NEW
YORK, and Messrs. BARING BROTHERS &
Co., LIMITED, BISHOPSGATE WITHIN,
LONDON. ENGLAND, atall of which places
blanks will he furnished as may be required.
Receipts will be issued by such depositories as
Agents for the Subscribers upon the understanding that the moneys received shall he
held in trust, not to be paid for the uses of the
Railroad Company until the Directors of said
Company shall officially announce that tire
Plan of Conversion has become effective.
ORAL AND WRITTEN INQUIRIES concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars
and blanks for use thereunder can be made of
Messrs. BAKING, MAGOUN & CO., 15 WALL
ST.. NEW YORK CITY, Messrs. BARING
BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED. LONDON.
ENGLAND, and of J. W. REINHART. VICE
ATCHISON COMPANY, 95
PRESIDENT.
MILK STREET, BOSTON. By order of the
Board of Directors.
GEORGE C. MAGOUN, Chairman.
J. W. REINHART, Vice President.

JnlOeocitf.

Deposits

in

OFFICE SUPPLIES
—AND—

ALL KINDS OF

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order

at

Short

Notice.

A FULL LINK OF

DENNISON’S

TAOS AND LABELS.

Stevens UonesCo.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.

aprl8eodtf

SIDNEY TO LOAN.

our

—

THE-

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
in smail or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
dtf

Jly25

CLASS

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

aea

servative

April

eodtf

FIRST

EANKEHS,

ap2G

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.

COMPANY,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

ALL

AT

GROCERS.

TRUST

EXCHANGED FOB OTHER PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

CLAY, Agent,

JOSE EXjOCK,

EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Wo. 37 PLUM STREET.

time

Remington Standard Typewriter

TO BE HAD

BOOK RND JOB printer,

on

corpora

THE NEW 1893 MODEL,

IS

Mew England corpora-

Manchester, N. H -306 Sears Euilriing, Boston, Mass 2S State
Capital Paid in, $500,000.
ju29

holdings.
Arrangements

OPPOSITE BINES BBOS.
Portland. Me.

jelOeodtl

dtf

STEPHEN BERRY,

MB.,

Congress St.,

5 pound boxes and 2 pound
Packed In 3
cartoons. Try it. It is the best.

j™27

POUTLANX),

To have your PIANO or ORGAN
TUNED, POLISHED or REPAIRED. Stephen!.Small,
Marshall!.Coding,
Cashier.
President.
clU
All orders for Sheet Music or any- Iebl4
thing in the musical line will receive
prompt and careful attention.

CODFISH.
■

-OF-

deposits.

538

NEW HAMPSHIRE

well-

a

tion, managed by able and

my31__dtf_

in America
the Union

5's

TELEPHONE 43-63 Interest allowed

CRESSEY, JOMS & ALLEA,

of

Shares

recommend these shares

BARING, BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED
8 Bishopsgate-within, London, E. C.

CO.

perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever con-

limited

Per Cent

FKED E. RICHARDS & CO.
Portland, Me., May 31,1393.

80

Ranges

See

a

known

UNION TRUST CO, OF NEW-YORK,

With oscillating draw centre
anti-clinker grate, have the most

104

Eight

Rimkfield
.July 1st,
Receivers Certificates due
1893 and 1895, can exchange the same on a safe
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Railour
office.
Particulars given on
way, at
application.
of

Milk St., Boston.

Oval Fire Box

May

at

of the

Preferred

of Rumford Falls &
HOLDERS
Railroad Company bonds due

1898, and holders

Income Bond Conversion

—

& W.

offer

James

and
F.

We

amount

road Company Securiiios.

plication.

marll

8—Preferred Stock.

H.»TT!TFg

City of Portland 4’s

public of Ecuador, for the purpose of
showing articles collected for the Chicago fair and also to give an opportunity
to foreign manufacturers and merchants
to display their wares. The first suggestion of this came from Mr. Tisdel,
the special commissioner of the Columbian exposition, and it was hoped that

a

TO HOLDERS

JULY1NVESTMENT Riford FIs I MM Rd-

On the first of Juno an exposition was
opened at Quito, the capital of the re-

government is

FINANCIAL.

-OF-

Exposition.

the industries of the United States
would be well represented.
The Latin
American department is now informed
that it is a matter of considerable surprise and comment on the west coast
that not one American house is represented at the Quito fair, while Germany
and England have sent many small
wares and some portable agricultural
machinery. This fair was duly advertised and the statement made that
American manufactures would be admitted free of duty and transported to
Quito from the seaport of Guayaquil at
the expense of the government. Kerosene and shelf hardware constitute the
principal productions of the United
States on sale, with now and then a
cargo of California flour. The lack of
response to the cordial invitation given
to the merchants and manufacturers of
the United States by the Ecuadorian

FINANCIAL.

3HTa<f7*&1FS

statesmanship.

of book eases and writing desks
that must go. Now you can get
a $12 book case for $8 and the
desks at about the same rate.
was by training, if not by birth, of arisHall stands that cost $7, neat
tocratic tendencies. A long sojourn in
Europe, during which he moved exclu- and tasty pieces of furniture,
sively among the highest classes, deep- will go for $4. There are better
ened this tendency aud made him wel- ones though that cost more but
come in that upper Section of
society the sacrifice is the same and they
which has been termed the “Brahmin are great bargains.
Then there are baby carriages,
set.” It may not seem strange that Sumner, when he determined to devote him- dining chairs aud a number of
self to the cause of the slave, should have combination rockers. These are
been ostracized socially; but another finished in rattan, plush and
fact which Miss Dawes calls to mind leather, and every one will want
seems incredible.
After Brooks had one of these. You must come in
made his infamous assault upon
Sumner, and get the prices. Parlor tables,
the latter was tendered a reception in brass bedsteads and all kinds of
Boston at which there was a general illu- bedding are included in the sale.
It is a genuine closing out and
mination. Yet the fine residences of
Beacon street were, with two exceptions) the goods are to be sold at once
shrouded on that evening in a disapprov- even at a sacrifice.
ing darkness.
Speaking of the selection of Andrew
Johnson as Vice President in 1864, Miss

expected that one wing of
the Democratic party would, when the “hostility to and consequent distrust of
campaign got underway, desert the tariff Fessenden and Fessenden’s friend, Hanplank of the Chicago platform, inasmuch nibal Hamlin.” Yet Sumner’s hostility
as it was so plainly worded as to make it
to Fessenden was intermittent rather
impossible to explain it away or to make than constant; and when the great Maine
out of it anything but a declaration Senator died, “Sumner’s eulogy was the
against protection of any kind or in any expression of an admiration which had
degree. But it was to be expected that survived all their differences.”
It was to be

can

construct if it con-

trols the next administration. If the party
linclnvfolroe

Taken as a whole the work elevates
rather than belittles Charles Sumner. It
credits him with none of the arts of the
politician, and with an unswerving devotion to the great moral and philanthropic
issues of his time. He may not have
been a well rounded statesman as the
term is now understood; but he certainly
was a great, if not the great,
impelling
force in carrying through the measures
which must for a long time to come be
considered the consummation of Ameri-

an

_

Benjamin Harrison.
FOR

come

party.

ence

In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these

column and

of the

that the “tariff for revenue only” wing
would stand by the plank and defend it
manfully. But here is the Boston Herald, the most conspicuous organ of the
tariff for revenue only wing of the party,
within less than a week after the adoption of the plank, solemnly declaring
that it “is an example of the condition
of public opinion upon this question

party,

weeks.

wing

FOR SALE OR

RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 134 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up turniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may he repaid by installAlso
ments reducing principle and interest.
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
warehouse
reand
stocks, bonds, goods in bond
ceipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
to.
Room
Office,
1,
by mail promptly attended
No. 478Vj Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

GEO. L. FISH,
apl3

WILLIAM A.

Manager.
MW&Ftf

GOODWIN,

(Late City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
1st National Bank
sell

Building-.
eodtf

THE DEMOCRATS.

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.
The Republicans of Cumberland county are
hereby requested to send delegates to a county
to be held at Reception Hall, City
luilding, Portland, on Thursday, the thirtieth
day of .Tune, A. D., 1892, at 10 o’clock in the

fonventlon

forenoon, to nominate candidates for the following offices: Four senators, county attorney, sheriff, judge of probate, register of probate, county treasurer and one county commissioner, also to choose a county committee for
two years, andito transact any other business
that may properly come before the convention.
The basis of representation will be one delegate for each city and town, and one additional
delegate for each 75 Republican votes cast for
governor at the last state election, and one delegate for each fraction of 40 votes.
The delegates have been apportioned upon
tire

foregoing basis, as

Baldwin.

Bridgton.

follows:

3 New Gloucester...
6 North Yarmouth..

Brunswick.10
^ape Elizabeth. 7
Casco. 2
Cumberland. 4

Peering.
Falmouth.

Freeport.

Gorham.

Gray.*.
Harpswell.

9
8
6
7
3
3
3
3

3
3

3
Otisfield.
Portland. 62
Pownal.

Raymond.

Scarboro.
Sebago.
Stanaish.
Westbrook.
Windham.
Yarmouth.

2
2
3
2
6
9
5
4

MRS. M’CARTHY EXONERATED.

They Will Meet in County Convention Today and

a

Lively

Time

Wins Her Case in

They Will Have.

Montreal and Gets Cus-

tody of Her Children.

county convention will
assemble at Reception Hall at 10 o’clock
today. Unless all signs fail it will be one
of the most interesting conventions of
the season. It does not seem to be determined definitely who will preside.
There is some talk of Pennell of Bruns
wick, and it is probable that he will be
tendered the honor.
Of course the one

thing

upon which the

minds of all will be intent is the sheriff

fight. The odds are undeniably in favor
of City Marshal Swett; but the field is so
big that the result of the race may be
modified by interferences on the back
stretch.

From at least two towns there

will

contesting delegations.

be

From

Many

of our

people

will recall the sad

Total.162
Naples.
The county committee will be in session at
the hall at 9 o’clock in the forenoon on the day

One of the happiest events in the
history of the Sheridan Rifles occurred

circumstances of the case

of Mrs.

Mc-

Carthy, whose three little children

were

taken from her last December

and

car-

ried to Montreal. Through the kindness
of benevolent ladies Mrs. McCarthy was
enabled to bring her case before the
court in Montreal, the home of her husband and his family.
now announced
is
It
that Mrs.
Mrs. McCarthy has been fully exonerated, and has proved herself worthy of the
kindness which has been bestowed. The
following telegram was received in this
city yesterday afternoon:
Montreal, June 28th.
Mrs. McCarthy won her case, and given chilHusband’s accusations declared undren.
founded.
McMasters & McDibbons,

of these may be distanced before the race
begins; but enough will stay in to make
the contest

Beula Brooks Waterhouse.

Eugenia Isabel Charletou.
Mary Ellen Nesmith.
Christena Marie Thompson.

Marie Louise Houston.
lively.
Clara Belle Lang.
county attorney there may be anoMariou Julia Chapman.
yesterday at Long Island, it being their
ther brush, Col. A. \V. Bradbury, P. J.
annual field day.
Honoraries and inMr. Albert P. Marble will deliver an
and Chas. Dunn, Jr.,
vited guests with the actives assembled Larrabee, Esq.,
address on “The Scope and Modificaof
this
and
Geo.
B.
city,
Emery, tions of Public School Education.” Mr.
at the armory at 8.30 sharp, and at 9 Esq.,
of Gorham being mentioned. But
o’clock the start was made for the Esq.,
Marble graduated from Colby Universithe county attorney contest will be only
On arrival the fun began at
Island.
ty in the class of 1861. He was instructa side show to the sheriff fight.
Two base ball teams were organonce.
or of mathematics in Wayland AcadeGeorge F. McQuillan, Esq., seems to be
ized and an exciting game played beBeaver Dam, Wis., 1861-64; princialone in aspiring to be nominated Judge my,
tween the>Critics and the Buttercups. A
of the high school at Eastport, Me.,
pal
Probate.
of
second game was played in the afterof the Berkshire family
For Senators, of whom there must be 1865; principal
noon between the same teams for a gold
school at Stockbridge, Mass., 1866; princandidates
seem
to
be
scarce.
four,
lined silver cnp which was won by the
of Worcester Academy, 1866-68.
Luther Roberts of this city and E. L. cipal
Critics. At this stage of the proceedSince 1868 he has been superintendent of
Poor of Sebago are spoken of.
the public schools in*Worcester, Mass.
ings occurred one of the pleasantest
There does not seem to be any one very
features of the day which pleased not
He is one of the ablest educational men
anxious to run for county treasurer or
only the base ballists but the entire asin New England.
commissioner.
But
county
aspirants
semblage. The winning nine had the
enough may show up before the day is
Why Hr. Clymer Leaves Portland.
pleasure of presenting the cup as a testi- done.
monial of regard to Captain M. E. Conley
To the Editor of the Press:
and the base ball part of it served as a
It is due my people here that I give to
A WIRE FENCE.
blind to the recipient who was totally
the public some reasons for the change
surprised, but who responded in a neat It Is Causing Much Trouble Between of pastors soon to take jdace.
Deering and Falmouth Band Owners.
speech of appreciation.
The people of Pine street M. E. church
A bountiful spread was served at the
have been faithful to me as friends and
The case of malicious mischief brought
Waldo House, and after dinner a second
loyal as parishioners.
I never served a more self-sacrificing
pleasing incident appeared in the pre- against Daniel P. Young of Falmouth, on
sentation of a gold headed cane to Geo. complaint of Mrs. George W. Furlong of people. Figures show that they give $6
B. Keeley, president of the honoraries. Deering, was up again in Judge Elder’s more per miemberiannually for the supThe whole
The following composed the programme court in Deering yesterday.
port of the gospebthan some of the largtrouble arose over a line fence between est and stro
of entertainment after dinner:
ngest churches of Portland.
M. E. Conley
Young’s farm and a farm owned by the They have met all the expenses of the
;ecitation—Battle of Gettysburg.
tolo.(.'apt.
complainant in Westbrook, on the Fal- church with (great faithfulness, and have
Recitation.
mouth line. The story of the disagreefiolo—Love’s Old Sw<
given in addition to other church exment is too long to be rehearsed in full.
penses the past year for outside benevoReview of Honoraries.President Keeley
Some time ago it was so far adjusted lences
Review of Company’s Field Day.
$600.

.Sergt. McGuire

Letters of

regret
Mayor Ingraham, Nathan

were

read

and

from

Henry

B.

Cleaves.
In the afternoon

a shooting contest at a
yards range took place in which
Corporal McCarthy won first prize, a
gold medal, and Corporal Mulliern was
awarded a silver medal as second prize.
The scores were unusually high and
close scores were made by Capt. Conley,
George Conneen and Lieut. Foley. A

200

silver cup for the best shot made among
the honoraries was awarded James J.

Quallev.
Washburne’s Circus.

Leon W. Washburne’s circus and Wild
West show gave exhibitions yesterday
afternoon in about four inches of first
In fact the mud
quality Deering mud.

Programme of the Graduating Exercises
This Afternoon.

For

that a line

between the two
farms, and upon this line Mr. Young
built a nice wire fence.
But one mornwas

run

I have

accented

the call

to

Pittsfield,
gratification of a

The graduating exercises of the Portland High school class of 1892 will take
place at City Hall at 2.30 o’clock this
The programme will be as
afternoon.
follows:
Class Song.Pianist, Frelon E. Bolster
Salutatory (in Latin).Mary K. Lunt
Essay—The Songs of Shakespeare.
..Elizabeth King
Declamation—Parrhasius.Willis
John W. Stockwell. Jr.
Essay—A School Girl’s Brain..MabelA. Kenney
Recitation—Abram Davenport.Whittier
Grace E. Armstrong.
Trio- Sweet and Low, violin accompaniment....
Bertha M. Hyatt, Elizabeth King, Percy
H. Foss, Champlin Burrage.
Essay—The Face tile Index of the Mind
.Annie C. Hussey
Discussion—Resolved, That the Political
Career
of Cicero was a
—

Worthy one.
(Affirmative, Champlin Burrage
Carroll F. Earns
I Negative,
Recitation—Renyir.Booth
Mary E. Curran.
Disquisition—Successful Men, (with Vale-

dictory) .Edward N. Chase

Conferring of Diplomas.
Awarding of Medals.
Closing Song—“The school Days of Auld

Lang Syne”...,.
.Pianist, Mary V. Bennett
The class song is as follows:
Life’s spring for us is nearly past,
Life’s summer is before us,
We know not what the years may hold
Of cloud or sunsnine for us.
Together we have worked and played,
Some ties must now he broken,
We all may never meet again
When parting words we’ve spoken.

Today
likely to be
fair.
Portland, June 29, 1892.
U

NO

chamber of

An Augusta despatch to the Lewiston
Journal says the Milliken men and Manley men claim that they have together
187 delegates over whom there is no contest and that Milliken will get a vote of
201 and be nominated on the first ballot
In that event it is said that Gov. Burleigh and Hon. Herbert M. Heath will
contest for the nomination two years
hence.
Mr.
Milliken spoke at Winthrop last evening.

Capt. S. W. Lane of Augusta has announced his candidacy for a member of
the legislature,
Anson M. Goddard,
Esq., and Mr. James J. Maher are also
candidates. Hon. Treby Johnson will
be renominated as first representative.
MARRIAGES.
In

Ellsworth, June 15, Charles G. Royal and

Miss Gertrude B. Gerry.
In East Bucksport, June 10, Ora P. Witham
and Miss Edna E. Thorpe.
In Surry. May 29, Ivory C. Anderson and Miss
Carrie M. Gray of Orland,
In Augusta, June 22, Fred R. Smith of Augusta and Miss Esther R. Hutchings of Frye-

Mass., because it is the
long cherished desire to return to what
ing not long after the fence wTas com- I consider my “home conference,” and
burg.
pleted Mr. Young found that the posts because it offers an opiiortunity to return
In Belfast, June 15, Wm. H. Skinner of Belfast and Mfss Ida May Sheldon of Waldo.
of the fence had been sawed off near the
a
former
of
to
one of the largpastorate
In Oakland, Henry C. Jackson and Miss Ellen
ground and the fence tipped over onto est and strongest churches of Methodism. M. Bates.
In Augusta, June 23, Geo. H. Davis of Peru
the grounds.
It seems that the Fur
and Mrs. Lucy A. Webber of Readfield.
John F. Ct.ymee,
In Center Sidney, June 22, Char les C. Moody
longs had done it on the grouud that the
Pastor of Pine Street M. E. Church.
of Hartland and Jennie Stewart of Augusta.
fence was not exactly on the line, getting
over onto the Furlong land two or three
On July 12th Rev. Dr. Clymer will
DEATHS.
inches in places.
Mr. Young was much take
charge of the normal department of
In
this
June
28, Ada M., daughter of
city,
exasperated by this treatment and got so the Sunday school assembly at Ocean R. G. and
Mary L. Hilborn, aged 16 years 11
mad in fact that he tried to ease his
months
8
days.
This assembly,
Grove, New Jersey.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
mind by pulling down the fence of the next to
In Biddeford, June 27, Benjamin Tibbetts,
Chautauqua, is the largest on the
82 years 3 months.
Furlong pasture and letting their cattle American continent, having an attend- aged
In Bath, June 25, Mrs. Mary Jane Smith, aged
out. The Furlongs caught him at this ance of from 2000 to 5000
people, Sunday 66Inyears.
Randolph, Washington Lawrence, aged 80
pastime, and had him brought before school representatives from all parts of
years.
In North Pittston, June 22, Mrs. H. B. LawJudge Elder charged with malicious the land. Dr. Clymer’s work there conrence, aged 76 years.
mischief. Young admitted the charge;
sists of ten lectures on Sunday school
In North Anson, June 12, Mrs. Nancy M.
and told his provocation.
Bailey, aged 77 years.
Under Judge
the
and
or
science,
theory
practice of
In Madison, June 23, Mrs. Mary E. Wilson,
Elder’s advice the Furlongs agreed to
teaching in Sunday schools. This is the aged 63 years.
in Minot, Feb. 22, Miss Lucy E. Jackson,
drop the complaint of malicious mischief sixth year of his connection with this
aged 20 years,—daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henif Young would build the fence over satry
Jackson, of Minot, aged 20 years.
work. He will preach for his people at
In
June 20, Dea. Thomas E. PooL
isfactorily. So Mr. Young toiled in the Pine street churcli July 10th and 24th, agedMonmouth,
76 years.

effectually prevented any ring riding,
but the rest of the show was given, mostly to the satisfaction of those present.
The trapeze and athletic work was good,
likewise the juggling
and balancing
In Cushing, June 19, Capt. Samuel Hathorn,
feats.
The Wild West part of the per- rain a week to build the fence over; but and close his worfc there August 1st. He
aged 70 years.
In East Warren, June 23, Charles Coombs,
formance was a success. Some daring when it was about done the Furlongs will begin his woi3c at Pittsfield, Mass.,
formerly 6f Vinalhaven, aged 24 years.
riding was exhibited. On the whole the found fault, and the whole case came up August 7th.
In Bowdoinhaiu, June 22, Mrs. Marcella M.
show was voted very good considering in court again yesterday.
Dr. Clymer found 195 members at Pine Lewis, aged 44 years.
Through Judge Elder’s efforts the case street church in May, 1890, when he took
the low price of admission.
was again deferred until the fence viewcharge of it, and ho leaves 237 members
The Reed Cadets Organized Cast Evening
ers of Westbrook can pass upon the
and 25 probationers.
A very enthusiastic meeting was held fence.
DENNETT the Fiorist, 570 Congress Street.
last evening in the armory of Co. B,
The matter will be heard again July
The Mackerel Off the Shore.
Portland Cadets, to organize a company 7th.
The mackerelmeai are beginning to
for the coming campaign, to be designatcome in from their trips off this shore.
ed the Reed Cadets.
The following offiTo Entertain Canadian Drummers.
The Laura Bell, Cap*tain Mallack, which
cers were elected:
The following committee has been ap- arrived
Monday night, brought in 80 barCaptain—W. W. Cookson.
pointed on the part of the City Govern- rels of fresh mackerel caught off this
First Lieutenant—F. B. Beck.
Second Lieutenant—Charles G. Sanborn.
ment to help entertain the
Canadian shore. The Laura B*;ll went direct to
Clerk—Charles Baker.
drummers when they arrive here next
Gloucester, where she packed out her
Captain Cookson is one of the most
Friday: Mayor Ingraham, Aldermen Cape shore catch, picking up her off
militiamen
in
prominent
Maine, and Stevens, Tolman and
Josselyn, Council- shore catch on the wa.y from Gloucester
First Lieutenant Beck is a captain in the
men McGowan,
Kehoe, Howe, Prince, to Portland. The sch ooner Ethel and,
School
Cadets.
With
such
mateHigh
Smith and Simpson.
Addie, Cuptain Dyer, came in yesterday
rial the company will be one of the best Chute,
It is understood that the Mayor will
with 50 barrels caught off shore.
The
in the state.
expend the sum of $300 in entertaining Lizzie Maud, Captain Ben Spurling,
Eastern Star Encampment, I. O. O. F.
the
the visitors,
law giving him power to
brought 50 barrels, which were sold
anti Leather Oils
At the regular meeting of Eastern Star use that amount on an occasion like this. fresh. The Laura Bell and Ethel and
Naphthas and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and
The
committee
of
the
Commercial
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
Encampment last evening these officers
Addie brought their fish to A. M. Smith
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Travellers met last evening to carry for- & Co.
Were elected for the ensuing term:
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.
C. P.—Charles H. Cloudman.
ward their arrangements for entertainfishermen report tihat the off shore
The
H. P.—Charles H. French.
OIL BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS.
ing the Montreal visitors. It was decid- schools of mackerel are stmall and movS. W.—Albert L. Dow.
J. W.—George H. Lefavor.
ed to have the field day at the Waldo, on
Treasurer—Isaac Clark.
ing fast to the eastward. The fish them- 33 and 35 Commercial St.,
Chebeague.
VOKTLAND, MAINE.
Scribe—Ben]. I. Small.
selves are in excellent con dition, said to
dtf
mayl6
At a meeting of the Portland Club held
be the best for years. After they get a
last evening, the following committe was little fatter
they will turn out No. 1 and
appointed to assist in the reception and 2.
entertainment of the visitors on Friday
The Flag Seems To Be Hoodooed.
and Saturday next:
Frederick Robie,
JohnF. Liscomb, C. J. Farrington, ZenThe Cleveland and Stewnson flag of
as Thompson and S. A. True.
It was the Young Men’s Democratic Club is
also voted to extend the hospitality of evidently “hoodooed,” in spite of its unthe club house during the visit.
It was related yesterdeniable beauty.
day morning how the flag would unfold
nn
At tlie Pavilion.
itself to the gaze of the Young DemoAnother large audience greeted Man- crats only after persistent utrging. Still
McCallum’s
home company in another freak of the flag wae made pubager
“The Paymaster” last evening and all lic yesterday.
One end otf the rope
seemed much pleased with this very en- which holds the flag was attached to the
tertaining play. Mr. MeCallum deserves chimney of the dividing wail between now
the warm commendation of theatre goers the Lunt block and Perry block. In
for bringing such a good company to his some way the flag got a twist an the
rope
A pure cream of tartar powder^
It is also noticeable of such force as to pull tine
summer theatre.
chimney
ju21
eodtf
that for every play put on there is always over on to the roof of the Lamt block,
Used in the U. S. Army and by
teachers of Cookery.
some new scenery which is very compliwhere it proceeded to make <a, hole and
Cleveland’s is the standard, it never
mentary to the artist and refreshing to tumble into the room below. Xhe Young
does
the
most
it
the
best
varies,
work,
! the patrons.
Men will pay the bills.
work and is perfectly

Flowers

John Conley i Son.

Lubricating, Burning

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

wholesome^.***

—

an

ly

as

make it
and

cool, refreshing
the eye
bare floors

delight

a

to

even

and

and

room

unplastered

that would interest you. tout
mention these :

$10.00.

houses
Swiss

are now

as

the

Muslins,
so

cheap

our
morning
draperies room will open
an entire new line of these
Swisses in more than a

dozen different patterns,

—dot,
is

figures, sprays, etc.
yard—which
lower than they’ve ever
12

CENTS.

$5.00.

$2.00.

We have reduced a lot of our Handsome silk
stripe negligee
cassimere rubber coats from $10 shirts reduced from $8 to
$2,
to $5, handsome and well made, just the
thing for the islands
they are great value. Be sure and yachting. Outing shirts for
and see them.
25 cents.

WE HAVE OUTING GOODS

cost.

this

at

only

We have about 1000 mere of
those $1 whips ;
we are selling
them for 25 cents. They are the
best value in the city.

that the whole house can
be fitted with them at a

trifling

will

walls

nothing so good
drapery curtains in

which

we

must go. We want to clear our
counters now for our Fall goods.
A $10 suit seems to strike everyone about right, so we are piling
all our broken lines on that $10
bargain counter ; $10, $12, $14,
$15 suits are all mixed together.
You can take your choice.

There’s

dainty

got

25

Those broken lots of light suits

cannot offset.

summer

con-

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

making

otherwise bad-

furnished

most

densed matters.
We’ve
lots at our great

or

Spotless white, freshly
draperies, tied
back with a bit of bright
a
ribbon,
disclosing
out-doors
glimpse of
clean
through
glass, will

off every

description, and then we are right
the way to the island steamers.
Visitors to the islands in need off
outing
goods will find our store convenient,
and our stock will be sure
to please them.
on

_

x-2C. a

been sold before.
The sale of the Fairweather stock continues
to-day and every day this
week—but positively ends

The
Saturday night.
of
prices
every thing have
been cut deep to insure a
quick selling.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

THE ATKINSON C0MPANV
®

Middle,

Pearl and Tine Streets.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

CEN'L MANAGER.

TUTPRltlST
We have cut the prices on a great
many lines Ail Wool Dress Goods
and Silks which we desire to

CLOSE OUT AT ONCE.
At

Cincinnati, to-day,

will
begin the National Convention
of the Prohibition Party.
The object of the Party is to
make illegal the sale of intoxicants.
A National ticket will
undoubtedly be placed in the
field by the Convention. Defeats
do not seem to daunt the ardor
of the Prohibitionists.
The large amount of -water that
has fallen the past few days has

partially prohibited the sale of SumClothing, but trade will be active
again with the coming pleasant weamer

$1.00 Crepons in light shades,

75c per

now

yard.

$1.00
per yard.

Fancy Weaves, light shades,

$1.00 Scotch

per yard.
$1.00 Bedford

yard.

Tweeds,
Cords,

46 in.

40 in.

wide,

wide,

now

75c

now

69c

new

69c per

$1.00 Striped Bedford Cords, 40 in. wide, now
69c per yard.
75c Cheviots, 40 in. wide, now 50c per yard.
75c Serges, 40 in. wide now 50c per yard.
75c Tweeds in light mixture, now 50c per yard
Lining Cambrics, all shades, 3 l-2c per yard.

ther.
We do

our best
but sizes

late
fast being
broken, particularly in the desirable
light Cheviot and Scotch Suits.
Come now and make your selection ; $7 to $20.
Blue Serge Suits
comers,

$10

to

supply

to

$i to $2.
$i-S0-

Shirts in the new pattern
Shirts 50 cts. to

Outing

FARRINGTON

SILKS.

are

$18.

Negligee

WALL PAPERS.

Prices reduced and cut
Paper Hangings and Friezes,
for next 30 days.
Samples
ready to show.

anything but the shortest and

laundered

redeem

advertisements.

new

mffTirra

so

it homelike and cosy
the window curtains.

for

POLITICAL NOTES.

a

much to do with

But let

class has al-

country
cottage has

seaside

which

The list of the graduating
ready been printed.

that

goes into the furnishings of the

Tet though we never meet again
With every tie unbroken,
And though our ways lie far apart
When our good-byes we’ve spoken,
There still will linger in our lives,
To strengthen hopes or fears,
The friendships formed, the influence felt
Throughout the past four years.
us choose in these new years
The truest and the best;
For right not might our forces spend,
The mean and wrong detest.
And at life’s flnal parting time
A record clear and true
May each one leave who’s number’d with
P. H. S. N inety-two.

thing

one

advertisements.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

The Weather

The Democratic

Deering will come the Somers men, headAttorneys.
ed by McKone and Alden, and the “antisnappers" elected by the ward caucuses.
Practice
School
Graduation.
of the convention to receive the credentials of
From Yarmouth will *omo doughty Capthe delegates and attend to such other business
The graduating exercises of the Porttain Dick Harding’s Somers men, the
as may be necessary.
G. Fred Murch, Chairman.
land Practice School, Miss Sarah M. Taylocal time contingent, and also the stanChari.es A. True. Secretary.
Portland June 3,1892.
dard time Democrats who prefer Tol- lor, principal, will take place at Recepman.
Besides Swett, Somers and Tol- tion Hall at 8 o’clock this evening. The
members of the graduating class are:
SHERIDANS’ FIELD DAY.
man, there are also indhe race W. S. Sanborn of Standish, S. C. Morrill of Gray,
Lydia Hobart Beck.
Ella Clark McKenney.
A Remarkable Day of Sports and a Jolly
and George Newcomb of Bridgton. Some
Mary Berchmans Logan.
Good Time A11 Around.
Harrison.,...

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL.

&

BICKFORD

Remnants Cheney Bros. Printed Silks, black
grounds, 8 yards and less, 69c per yard.
Cheney Bros. Printed Silks, in light grounds,
reduced from $1.00 to 69c per yard.
Remnants, 10 yards and less, of our $1.00
quality Colored Silks, reduced to 69c per yard.
Remnants of 20c qualify of Silesia, only 12
l-2c per yard.

STAYING AT HOME

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

CONGRESS

STREET.
dlt

R. A. P. F. D.
annual meeting of the lielief Association
of the Portland Fire Department, wtll be
held at the chief engineer’s office, Wednesday
Evening, July 6th, at 7.30 o'clock.

THE

THOMAS PAINE, President,
J. N. LONG, Secretary.
jun29
dtd

going away for the summer you will probably
need something in the Toilet line.
From the
varied
and
stock
of
large
Perfumes, Powders,
Toilet Waters, Soaps, Sponges, Brushes, Combs,
etc., etc., which we carry in our Toilet Departor

ment you will find it an easy matter to fill

all

re-

quirements.

RINES

BROS.

SHE

DRY GOODS.

HELD THEM

SPELLBOUND.

Carson Lake, who Controlled
National Convention for 36 Minutes.

Mr■.

a

The most historical scene in the lats
Republican National Convention occurred
after the speech of Mr. Eustis seconding
the nominat m of Mr. Blaine.
This
scene is thus described by the New York
Sun: The cheering for Blaine had not
lasted quite fifty seconds, and was dying
out when a bright-faced, pretty woman,

STOCK!
TEE BARGAINS OP TEE SEASON!

A West Virginia Wonder.
West Virginia comes to the front with
a natural wonder. In Noble County there
is, according to a local paper, a fathomless
sea composed of salt water and oil, from
which gas escapes with a tremendous
roar.
Nearly twenty years ago a well
the depth of 1,900
was drilled there to
feet, but as no results were apparent it
was abandoned.
Some years after water
and gas escaped from the hole with
great pressure, tearing out the tubing
and cutting a cavern apparently hundreds of feet deep and forty feet in
diameter. After some years it ceased to
flow, and a farmer named Martz filled it
up and built a barn over it, resting one
pillar on the filled ground. A few days
ago a terrific report at the barn announced
the explosion of the well, and oil and
water poured out in abundance. In a
short time the pillar under the barn began to sink, and was soon out of sight.
In the course of a day the hole had become fathomless and again nearly forty
feet wide.

MISCELLANEOUS._ _MISCELLANEOUS.

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE
TO
SALE.

A Sad

on

Camp

14-tf

and good water; price $100, $00 and $85 for
season. Apply to HENRY S. TRICKEY, Real
Estate Agent, No. 9 Exchange street.
29-1

LET—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites'
with board at 110 PARKS’?. MRS. H. M.
KICE28-tf

Before taking account of stock

LOST AND

SAFE—Houses for sale. Prices, $600,
$1,000, $1,100, $1,300, $1,400, $1,500,
$1,700, $1,900, $2,000, $2,200, $2,500, $2,700,
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105 Vi Exchange
tjy 1
street._

IJOR

FOUND.

10, ladies’ jacket lost
High
I’JOST—June
street, between Danlortli and Congress
on

SAFE cheap—A second hand jigger.
SARGENT. DENNISON & CO„ No. 174
Commercial street.
28-4

FOB

streets. Sunday evening.
The finder will be
liberally rewarded by returning the same to
the l’RESS OFFICE.
20-1

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

SAFE—Drums, also Drums and Banjos
A line lot of Sheet Music, Music Books and Musical Instruments just received and for sale by HAWES, 414 Congress
street, Portland.
28-1

FOB
repaired.

pug dog; answers to the
of
LOST—A
Mo. Return to ISAAC C. ATKINSON
and
name

be rewarded.

iANSON

G.

LARRABEE,.

IJOUND

27-1

lower liarbor, a fifteen foot dory,
painted yellow inside and yellow and black
outside. GEO. H. SNYDER.
25-1

on

-In

SAFE—Fully equipped printing office,
FOBfour
presses, electric power, best location
Boston. Address W. M. L. McAdams, 10S
State stroet, Boston. Mass.
27-1
m

MISCELLANEOUS.

246 3VI±c!.c3Ll© Street.

je28

SAFE—A new light express
grocery
IJOBwagon,
custom made, will
sold very low.
or

be

y

ilOILN W. DYER, 249 Commercial street. 25-1

ATTENTION—Any trader
TVfOLLASSES
-l"A
having a tierce of molasses, Porto Rico
Marquez, No. 13-86-19 on hand please drop a
card to A. B. C. Press office and lie may hear
of something to his advantage.
29-1

treasuries.”

COTTON

In-

on

J>A*-_

Chicago they refer to Dr. Harper,
“
president of that new university, as the
grand old watchdog of other people’s

WiT AND

FOB SAFE.

rjlO
AT OFI> ORCHARD—1 forCOTTAGES
matted cottage and stable, situated
Old
hai»d<^}ieat43M™TLE
King1^lllt Orchard
Ave., three minutes' walk from beach;
price $125 for season, 3 furnished cottages oh
LET—Pleasant rooms at 71 Free St. Cedar
the Highlands, all within short
Ave„
TO Good
boarding house near. MISS L. B. distance of the
Grounds, have tine view

Out in

PRICES BELOW COST!

ROOMS.
LET—Two good furnished rooms.
Street-

Eton SAFE—Commencing Saturday morning
A
June 25th, 450 paper novels, all good
authors and popular books, to be sold at the
very low price of 10 cents each 3 for 25 cents.
FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress street.

PICTURES! Those in want of
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money,

a

WISDOM.

would do well to call

___25-1

a
on us.

SAFE A new, custom made, two seated
EOI!canopy
top surry, natural wood, russet

Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak

Error.

and

i

Congress

streets.

trimmings.

BAILEY &

28-1

Will be sold very low.

O.

F.

CO._25-1

SAFE—Pianos to let; also
number of
nice No. 2 Remington,
IjiOB
second hand pianos for sale. One square,
TYPEWRITER—A
complete, witli stand and cover, to let. Adlarved legs, &e„ very low for easli or by installdress
a

DRESS

GOODS.

REMINGTON, Press

MBS. CAESON LAKE.

7c

3 l-4c.

Challies,

Prints,
Indigo
(In Short Lengths.)

12 l-2c

5c.

Outing Flannel,
l-4c.

6
12 l-2c
12 l-2c

Percales,

8c.

Ginghams,

8c.

12 l-2c

Muslins, 8c.
(Plain White, Open Work
Stripes.)

Best American Sateens, 25c
Satin Chevronne, Bedord Cord, Shantong, Pongee
and
Louisaine, worth from
12 l-2c to 25c, all to clean up at
the one price,

?uality,

10c Per Yard.
175 PIECES

SUPERFINE
GINGHAMS.
32 inches wide, made to sell
for 37 l-2c, 2200 fineness, within two picks as One as the Anderson Ginghams that sell for 40c,
fast colors, beautiful styles, all
to be sold at one

YANKEE SHILLING PERYARD,
(18 2-3)

60

Embroidered

Robe

Patterns worth

$2 each, at

t^acn.

Wool Dress Goods.
36 Inch Half WgoI

Plaids, 25c quality at

12 l-2c per

yard.

Wool Plaid and

Checks, yard
wide, good styles, ought to sell
for 42c; to clean up at

25c PER YARD.

HEW

SILKS.

Changeable Ombre Stripe Silk,
entirely new, 7 colorings, the
great thing for “Fancy Waists,”
price $1.00

per

yard.

MEN’S SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
Job lot of Men’s

Handkerchiefs,
cream white, 20
50c quality at 33

Japanese Silk
hemstitched,

inches square,
l-3c.

J. R. LSISY,
Congress Street. Jtf

ie27

closed and like an orchestra leader’s
baton began to motion the delegates to
warm with their cheering.
She had a
prominent position in the hall, and was
in front of and in full sight of all the
delegates. They all saw her, and slowly
began to rise and recommence cheering.
They stood up in bunches of half a dozen
at a time, and the pretty young woman
never faltered, but kept beckoning more
and more of them to get up, until the
whole body of delegates was on its feet.
The woman was Mrs. Carson Lake of
New York city, the wife of a newspaper
correspondent. She made her parasol
more eloquent than any speaker’s voice
had been, more powerful than the chairman’s gavel, more irresistible than even
the vote of the majority. With laughter in
her eyes, but with her mouth firmly
closed and steadfast determination in her
manner, she kept on urging the people to
their feet and to the utmost endeavors of
their lungs. Never, perhaps, has a woman
so completely mastered 12,000 persons at
one gathering in this country. She led
that multitude as a bandmaster leads an
orchestra, up and down with her parasol,

always describing an eclipse, always
urged smartly on its upward course, and
never failing to increase the vehemence
of the noises of the now wildly excited
wcrowds.
It was marvelous that she kept the
people straining their throats for twentytwo minutes. Nobody but a very pretty
woman could have done it. Yet it was
quite as extraordinary that so great a
mass of men and women could endure the
strain for such a length of time. McKinley took his gavel and hammered
until it seemed as though be must split
his desk. He was commanding silence.
Instead of that he got redoubled pandemonium. The vaBt crowd determined to
yell down the sound of his hammering.
Mr. Lake kept beckoning toward where
his wife sat, as if to ask her to come to
the platform.
It is said that he was
beckoning to another lady. At all events,
Mrs. Lake thought herself the object of
his motions, and wriggled and pushed
her way through the crowd, carrying a
yaudy star and portrait above her head.
Mr. Lake made equal progress to stop
her half way.
He reached her and sent
her back, and was hissed by thousands of
people. They were wrong; he was right.
She would have spoiled one of the prettiist parts a woman ever played in politics
md injured her own self-esteem had she
invaded the presence of the officials and
resumed a formal part of the convention.
She would have marred a beautiful picture.
McKinley kept hammering. The
erowd tired of fighting him down with
ooise, and presently, after twenty-six
minutes of cheering, order was restored.

HE

SURPRISED

THE

CAPITOL

William J. Bryan, the Boyish hooking member of Congress.
The infusion of very youthful blood
into the House of Representatives at the
beginning of the present session does not
seem to have had any startling and material effect upon our legislation so far,
but one of the younger class, without any
apparent premeditation, all at once
made himBelf famous. We hardly knew
he was here, when his words woke up the
country and everybody began to ask:
Who is he?” That was Bryan, of Nebraska, and the Democratic Club of the
law school at Ann Arbor knew its business when they invited him out to deliver
an address and furnish a little strong
meat of Democracy for the new crop of
voters.
To be a Democratic member
from Nebraska
means
a
good deal
in that hotly contested State. I recall a young fellow who ca3t his lot
among the Nebraskans—and his first vote
also, for the straight Democratic ticket—
“because,” he said, my mother told me
when I left home to do it if I was the only
man in the State that did.” Mr. Bryan
must have had the same instructions, for
he has only been a resident of Nebraska
for five years, and yet he has wrought
great work, and as he is only thirty-two,
no doubt he will achieve a much
greater.
Personally, he is thought to bear a striking resemblance to Sam Randall, but,
begging the late Mr. Randall’s pardon, I
think him a far more striking looking
person, with his strong, fine features and
eyes full of fire and purpose and power.—
Holden Hall in Detroit Free Press.
Bismarck’s Rudeness.
The latest story of Count Herbert Bismarck’s ill manners relates that while in
Rome recently he pushed rudely against
an Italian officer of high rank, who turned
to protest against such treatment. Without a word of apology the ex-chancellor's
son retorted angrily, “ I am Count Her“
bert von Bismarck.”
That, sir, ” remarked the Italian,
is an explanation of
your conduct but not an excuse.”
Herbert

Now is His Time.

A day or two after Mr. Blaine's resignation a letter reached the White House
from an ambitious young man in Iowa, in
which the writer asked for information
about the duties required of the Secretary of State, and how much the wages
were.” The correspondent added that if
the salary was satisfactory and the labors
not too arduous he would like to make
application for the job.

Keep Posted this Campaign.—To do so
Pay for the Pkess at 50 cents a month.

28-1

ments.

SAFE—Two good business Horses at
1JOR
bargain weight about 1100 pounds each.
C.

a

MERRILL,

J.

country board.
PARTIES—wishing
dress M. C. BURNELL. Gorham.

-AND-

Box

OUTING GOODS.
White and

find that the people
WE
when they
it, and
do in
see

Marie—Why, Ethel,

I

H

Fore

ter with Fido?

LO I O

Castoria!

wool

all

White *1.00 to

Guaranteed

our

or

per

HASKELL & JONES,

LET—Pleasant, very convenient upTO stairs
rent 7 rooms, large yard, 3 Sumner
Court, Also

Manufacturing

Clothiers

FURNISHERS,

rooms,
room

plays

piano.”
“Here, Miss, is precisely what you want.”
on

the

“What is the name of it?”
“The ‘Maiden’s Prayer,’ for 50 cents.”
“Only 60 cents! Why, he’s further advanced
than that, for last month he played apiece worth
75 cents. Haven'tyou something for a dollar?”
—Texas Siftings.
All
nose

Bleeding, whether from lungs, stomach,
Piles, is relieved by Pond's Extract.

or

Trade

Mark outside each bottle

on

buff wrap-

per.
“I have had my diamond engagement ring
three months now, and you can’t imagine how
economical it is,” she said to her friend in the
street

car.

“Why, dear, how do you make that out?”
“Haven’t worn a pair ot gloves since I had it.
“But,” asked the other, “it doesn’t keep your

hands warm, does it?”
“Doesn’t it? Just try one vourself.
You’ve
no idea how comfortable it is.”—Exchange.

BOARD.

few boarders on a farm at
Buxton Centre, 1% miles from station,
large, airy rooms, good board,terms reasonable.
Address MBS. J. M. HUTCHINSON.
28-1

WANTED—A

walnut; consists of prescription counter,
lilies counter, labelled drawers, patient mediline cases, etc.; a rare chance to secure a valuibie set of fixtures for less than one-third their
so t; will
prepay freight and charges to any
dace within reasonable distance. C. B. DALfON, 57 Washington street.
2tf

28-1

and back entranoe; elevator and steam beat;
would rent ground floor and basement separately from upper .stories should tenant desire.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51% Exchange St. 28-1
LET—A large
sunny and
TO
nished room, private familv,
tral.

Inquire

St.

FEMALE help.

friend that
attractive,
good looking
that has
WANTED—25
has the liquor habit can get a medicine
young ladies.
Apply to Agent Adam WANTED—Anyone
Shows at United States
that
a

Forepaugh

tween 6 and 8

o’clock p.

Hotel, beJuly 2nd. 29d4t

in.

good cook.
Apply at No.
WANTED—A
THOMAS street between 7 and 8 p.

1

27-1

will

entirely kill the appetite for anything
that is intoxicating; it is entirely harmless and
can be
given without the knowledge of the
patient; it is the greatest nerve tonic on earth.
Addres Mrs. with stamp, BOX 4, Willard. Me.
29-1

competent girl, good wages.
Prohibiltionists of Portland
WANTED—A
Call at 75 EMERY street, forenoon and
WANTED-The
to meet in
in the ward
evening.
___25-1
a mass

girl for general houseWANTED—Capable
work in family of two.
Call at 204
SPRING

STREET,

forenoon

evening.

or

_25-1
girl to do general house work

WANTED—A
for the summer.

Apply

at

GRESS ST., in the evening.

724 CON24-1

WANTED—Women are
wanted immediately to make line shirts.
Applicants must bring samples of handmade
buttonholes and machine hemming and stitching. Work to be done at home. CHARLES
CUSTIS & CO., 6481/2 Congress St.
23-1

SHIRTMAKERS

capable girl to do first work,
W ANTED—A
must be
good cook; references required.

caucus

Ward Three,

Wednesday evening, June
29, at eight o’clock, to elect delegates to the
and
District
County
conventions, to be held in
29-lt
Portland, July 1st.
room

of

756 CONGRESS ST., between 8 and 9
o’clock in the evening. Mrs. Geo. C. Shaw.

Apply

to

23-1

SUMMER RESORTS.

CLIFF COTTAGE.
Mr. C. B. Saunders, so long and favorably known as the steward of the Cum-

berland Club, has taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Road, 2i miles from this city. The
house has been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
All applications for hoard
resort.
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS,
Cumberland Club,
Portland, Me.
2m
may9

GAS CO BAY

HOUSE,

Chas. E.

Cushing, Proprietor.

Long Island, Casco Bay, Portland, Me.,
Is prepared lo furnish Societies, Clubs, Excursions, Church Picnics, Private Parties, and the
public generally with Shore Dinners, Clam
Bakes and Chowders of every kind at reasonable rates. Bathing Houses, Base Ball Grounds
and Groves connected with the Hall, and are
free for the use of our patrons. Long Island is
one of the most pleasant
Summer Resorts in
Casco Bay.
Boarding and Lodging by the day or week
at reasonable rates.
eodlm
jun20

HIGHLAND HOUSE,

machinery and models to
WANTED—Light
make; I also do all kinds of engine,

mill, grist mill and mowing machine repairs;
keep pipe and fittings in stock. HOLLIS CENTHE MACHINE SHOP, Elollis Centre, Maine.
June 28th, 1892.
jy29-8
or

THIS

COMPOSITOR—with

TXT ANTED—Every one to know that R. S.
tt
DAVIS & CO., »03 Federal street. Whitney building, have got in a lot of Window
Screens that spread 3S inches, the only ones in
town.
28-1
iin want of a lady for a
or of
a taithfnl
with good references, please address
MRS. L. H. M., care Kingsley’s Express, Port27-1
land, Maine.

WANTED—Those
responsible position
nurse

public to know that .1. G.
WANTED—The
CURRIER, befl hanger, is at 137 Clark
street.
and bells of every deSpeaking
scription put into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short police; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
25-1
tubes

Boarders Wanted at Hotel Long,
Buckfield, Me.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

been greatly
supplied with ail the
and cold
hot
improvements, including
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
for
bathing, boating and fishing.
guests
Open
June 15th, 1802. Special rates tor parties.

to have
flag. The place
WANT—You
to buy is at EYAN & KELSEY’S, No. 243
a new

Commercial street.

23-4

"WTANTED—Pe
ople to know the MUTUAL
it RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,
176V2 Middle stneet. Free policies. Cash surrender. Paid uptvalue. Incontestable.
Average cost $18 per 1000. 3V» millions surplus.
Call and see our ben year policy. Smart agents
wanted. Big mo ney.
19-tf
call at your store
house
WANTED—Ho
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels
or

■\TOTICE—W anted
Av 000

to

buy

men, 10 small hoys, 10
WANTE1D—150
small girls, 10 colored men, lo colored

boys to take part in the “Fall of Nineveh.” Apply to Captain of Supernumerles on Show
Grounds, at; 9 a.m. day of Exhibition, July 4th.
4t
ju29

For accommodations or particulars a.pply to
POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-tf

ANTED18
BOYto Wf
learn the pressman's trade;

Union House, Peaks Island,

cash Register in the market. $10.00 per
day easily made by first-class men. Perfect
machine, flow price, sells readily, live men
should investigate.
FARNHAM MANUFAC24-1
TURINGjCO, Bangor> Me. Box 564.

Will open on Monday next. MES. ELIZA A.
JONES.
b}271w*
June 25,1802.

I-tf

nile from East and West End;
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E.
Cumberland Mills. .Me.

down stairs rent of
and pantry, $15;
upstairs rent of
sebago. perfect
FROHOCK, 23 William St.

TO 7LET—OAKDALE,
with bath
of

room

rent

6 rooms,

drainage.

$10;
D.

FORFICKETT, 69 good
Lincoln St.
SALE—A

8 rooms, $14;
new houses,

R.

From 16 to

required.

HASKELL & JONES.

SALESIlIEN

__

rooms

SALE—All kinds of business chances
in and near Boston, Mass.
Any kind of
lusiness you may desire bought, sold or exsolicited.
J. W.
ihanged. Correspondence
-IRITTAN & CO., Auctioneers, 21 Milk street,
28-1
loston, Mass.

Port

as one or two
over

Inquire

23-1

LET—Small lower tenement of 3 rooms
51 Spring street, Portland. Price $9
at BINES BROS.’ store.23-1

TO No.

SALE
Columbia pneumatic bicycle
class condition, been in use only
iiree week's, will be sold at a bargain, double
uggage carrier and bicycle rack with wheel,
inquire at office of W. A. ALLEN, stair builder
oot of Preble St.
28-1

TO

TO

TO

LET ON LONG ISLAND—One
eight rooms; one hall suitable for

cottage,

lectures
other purposes, one minutes work from the
West End landing.
Also for sale, groceries,
wood, coal and ice. delivered to any part of the
Island.
For further particulars inquire of
JOHN M. FREEMAN. 11 Exchange street, or
HUGHEY BROTHERS at Long Island.
or

10-3

LET—For the season,
furnished cotPeaks Island; seven rooms, lathed
TO
tage
and
of F.
a

plastered. Inquire
Congress street.

C. WHITE, 480
19-tf

LET—Two furnished Cottages, each conSituated in Cape
tabling nine rooms.
Elizabeth and near Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of the premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reasonable. Inquire at G08 CONGRESS Street or
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51!- Exchange street,
Portland, Me,
Gtf

TO

years old
references

291-

WANTED—To sell the best

—

rR
in first

LET—No. 5 Laurel street, 6 rooms, down
stairs, $15; 75 Quebec street, 6 rooms,
down stairs, $13; No. 48 Turner street, 0
rooms, up stairs, $10; No. 159 Newbury street,,
up stairs, $12. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V3
23-1
Exchange street.
LET—Lower tenement No. 295 Cumberland street. Apply to BENJAMIN SHAW
No. 51 Va Exchauge street, or at No. G08 Con15-tf
gress street.

J. T.
28-1

28-1

LET—At 84 Green street,
nice rent of
10
TO
and bath room; and large shop to
let at 37 Pearl

street;
a good business locality.
PEARL ST., up one fight.

horse.

SALE—Boot and shoe store, 30 miles
established busiclean stock; splendid store; trade
no
51,000 per month;
bonus; best of reason for
lelling; investigate. J. W. BRITTAN & CO.,
21
Milk
street, Boston, Mass.
Auctioneers,

TO

35

as

14-8

iess;good

LET—Two large sunny rooms, all modern conveniences, terms reasonable.
437
CUMBERLAND ST.23-1

be used

work

known

GRIFFIN,

FORfrom Boston, Mass.; old

24-1

can

City

FORWestbrook,

25-1

rooms

nice home

—--1SALE—Farm of 100 acres in
of
on Cumberland- street; one

Elizabeth a furnished cotplenty of water,
Address ROOM 5, First National

upstairs

a

residence; fine schools

3HANDLEK, near above residence, J. M.
rhompson. Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. STROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.

LET—At

fine view.
Bank Building.

delightful

ind churches within a few minutes’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand
Drunk Railroad depots. Will be sold cheap to
dose the estate.
Enquire of ANDREW C.

SALE—Lodging houses in Boston, from
FOR
$500 to S3,000, for cash
easy terms. If
desire
business of this kind
or

:

mu

write

a

vliat you want and will try and find it.
iltlTTAN & CO., auctioneers, 21 Milk
ioslon.

us

just

J. W,
street,
23-1

LET—Greenhouse and
florist’s business, one hour’s ride from
loston, good stock and good local trade; will sell
; it a bargain on easy terms.
,T. W. BRITTAN
t CO., auctioneers, 21 Milk street, Boston,

FOR

SALE on TO

tlass.

28-1

NOW
favorable opportunity to bny a 2
1 itory brick lionse anil lot situated heween Park and State Sts., number 139
1
1
ipring St., with right of way from
Park St.
We are having frequent infor centrally situated and comquiries
ortable houses like the above and de1 lire to call attention of buyers to the
I ainie.
The sale is to lie made to close
in estate.
BEN JAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2
Exchange St.
dlw»
ju24
s a

__

COTTAGES TO LET—Some of
the best
SUMMER
cottages in Portland liarGREAT
bor to let. Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,
summer

Me.

lfi-tf

BARGAIN
-IN

LET—Store 278 Middle street, near Monument square, now occupied by Cyrus
Lowell. Tnis store has been occupied as a boot
and shoe store for over 20 years.
Possession
given July 1st. CHAS. MCCARTHY, JR.
11-tf

TO

A-

VICTORIA,
3ullt by Fred F. French & Co,, Boston to
order; cost&GoO; light. Has been used
but little and is in prime order,
will be sold very cheap.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., 32 Plum Street.
dlw
jttn23

from

MALE HELP.

hotel has

J. J.

and would make
ileasantly located
summer
>r a

Cape
TO tage containing
9 rooms,

on

ANTED—The public to know that I keep
"Wf
"t
my dining room open evenings and Sundays and serve ice cream. A ladies parlor in
connection. G. DaHYLVA, 25 Pearl St. 25-1

South Harpswell, Me.
now

FOR

$15; Tate $9; 190 High $22.25;
St Lawrence $25; also desirable cottages.
N. S. GARDINER. 185 Middle St.
25-1

Apply

“lAWSOlV HOUSE,” PARTNEltt
pleasant seaside
THIS
improved, and is

sale—In the village of New Gloucester
(Lower Corner), the nice residence of, he
i ate Mrs. I. II. Keith.
Buildings in good relair, good cellar, plenty of water, abundance of
This plaee is
ipples and some small fruit.

LET—116 Winter St., $25; 105 Clark
TOWilliams
$12; 29 Sheridan $14; 1 Sherbrooke $10;
8

'the best of references,
as to ability and character, wants a position in a printing office with a chance of learning job printing. Adniress M. K. B., Press
Office.
28-2

WANTED—With capital in a
well-established business.
Address L.,
this office.
myl4-tf

modern

>f A.

21
96

shops;

$1000 to $15,worth of casborf clothing; I pay tho
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
augiotf

9,1892.

Island, a pleasantly
cottage of five rooms,
all
handy
steamers; good water and kitchen
conveniences. Apply to F. BRUNEL, room 16
Oxford Building. 185 Middle street.25-1

and
Congress street,tcornerof Oak; as wo
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
28-1
evenings until 9.

house is situated on an elevation overlooking the city of Westbrook. Rooms all
and
airy. Accommodation for 50 guests.
light
'Three minutes from P. & R. station. Reasonfor boarders.
rates
able
M. G. BLANCHARD, Prop.
ju9dlm

Me.,

28-1

and desirable house lots;
loams for filling. Inquire
L, RICHARDSON, Peering Centre. 5-8

FORalsoSALE—Dry
gravel and

a

persons; in want of trunks
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. I>. REYNOLDS’, 558
558

iron, rubbers, Dottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any pf the above please drop me a
postal. Addrens C. B.
WISH, 131 Green
street, city.
11-ltf

Street, Westbrook,

pleasant furlocation cenJ. F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange

saw

Open

Central

of

X.ET—On Long
TO located
furnished
to

WANTEDU

TITINTHROP, ME., Stanley Farm. Summer
''
board; 2V2 story house, near Lake Marranocook; horses, carriages, pleasant drives;
references given. MBS. CHABLES STANLEY
BOX 55,
8-4

This house has recently been enlarged, newly
and painted, and otherwise improved.
papered
Buckfield is a beautiful village on the Portland
and Bumfort Falls B. B., and easily reached by
train. Saturday train leaves Portland at 5.10
p. m.; due at Buckfield at 7.25 p. m.
Correspondence solicited.
GEO. M. LUCE, Proprietor,
iell
dtf.

SALE—Elegant set of modern style
FOK
drug fixtures; hand made, finished in ash
ind

Beautiful lot running back to
H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle

by Messrs. Chenery & Co.; has good frontage

June

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has done wonders in curing scrofula. Proofs furnished on application.

H.

four story brick store No.
FOR241RENT—The
and 243 Middle St. formerly occupied

a

“I desire,” said Miss Esmeralda Longcoffin.
entering a music store on Madison av., “to purchase a piece of music for my little brother, who

POK SALE—2Vi story house contains 12
1
rooms in first, class repair, has gas. Sebago
vater, bath room, furnace, cemented cellar and
ill the modern improvements;
situated on the
lorner of North and Quebec Sts., in front of
fort Sumner Park.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,
12Va Exchange St.
17-2

thoroughly renovated; just readv; every

pleasant.

City Hall.
street.

m.

ocen,

itrect.23-4

LET—The fine, cheery, old-fashioned
TObrick
residence, 262 Cumberland street, 14

MONUMENT SQUARE.
eodtf
je!7

_

The worst blood diseases are cured with
Its effects are felt at
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

iteamer stops there every half hour, fine view
if the harbor and surrounding country, a nice
ipring of water on the premises, large lot of
and. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange

third flat four rooms, 299 Cumberstreet, for man and wife or two or three
adults. Each $10 per month to right party. H.
H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle street.
28-1

-and-

MENS

l'om

and

A

innocently—Harper’s Young People.

TO LET.

desirable and cozy home of
seven rooms on Munjoy
Hill, just built
vitli Sebago, gas, cemented cellar, excellent
urnace, large lot and a view that is extended
ind unsurpassed; price low if closed immediitely. Apply to N. S. GARDINER, 135 Mldi Ue St.23-1

FOB SAFE—A

View House, nicely situated
unfurLET—Single room, furnished
FORat SALE—Bay
Jones’ landing, Peaks Island, two mtles
TO
nished, over-looking Lincoln Park. Gas,
will accomodate 80 guests;
Portland,
hot and

Black

Soudan,” $2.00

23-1

wanted to sell
agents
WANTED—Alive
aide bodied
the cheapest life insur-

*5.00.

“I wish every one who suffers with rheumatism would use Ath-lo-pho-ros. I think it is
the best remedy I ever used.”—Conrad Smith,
Plymouth, Mass.

“Is your father at home?” asked Mr. Smith.
“No, sir,” answered Dan; “but you will find
the grindstone in the shed.”
“I do not care for the grindstone,” replied
Mr. Smith.
“What make you think that I
did?”
“Because papa says you never come here unless you have an axe to grind,” answered Dan,

Middle St.

F'OK SAFE—One 8x10 Camera English style
A
double lining and reversable back, raising
ront, fine 8x10 lens, magic dust shutter 4
louble plate holders, tripod, magic finder, all in
ine shape. E'or sample photo, and price direct
Jamera, BOX 25, East Peering, Maine, 23-1

cold water, steam heat when needed,
bath room on same floor. Also a room on the
third floor with water. Good board near by.
Address P. O. BOX 898, city.
29-1

Second Fiddle.
“I hear that your fiancee is quite an artist on
the violin.”
“Yes. I am taking lessons from her now myself.”
“Ah. yes. So that you can play second fiddle
after the ceremony is over, I presume.”—Boston
Post.

Geo. Augustus Sala, the well known English
writer, on his last Australian trip, wrote as
follows to The London Daily Telegraph:
“I especially have a pleasant remembrance of
the ship’s doctor—a very experienced maritime
medico indeed, who tended me most kindly during a horrible spell of bronchitis and spasmodic
asthma, provoked by the sea fog which had
swooped down on us after we left San Francisco. But the doctor’s prescrintions and the increasing warmth of the temperature as we
neared the Tropics, and, in particular, a couple
of Allcock’s Porous Plasters clapped onone on the chest and another between the shoulder blades soon set me right.”

new

large airy cellar, steam heat in every room,
desirable location,
best
of
workmanship
throughout the house, 1 mile from Portland,
lear electric cars.
N. S.
GARDINER, 185

second

or

are

Bs Fancy *1.50 to *5.00.

half dozen.

To invigorate and beautify the hair use Hall’s
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Eenewer.

RIGHT.

first

in the United States. Liberal terms to
good canvassers. Previous experience not necessary. Correspondence invited. THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, Office 98 Exchange
street, Portland. Me.
0-8

50c, 75c, SI.

Weight

Hose “The

The Too Tonic Air.
“Whither away, Chappie?”
“Ahm going down to the Teutonic.”
“What for? She doesn’t sail today.”
“I know; but I understand her deck is Bwitish terwitorwy, and I need a change of air.”—
Harper’s Bazar.

HIM

SAFE—2 story
house, eight finFOBislied
rooms, bath room, perfect drainage,

22-2

to LOAN—on

ance

i»s75c’81’8160
Bauze

l/CQTQ
13
t
Try

SET

lady to drive. Applv

men

Summer

Matter of Principle.
Primus—Nixon’s salary is raised. His employer saw him sefuse to go into a barroom with
a friend.
Secundus—It was a matter of principle with
Nixon, I suppose?
Primus—Yes; it was his turn to treat.—Smith,
Gray & Co’s Monthly.

rot

we

AGENTS.

$.50

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
:

had all

St._

MONEY

2:38

lerino

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed

bay. sound and kind in every particular,
afraid of steam or electric cars, safe for a
to G. B. MCGREGOR,
IQ3 Commercial street.
24-1

good tiling

cial paper,

Laundered Shirts with high
turn down Natick Collar.

Ethel—Isn’t it too bad? I gave him to
the laundress to wash and she starched
him.—Hamer’s Magazine.

24-1

mortgages on real estate, good commerLite Insurance policies or any good
collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,
421/2 Exchange St.
10-4

*i:§g
1.78

1

MADRAS

what is the mat-

a

have

Commercial street.

364

FOR sa FE— A very reliable famHOUSE
ily horse, weighs 1070 pounds, color
lark

making those suits to measure for $12
and upwards, which we still continue to make
at SAM’L WATERHOUSE * SON’S,367 & 309

SHIRTS.
AND

know
we

Ad-

Me.,

23-4

can

Fancy Flannel Coats and Pants.

CHEVIOT

4, reference required and given.

C. Iv. HAWES, 414 Congress street.

__25.1

PASTURAGE—For

sitting in the next row behind the platform, stood up, and with a white parasol

6 l-4c

office.

five or six horses within
threo miles of city. Apply at II. F. FAKNIIAM & GO’S., Railroad wharf.
23 1

Floor

space with

heat

and

power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

TO LET.
spacious second
store, with
steam
central
heat,
location, very light.
The

floor

over our

1

steamboat For Sale.
The sound and serviceable steamer
lie “City of Richmond,” bOO tons,
md having (>1 staterooms, now nulling between Portland and Machias,
m the route of the Portland, Mt. Delert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
iffered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
lext.
Site may now be seen on her
For description and
iresent route.
onus apply to PAYSON TUCKER, Gen‘ral Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert it
Wacliias Steamboat Company, Portand, Me.

____may 3-d ft

”h. e. mills,
Piano

SHORT & HARMON,
LGR1NG,
uiar31
dti

Tuner.

Order Slate atChandler’s
ongress street.

Music Store 413

teb5eodtf

«

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Staple Products in the

Quotations of

Leading Markets.
and

Stocks

and

Easier—Railroads

Bonds Dull and
and

Steady—Government
Dull

Barely Steady—Stocks Closed Dull

but Firm.

79

CORN.

Sept.

Julv.
Opening. 50%
Closing.50 Vs
Boston Stock
The
stocks

Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling

Exchange Quiet

Closing. 70Vi

following

were

48%
49 Vi

Market.

to-day’s quotations

New York

Col.

Sterling Exchange

Hocking Coal.14

quiet and steady with
actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 ior 60day bills and 4 88% for demand; posted rates
at 4 88@4 89. Commercial hills were 4 861/2@
Government bonds were dull and
4 87%.
easier. Railroads were dull and barely steady.
The selling movement in the stock market
died away rapidly after 12 o’clock, and dealings again sank back into dullness, while prices

developed

a rising tendency. The recovery was
very slow and the whole list became utterly
featureless until after delivery hour, when the
most leading stocks approximated opening figures.
The dealings remained barren of feature
and the market closed and firm close to first
prices.
Transataetions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 139,100 shares.

Freigths.
The following are recent charters:
Bark Antioch, Portland to Buenos Ayres,lumber $8 60.
Bark Matthew Baird, Bangor to Cienfuegos,
lumber §5 25.
Bark Ethel, Poole's Landing to Norfolk, ice
60c.
Bark Sarmiento, Turks’ Island to New York,
or

Philadelphia,

salt 6c.

Bark Alice, Philadelphia to Matanzas, bricks
86 per M.
Schrs Booth Brothers, and Addie Fuller, New
York to Portland, coal p. t.
Schr Independent, Baltimore to Portland,coal
80c.

Schrs T. W. Haven,and Mattie J. Alles,Franklin to Providence, paving SI6 60 and towages.
Schr Laura C. Anderson, Bangor to Washing-

ton,

70c.

ice

Schr John S. Ames,Kennebec to Philadelphia,
Ice 50c.
Schr Sunlight, Portland to New York, empty
bbls p. t.
Schr J. Nickerson, State Point to,New York,

paving S15.
Schr P. W. Sprague, North Boothbay to Phil-

adelphia, ice

45c.

Schr C. J. Willard, Hallowell to Philadelphia,
ice 60c.
Schr Edith

Berwind,Philadelphia to Portland,

coal p. t.

Schr Grace Andrews, Baltimore to Portland,
coal p. t.
Schr Jolinanna Swan, Weehawken to Portland, coal 65c.
Schr Uranus, Kennebec to Richmond, Va.,
ice 90c.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. June 28. 1892.—The
following
are to-riay’a closing quotations or mining stocks:

Coal.7..

New Yrork Stock and

NEW YORK. June 28, 1892.
The following are 10-day s ciosing quotations
of Government securities:
,
June 28. June 27
New4's reg.llBVi
116%
New 4’s conn.137%
117%
United States 2s reg....100
100
Central Pacific lsts.108
108
Denver & R. G. 1st.11c,
316
Erie 2ds.105%
105%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
100%
Oregon Nav. lsts.Ill %
Kansas Pacific lsts.109%
109*4
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.3 47
147
American ExDress.117
13 7
Central Pacific. 80
30
Ches. & Ohio. 23%
23
Chicago & Alton.148
148
165
Chicago & Alton preferred... 165
Chicago, Burlington & Qumey.loi
101%
137
Delaware Sf Hudson Canal 00.387
Delaware. Lackawana & West..157%
157
Denver & Rio Grande. 16
16%
Erie. 27*/s
27%
Erie preferred.
65*4
Illinois Central.102*4
102*4
Lake Erie & West. 23%
24*4
Lake Shore... 12,4%
133%
Louis & Nash. 71%
72
Michigan Central.108%
107%
Minn. & St. Louis. 11
11
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 28%
28%
Missouri Pacific. 58%
59
New Jersey Central.138%
138V*
Northern Pacific common. 20%
20%
Northern Pacific pfd. 56%
66%
Northwestern nfd.144
New York Central.112%
New York. Chicago & St’ Louis. 16

dolstpfd.

Kailroad

Keceipts.
PORTLAND, June. 28.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 93 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 127 cars.
Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Ship Exporter—485,576
ft lumber 88,405 lbs tobacco.

Flour.
Grain.
Superfine &
Com. car lots.. .61®62
low grades.Corn, nag lots..63@64
X Spring &
Mea[, bag lots.. 60;®61
XX Spring ®4%@4% Oats.crlots-43@44
Patent Sprng
I Oats, bag lots.. 45A47
Wheat... 5 25®5 50 i Cotton See cMich. str’cht
I car lots. 25 60@26 00
roller-84% @5 OOl bag lots. $26®27 00
clear do... §4%®4%: Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
; car ots.
$19@20 00
rooler.$5@5 12V21 hag lots. S20@21 00
clear do... $4%@4y81 Middlings.. $19®22 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots. .S2l®24 00
provisions.
patents.. .5 2565 50;
Pish.
i Pork. Bks.lG 50;6)17 00
l clear... 15 75®16 oo
Cod—Large
5 25@5 50| short etsl6 50,6,16 75
Shore
Small do. .3 76(164 25 Beef.extra
Pollock
2 75®3 751 mess... 8 00@ 825
Haddock.. .2 00®2 501 plate... 9 00® 9 50
Hake.176®2 00| ex-plate.10 O0@10 50
Herring, box
j Lard. tubs. 6y8® 7V„
Sealed....
ll@15c tierces... 6 ® 7y2
Macgerel. bl
:
pails_ 6V2®11
Shore ls..S
l pure leaf. 10
@ioy3
....

....

Shore ?s..S
IHams_iiy3®l2
Med. 3s...l0 00@$12| docov’rd.l2yii®13
13

50®$15 [

Oil.

Produce.
I Kerosene. PorfI
CneCran’s. busn.
land ret. pet... 6%
Pea Beans.. 190(62 00! Ligonia.6t4
Ger. mea.. .2 00,62 loi
Centennial.6%
YellowEyes.l 75®2 OOl Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
Cal. Pea... .2 4''®2 60i Devoe’s brilliant 8Vt
New Potat’s 2' 00®2 50
ltaisins.
Sweets
@4 00iMuscatel.... 1 60@2 00
CaDbage.bbl 1 50® 1751 London lav’r2 00®3 50
Onions—Ber
:Onpura lay’r.S ®9y3
muda... .1 G0S1 75IVaiencia.
6y»®7
I
Sugar.
Egyptian do 3 00®
■

....

vaurtvcna.

—

1 It)

■

laiulluaiu orair

4!'/s

Fowls. 13@ 14eiEx-qual’ty flue
Turkevs.... 17® 19ci granulated... 411-16
Apples.
! Extra C.^ 4 %
No 1 RusSeed.
setts.
I Red Top... 1 75@1 85
ating.
|Timothy...I 66@1 7Q
7
vape’lb..
@SciCiover_12 ®16
Lemons.
Rutter*
I
.4 50@5 501 Creamery.20@21
Palermo
Messina.. .6 00®6 76|GiltEdge 'Vr'mt.l9@2Q
Oranges.
IChoiee.1H®20
Valencia....
IGood..17al9
FloridaI Store.14® l o
Cheese.
Sicily.5 255'5 75
iN. Y.lfct’ry.10 ffilOYs
Eggs.
Eastern ext.... 16® 181 Vermont ..10
<®10%
Held.
i Sage.11 % ® 12

Limed.._
©rain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

•Tulv.
86Vs
86%

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.

86 %

Closing.

86%

Aug.
86%
86%
86y2
86%

CORN.

Julv.
56%
66%
Highest.....
Lowest.
65%
Closing.
56%
Tuesday’s quotations.
Opening..

Sept54%
54%
64%
54%

WHEAT.

July.
86%
87%
8 6 s/s
80%

Opening.

Highest...

Lowest.
Closing.

Aue.

86%
871/2
86%
S7Vs

CORN.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing...

1

........

Julv.
56%
67%
56%
56%

Sept
54%
55%
54%
55%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Monday’s quotations.
Julv.

Sent.
78%
78%

CORN.

July.

Opening..;50%
Closing. 50%
Tuesday’s quotations.

Sept.
*8%
48i/s

WHEAT.

Jnlv.

Opening.....78%

81%
76
83

127%
49
122
98 Ys

aopfd.122%,
Sugar Trust. 99 Ya
Texas Pacific, new.
8%
Union Pacific. 39Yi
U. S. Express. 50
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
10%
do pfd.. 26 V*
Western Union. 94
St, Paul. Minn, dr Mann.115Y3
Richmond <$ West Point.
7
do nfd. 42%

Sept.
78%

is

uplands at 7%c: do Gulf at 714c; do stained

at 6 15-160.

NEW ORLEANS, June 28.1892.—The Cotton
market Is easy; middling '7 Vic.
CHARLESTON. June 28. 1892,-The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7Vsc.
SAVANNAH. June 28. 1S92.—The Cotton

quiet; middling

93%
7

40

Ex-Div’d.
Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, June 28,1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@15 50: short cuts at
00 00@15 75; backs at 15 75@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@15 76; pork tongues 17 75; butt pork
11 25.
flams at ll%c; small do 12c; pressed hams
HYaC.
Lard—Choice at 7%c ^ ft in tierces and tubs;
10-ft pails in cs 8Ysc.
flogs—Choice city dressed-6% c ^ ft; country

MOBILE. June 28. 1892_The Cotton market
dull; middling 7Ysc.
MEMPHIS.June 28, 1892.—The Cotton market is quiet; middlings 7tic.
is

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. 'June 28, 1892—Consols 96 5-16for money and 968/ad for the account.
LIVERPOOL. June 28, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull -.middling at 4 1 -1 Gel: sales 4,000
bales; speculation and export 500 bk.es.
LIVERPOOL. June 28. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat 6s Sd aGs 8V2<1; Spring wheat at
6s 7V?d@6s 8d. Mixed American corn4s 9%d.
Cheese 45s 6d for white.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

Butter—Western extra creamery at 00—@20c :
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 17@19c;
15® 16

c:

FOR

TIMF.

of Para.. .New York. .Colon.Jne 30
Yumuri.New York.. Hav& Mex .July 2
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra.. .July 2
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. .July 2
Wisconsin
.New York. .Liverpool...July 2
Cityof Rome. .New York. .Glasgow.. ..July 2
Maasdam_New York.. Rotterdam.. July 2
Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa.July 2
Circassian.... Montreal .Liverpool. .July 2
Sarnia.Montreal... Liverpool. .July 6
Teutonic.New YYirk. .Liverpool. July 6
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool. .July 6
Waesland
Now York. .Antwerp
.July 6
City WashiugtnNew York. .Hav& Mat. July 6
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.u..,Tly 9
Arizona..New York.. Liverpool.. uJly 9
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janeiro July 9

factory cnoice

13;@14c;Northern creamery, choice at
@21e:
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
10®19c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
19@20c. The above quotations are receivers,

prices for strictlv wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern eftoioe full creams, new at
8Y2@9c; fair to good at 5@8c; Western
choice, new, at8@Sy.sc; fair to good 6®7Y2c;
w
sage S@10c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17c: Vt and N H extras
at 17c; Mich, extra at 16%c; Western firsts at
16c; seconds at 15VaC.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed spring chickens at 25®.28c; fowls at
16® 17c; Western iced
fowls at 12c; broilers at 16@20c; live fowls at
12c.

Beans—New York, hand-sicked pea, at|l 90®
1 95; marrow pea 1 85: choice screen Dea at
1 50® 1 75; hand-picked medium at 1 80;choice
yellow eyes, 1 80@1 86; California pea beans
2 30@2 40; hand-Dicked, 2 50®2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 60@1 75: Western red top
1 60®$2: clover,
l2@l3c;Huiigarian,l 15®1 30.
Hay—Choice. $21@00 00; some fancy higher;
fair to to good 18 00@$19 00: Eastern line, $18
@$19; poor to ordinary. $16,®$17.
Potatoes—New Potatoes at 2 00@2 25 B bbi.
old stock at 25@30.
Apples—No 1 Russets at 00@4 50; No 2s at
3 00@4 00.
Domestic Marktes.
(By Telegraph.)
NEWYORK. June 28.1892.—The Flour mark31.459
et—receipts
Bpackages; exports 3831
bbls and 12,674 sacks; moderately active ;sales
22,250 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 35@3 15;
city mills extra 4 25@4 56; citv mills patents
4 60@4 85; winter wheat low grades at 2 35®
3 25; fair to fancy at 3 25@4
6cT;patents at 4 00
@4 76; Minnesota clear 3 25@4 00; straights
do at 3 66@4 50; do patents 4 00@4 85; do rve
mixtures 3 25@3 75; superfine at 190®2 60;
fine at 1 76@2 25. Suothern is flour quiet and

UlinhflTUyftrt at. 3 20/3)4-Purmnoal niiiat onrt
steady at 2 85@3 10. Wheat—receipts 211,250

hush;exports 170,590 bush; sales 132.000 bus;
firmer and quiet; No 2 Red at 89Vsc store and
elev. fliye@92%0 afloat; 89y8@9iy8c fob;

No 3 Red at 8044 c;No 1 Northern 87%@8834 :
No 1 hard ta 93e; No 2 Northern at 81c; No 2
Chicago at 80% @8714 c; No 2 Mil 85@85y4c;
No 3 Spring 80% c. Rye firm-Western at 83@
89c.
Corn—receipts 153,075 bush; exports
8349 busli;sales 08,000 hush; quiet and stronger; No2at59Vsc elev, Rl%c afloat. Oats—receipts 218,625 bush; exports 221 bush; sales
65.000 bush: dull and irregular ;No 3 at 38V2c;
do White at 40%@4iy2C: No 2 at 39c; White
do at 42@42%c; Mixed Western at 87@40c;
White do and White State at 42(@49e; No 2
Chicago at 40c. Coffee—Rio quiet and firm;
No7atl23Ac. Sugar—raw more active and
firm; refined firm with good demand; No 6 at
3 15-16@4 l-16c; No 7 at 3%@4c; No 8 at
3 13-!6<g3 lo-16e: No 9 at 8%ffl3*4c: No. 10
at 3 11-16@3 13-16c;
Noll ai*3 9-16@3 1116c; No 12 at3%!g3%c; No 13 at 3V4@3%c:
off A 4@4V2c ; Mould A 4 9-1 6®4 ll-i6c:standdard A 4 w @4 % c; Confectioners’A at -1 Vi @
4% ; cut loaf at 5@5yae; crushed at SfflS'-vc:
powdered 4% @4% ; granulated at 4'W.(®4%e:
Cubes at 4%@43,ic.
Petroleum steaxfy and
dull; united at 52ysc. Provisions—Pocrik firm
and quiet; Beet firm; beef hams firm; tierced
beef strong ;cut meats in good demand and firmer ;middles strong :Card higher and firm; Western steam closed 7 20: city steam 6 25; refined
higher; Continent 6 80@7 45; S A 7 60@7 75.
Butter—light receipts and strong; State, dairy
atl5®20c; do crm 19%@2 le; Western dairy
at 14 0.16c ; do crm 16@21Va ; do factory 13®
15V?c; Elgin at 2IV2C. Cheese is in fair demand and steady; State 7(®9c; fancy (colored
at 8 'A @9; do White at 8% ; part skinis 2 V2@6.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; grain per, steam

—d.

CHICAGO.June 28. 1892.—The Flour* market
is dull; winter patents at 4 10@4 4O; vvinter
straights at 3 90,»4 20; spring patents at 4 10®
4 50; do straights at 3 30®3 ftO; bakers 3 00®
3 35. Wheat ruled strong; weakened near the
close—No 2 Spring 79% : No 2 Red 81c. Corn
strong, closing weak; No 2 at 6044 c. Oats are
higher; No 2 at 33y«c. Rye, No 2 at 76k*. Barley, No 2 at 60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 1 05. .Provisions higher—mess pork 11 25® 11 27 Vs.
Lard
at 6 87V-@6 90. Short rib sides 7 30&7 32V4.
Dry salt meats—shoulders at 6 25@6 60; short

Receipts—Flour.10.000 bids: wheat. 61.000
bush; corn. 284.000 bush: oats. 260.000 Dush;
rye. 8,000 bush; barlev, 18,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8.000 bbls; wneat, 25.000
bush; corn, 142,000 bush; oats 314.000 bush:
rye, 1,000 bush: barley, 6,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. June 28. 1892,-The FDour market is dull and unchanged. Wheat closed 14®
%c higher; No 2 Red at 77@78e. Corn elose3
y8c. higher; No 2 at 44%. Oats shairply advanced; No 2 at Sic. Rye nominal at 77V2c.
Provisions strong and higher—pork ml fob lots
at 1176. Lard nominal at 6 60®6 70. 'Ury salt

Grant, South Amboy for talent; Union, New
York lor S W Harbor.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 27th, sab Luey Belle, Wass,
Macliias,,
f
Sid 27th. sch D S Lawrenfe, Ellsworth.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar.27tlf.sch Clara,Gregory,
1

Hoboken.
Ar 25th,-sch Roger9. Rogers, New York.
Sid 26th. soli li S Newman, for Swan’s Island
and New York.
Ar 27th, sch Geo A Lawry, Dobbin, Hoboken
for Dover.
BANGOR—Ar 26tli, schs Charles E Balch,
Crocker, Newport News; Fannie Whitmore,

Philadelphia.
Sid 26th, seh Nellie J Crocker, Small, for
Philadelphia.
BATH—Ar 27th, sch Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Portland, (to go on the railway for a suit of
copper.)
Passed up 27th, seh Jas K Pace, Garfield, fm
Boston for Gardiner.'
Sid 26th. schs Jennie S Butler, Butler. Baltimore; Benj B Church, Kelley; Henry P Mason,
Percy; Cassie F Bronson, Bennett; Florence

Cradiek, Lank; Geo I, Fessenden. Steadman;
A L Green, McElwee, and Grace Webster, Barter, Philadelphia.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Sid 26th, sch Herald
of tlie Morning, for New York;
Foreign Ports.
At Shanghai May 27th, barque John

Sheppard-Hinc.
A r a tllong Kong 15tli Inst, ship

...

Mongolian.... Montreal... Liverpool. .July 9
Vigilancia_New York. .Rio Janeiro July 13
Rotterdam_New Y'ork.. Amsterdam July 13
Labrador.Montreal.. .Liverpool. .July 13
JUNE 29.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun rises .4 10 Hi„h waler (- 2 00
H1°“
25
Sun sets.7
)_ 2 48
Height tide
...

MoonthSetsrtayf::i?og

{;; jggjg

Cardenas.
At Matanzas June 17, brig Areot. Cates, for
North of Ilatteras; schs Hattie P Simpson,
Cheney; Alicia B Crosby, Wade; Cumberland,
Wood; Helen G Moseley, Holt, and Henry Souther, Chadwick, for North of Ilatteras.
Sid fm Sagua June 17, sch Bessie E Creighton, Matthews, Apalachicola.
Arat St John, NB, 27tli, schs Uranns, Colwell, Rockland; Jas Barber, Camp, and Lillie G

Barton, Roekport.

Spoken.
June 1, Iat 9 N, ion 29 W, barque Alice Reed,
Ford, from Bridgeport, NS, tor Buenos Ayers.
June 5, iat 16 S. Ion 84 W, barque St James,
Clifford, from New York for Portland, O.
June 26. iat 35 66, Ion 74 99. sell B G Dun,
from Portland for Chisholm Island, SC.
June 26. no iat, &c, sell Hattie C Luce, from
Brunswick via Charleston for Portland.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
sharpens the appetite, tones up the

jg§S||!i^

digestive or
brings health
disease!

ney and Bladder

Kid-

On

Railway

26th,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 8.40 a*

m.. 1.10. 1.25, 5.15 and 8.15 p. m.
For Gorham and Island. Pond. 8.40 a. m.. 1.25 and
8.15 p. m.
For
Montreal and Chicago
8.40a.m., and 8.15 p. m. For Quebec, 8.40
a. m. and 8.15
For Bucklield and
p. m.
Canton, 8.40 a. m. and 1.25 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 7.35, 8.25 and
11.45 a. m.t 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From
Island Pond and
Gorham, 7.35, 11.45
a. m.. and 5.40 n. m.
From Chicago and
Montreal,J7.35 a. m., and 5.40 p. m. From
7.35 a. m., and 5.40 p. m.
he 8.15 p. m. train leaves daily, Sundays

?uebec,

included.

TICKET
50

and
Street.

Depot foot of

Lowest fares from Portland, \armouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $16.00; St. Paul. $31.50 and
$25.75; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANX, General Manager.

jun27

_

ROYAL
Finest and

BLUE

LINE.

Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—
and

RED

field, Windsor, NS,; Rattler, Hunt, Eastport.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Ar at Hong Kong June 25, ship Belle of Bath,
Curtis, New York.
Ar at Dunedin prior to June 27, barque Abiel
Abbott, 'looker, New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro June 25, sch John F Kranz,

McDonald, Rosario.,

Domestic Ports,
NEW Y'ORK—Ar 26th, schs Henry T Wood.
Sawyer. Bangor; Frank Herbert, Sprague, from
Bluehill; Telegraph, Keller, Tlmmaston; Geo B
Markle, Sullivan.
Ar 27th. schs F G French, Hillsboro; Eva
May, and Fawn, Somes Sound; East Wind, fm
Rockland; Etta M Barter, Kennebec; Daniel
Gifford, Sullivan; Ira Bliss, and Catawamteak,
Rockland.
Ar 28th, schs Milfor.d, Weed, Macorris; Aldine, Dennison. Port au Prince; J B Holden,
Haskell, Jacksonville.
Passed Hell Gate 26th, schs Catherine, New
York for Ellsworth; Wm Flint, do for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 27th. schs II W Macomber,
Belle O’Neil, Dunton. ApaBray,
Matanzas;
lonlsi/v/vlo
T\TVn«Wo
foL.mhin TP#, 11#,

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled diniug car service.

For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 with dining oar, a. m.. 1.30, 2.15, 3.30

with dining car 4.00,6.00,6.00, 7.30,8,45.p.m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.0o, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. .1.30, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00,6.00, p. m., 12.16 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with diningcar a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional tram week days for Baltimore at
6.00 p.

Parlor

m.

cars

trains.

on" day

Boston office, 211 Washington street
dec22

dtf

Xo Alkalies
—

or—

Other Chemicals
are

used

in

the

preparation of

W. BAKER & CO.’S

BreakfastCocoa

—

Hastings,

Fanihain, Providence; Abbie

for

night

Unlike the Dutch Process

Sid-27th, sell Lizzie Carr.
28th, sell Nellie G Davis, Murphy, Port
Matoon. NS.
Cld 28tli, schs Minnie C Taylor, Quinlan, foist John, NB; Olive Pecker, Hall, Bangor and
Baltimore.
Sid 28th, schs Merom, S H Walker, Bertha
Dean, Jas B Pace, Fred B Belano, Leml H Hopkins, I, L Mills.
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 21st, ship John C

BRUNS WICK--Slit 26th, schs Sarah Potter,
C Stubbs, Coombs
Boston.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 27th, sell Etna, Jordan, New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 27th, Sell M A Willey,Willey. Portland.
Sid 27th, sell Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, for
Perth Amboy.
PORT KOVAL, SC—Cid 27th, sell M Lnella
Wood, Spaulding. Baltimore.
NEWPORT NEWS-Sid 27th, sell Cassie
Jameson, Buigor.
GEORGETOWN. DC- Ar 27th, sell Cllilde
Haroid, Malison, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, schs Annie J Pardee,
Kennebec; Walker Armington. Providence.
Cld 27tli, soli Star of the Sea, Hopkins, tor
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, schs Wm Todd,
Wood, Calais; Jas A Parsons, Howe, Pawtucket ; H T Hayes, Harper, Kennebec.
Ar 27th. schs John D Paige,Haley, Gardiner;
Elienezer Haggett, Poole, New Bedford; Geo E
Wolcott, Reed, Bangor; Celina, Murray, Dresden; Ida C Southard, and Mattie A Franklin,
Kennebec.
Cld 27th. sell Clias S Bayis, Gallic. Bridgeport
Newcastle, June 26—Passed down ship John
A Briggs, for San Francisco.
Sid im Delaware Breakwater 27th, barque Au
Sable, Philadelphia for Portland; sell Andrew
Adams, do for do.
In port 28th, barque Harriet S Jackson, from
Antigua for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 25th, schs D M Freneh,
French, New York; J Paine, Kendall, do.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 26th, sell Clara E Colcord

on

England.

Ar

Albury. Apalachicola.

trains^Sieepers

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Harry C Chester, Clark, Machias; J Kennedy,
Warr, Calais; Arrival, Stewart, Brooltliu.
Cld 27th. schs S H Walker, Nicholson, Kennebec and Washington; Annie Ainsley. McAndrews, do and Philadelphia; Jacob M Haskell,
Doane, Belfast and Portsmouth, Va.

Potter. Meyer, Honolulu, 21 days.
KEY WEST—Ar 24th, sell Louise

May 22,1892.
from foot of Liberty street,

TIME TABLE

Leave New York
North River.

\

which is absolutely
pure and soluble.
It has more than three times
the strength of Cocoa mixed

with Starch, Arrowroot or
Sugar, and is far more economical, costing less than one cent a cup.
It is delicious, nourishing, and easily
_

DIGESTED.

:

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & GO., Dorchester, Mass.
mar?()
dlaw4wW
*'

_

SMOKE

For several years, the

tide has been

steadily flowing in a way to waft the
UNION MUTUAL forward in the
current of continued and increasing
success.
Its policy contracts taksn
as a whole are the most liberal of
any
in the market.

Philadelphia.

Ar 26tli, schs Kolon, Apple River, NS; GM
Porter, Calais.
NOBSKA—Passed by 27th, schs Fostina, fm
Port Johnson for Portland; Mattie E Eaton,
Amboy for Boston.
EDGARTOWN—In port 26, schs Julia & Martha, Hamilton, Hoboken for Calais; Bertha E
Glover, Dyer, New York for Salem; Telumah,
Marshall, do for Newburyport; Susan Stetson,
Gott, New Haven tor Portland j Sandy Point,

ISLAND STEAMERS.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

Delightful Sail 33 Miles Down Casco Bay.
Week Day Time Table.
Commencing Thursday, June 30, the steamer
Merryconeag will leave Portland Pier for
Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague,
Hope Island, and Harpswell, 9.00 a.m.; 2.00,
6.00 p. m. For Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,

_J«25dtf

9.00

For

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On
and after
June 26, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.80. and 11.10 a. m., 1.15, 5.10 p. m.,
and on Sundays at 6.40 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., *1.00,
5.05 and $11.20 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
6.40 a. m., 1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Brunswick, Bath. Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., *1.00, 1.20, 5.05, and
$ll;20p. m., and for Brunswick, Gardiner
and Augusta at HI.20 a.m.
Farmington, Phillips, and Rangeley via
Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 p. m.; via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., 1.00 p. ni.
Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfield and Oakland, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m., and for
Winthrop and Oakland at 11.10 a. in.
Waterville via Lewiston, 8.30, 11.10 a. m.,
1.15.5.10 p.m.; via Augusta, 6.40 a. in.,
*1.00, 1.20, $11.20 p. m., and HI .20 a. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.15 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.40 a. m.. 1.20, $11.20 p. m.
1.20 and 11.20 p.

train Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
connects at Rockland with
Steamer Frank Jones

Bar Harbor, Maohiasport and intermediate landings.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting Bar Harbor, on
NlUlrtav mmmliwra
.l.Gl.r
C'.... ,14..
for

eluded, through

to

Bar Harbor.

White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills. Sebago Lake,
Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. in., 1.05 and
6.15
p. m.; and for Cumberland Mills and
Sebago Lake at 2.50 p. m; St. Johnsbury,
Newport and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p.
m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4»
a. in.
and 1.05 p.m. For North Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.05
p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. train connects for all points in

Northern New Hampshire. Vermont. Chicago
and the West: and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
runs daily, Sundays included, and has through
sleeper for Montreal, where connections are
made with trains via “Soo” Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Prom Waterville and Lewiston. 8.30 a. m.: Au.
Bath, &c., 8.35; Montreal, St. Johusury, Fabyaus and Bridgton, 8 a. m.; St.
John, Bangor, etc., 11.45 a. m.; Farmington,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 11.50 a. m.; Bar
Harbor and Bangor Express, *12.05 p. m.;
St. Johnsbury, Lancaster. Fabvans and Bridgton, 12.15 p. m.; Sebago Lake
4.45
p. m.;
Bath,
Waterville,
Augusta and
5.25
Rockland,
Yankee
p. m.; Flying
6.35 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington,Skowhegan,
Waterville and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.; Montreal, Quebec, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.15 p. m.; Night Pullman, *1.40 a. m. and
Bar Harbor Night Express, *3.20 a. m.
•Sundays Included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent
Portland. June 24,1892.
dtf.

fusta,

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Time Table For 1892.
on ami alter MonFreeport at u.30 a.
m.;
p.m. Wolfs Point 8.40 a. m.:2.10.
p m. Great Chebeague 7.05 a. m.; 2.40 p. m.
Littlejohn's Island 7.10 a. in.; 2.45 p. m.
Cousins’ Island 7.15 a. m.; 2.50 p.m. Falmouth Fore Side 7.40 a.m.; 3.10 p. m.
Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. m.; 3.50 p. ill.
RETURNING—Leave Portland Pier 9.25 a.
m.; o.OO p, ill. Falmouth Fore Side 10,00 a. ill.;
5.30 p.m.
Cousins’Island 10.25 a. m.; 8.00
p. in. Littlejohns’ Island 10.30 a. m. U.05 p. m.
Great Chebeague 10.40 a. m.; 8.10 p. m. Wolfs
Point 11.06 a. m.; 8.45 p. m.
Arrive at Freeport 11.10 a. m.; 8.50 p. m.
Fare to South Freeport, including a drive of
five miles, mailing an Excursion of 38 miles for
§1 the round trip.
Passengers taking the 9.25 a.m. boat for
Freeport will arrive in time for trains going
East, Passengers coming West by all a. m.
trains can have a delightful ride and sail
by
taking our carriages at Freeport Village for
2.06 p. m. boat, arriving in Portland at 3.50 p.

m.

NEW EXCURSION ROUTE
By STEAMER PHANTOM,

Will leave Portland Pier for Mere Point and
all landings, week days, at 9.25 a. ill.
Returning leave Mere Point for all landings
®

12

30,

For "Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.00 and 10.30 a. m., 12.30, 2.00, 8.30, 5.30,
6.20, 9.00 and 11.16 p. m.
Sunday 6.00 p.
m.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via "Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York A11 Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
of

1

1.30
8.30

QA

IV

m

fi-Aiu

of

o on

_

and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40.
and 11.45 a. m., 1.30. 4.45, 5.60 and 7.35

m.
Sunday 9.30 p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket

p.

Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent
oct5
dtf.

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect June

26, 1892.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.30. 10.15 a.
m., 1.45, 3.30, 5.15. 6.15, 8.30 n. m.; Old OrchardBeach, Saco, 7.30. 8.45, 10.15 a. m..
12.20, 1.45. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05, 6.15, 8.30 p. m.;
Biddeford. 7.30, 8.45, 10.15 a. ill. 12,20, 1.45,
3.g0, 5.15. 8.30 p. m; Kennebunk, 7.30. 8.45
a. m., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05 8.30
p. m,; Wells
Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, 7.30. 8.45 a. in., 12.20,
3.30,5.15 p. m: Kennebunkport, Dover,
7.30, 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. m.;
South New Market Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.30,
t8.45 a. m., $12.20. 3.30 p. m., t6.05 p. m.;
Rochester. Farmington. Alton Bay. Wolfboro. 8.45 a. ni., 12.20, 3.30 p. m.;
Wolfboro, Center Harbor, Weirs, (via Alton Bay
and Steamer Mt. Washington), 8.45 a, m.,
12.20 p. m.; Worcester,
(via Great Falls
and Rochester), 7.30 a. m.: Manchester and
Concord, (via Lawrence), 8.45 a. m., 12.20 p.
m., (via So. Newmarket Junction), 8.45 a. ill.

3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a.
1.00, 4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for
Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, Biddeford, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.,
12.55, 2.00, 3.30, 4:15. 5.30, 6.20 and
and 7.15 p.m.;
Kennebunk, Mells Beach,
Great Falls, Dover, 12.55, 4.15. 5.30 p. m.;
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 5.30 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station.For Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro Crossing, flgjp’8.45 a. m.; Amesbury, 3,30, 9,00 a. m.. 12.30, 6.00 n. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.15 t3.30 a. m. daily),
tU.OO a. m., (+12.30 p. m. daily) 6.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (*9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., <,§7.00, 9.45 p. ni. daily.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Cai>e Elizabeth and Scarboro Crossing
|@p-l2.25, 4.30 p. m.
For Portsmouth and wav stations. 4.40 p. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines ior New York,
South and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

01fIe-r a11
Of custom harness
evertr grade or, harness from 810
Our stock of whips ..is first-class,
prices

WE
ma,ke
”
and sell
up.
10

cents to S4.

Portland, Me.

JAMUS U.

McGLAUFLIN;
jUil im0

iyConnects
Crossing with
trains for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN. Acting Gen. Man.
W. F. BERRY. Gen'I Trafde Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and I, A.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt.
je27dtf

mus

of Panama.

•For Japan and China,
CITY OF PARA sails Thursday June 30, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA, sails Saturday, July 9. 3 p. m.
For

Freight, Passage,

or general information
address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. llroad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

apply

to

or

BOSTON AND PHIIMPH
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every

From

Philadelphia

Wednesday and Saturday.
Tuesday and Friday.

every

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Flue Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R„ and
South uy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Passage $10.00.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf. Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Flake Building, Boston,
Mass.
nct2Sdtf

Portland, Mt. Desert.& MaehiasS.il. Co.
The

Allan

Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
8.30, 0.30, 10.50 a. m.j 2.35 3.45, 6.30, 6.30 p.

m.

Leave Ponce’s Landing,
m.; 2.50, 5.10. 6.50 p. in.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05,
2.45, 3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.

6.05, 8.50, 11.20

8.15, 11.05

a.

a. m.;

Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9,20 a.
5.35, 7.15 p. m.
Diamond, 6.25, 7.15, 9,15,
11.55 a.m.; 3.25, 5.30, 7.10 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50
a. m.; 3.20, 5.25, 7.05 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05,11.45 a.
m.; 3.15, 5.20, 7.00 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
11.30 a. m.; 3.00 p. in.
SUNDAY

TIME TABLE.

For Forest

City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00, 10.30, a. m.; 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00
m.

p.

Cushings Island, for cottagers only,
9.00,10.30 a. ill.; 12.15. 2.15. 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m.; 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
F'or Marriner’s Landing, Long Island.
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. CODING,
General Manager.
may30dtf
For

DIAMOND ISLAND, YARMOUTH &
FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.

From

|

19

Circassian

COMMENCING

RETURN.

Portland and Inter
mediate laudings, 7.00, 9.45, a. m. and 3.40
Yarmouth for

m.

Leave FalmouthTown Landing, 5.50,
10.15 a. m.; 1.00, 4.15.
Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.20,
10.30 a. m.; 1.25, 2. 45, 4.45, 5.30 p. m.

7.30.
8.15,

Boyal River House carriages from Yarmouthville will connect with steamers at Yarmouth
B. M. 8EABUBY, Gen’l Manager.
Foreside.

___ju4dtf

Greenwood Garden and Cushing’s
Island Steamboat Line.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Keturn for Portland—Leave Peaks: 6.20,
7.30, 8.20, 0.50. 11 a. m.; 1.45, 2.35, 3.50,
15.15, 6.35, 9, tio.16 p. m.
Leave Cushings: 7.20, 8.30,10, 10.60 a. m.:
I. 35, 2.45, 4, o, 6.45. 8.45, 9.50 p. m.
Sundays—For Peaks and Cushings: 9, 10,
II. 30 a. m.; 1, 2.15. 3.30, 5, 6.15 p. in.
Return for Portland, leave Peaks: 9.20,10.30,
11.50 a. m.; 1.80, 2.35, 4.:,0. 5.80, 6.35 p. m.
Leav Cushings: 9.30, 10.20, 12a. in.: 1.20,
2.45, 4, 5.20, 6.45 p. ni.
* Does not
stop at Cushings Island.
t Or at close of entertainments.
ju27dtfL. C. MEANS. Agent.

May

16

22

May

29

June |
6 June
'Mongolian
Mongolian and Numidian will only earry
passengers on the voyage to Liverpool.
Cabin $45 to $80 according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Second cabin #30.
Steerage $20.
*8. 8.

STATE UNE{Serviceo£AshipsLine
New York and
via

steam'

Glasgow,
Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $40 and upwards. Return $75 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; .intermediate
$30. Apply to T. P. McUOWAN Portland or
H. &. A. alLaN, Boston.
yiom
dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
THE

NEW

AND

PALATIAL

PORTLAND
Altern'atly leave
every evening at

AND
Franklin
7 o'clock;

for connection with

ear lies

STEAMERS,

TREMONT
Wharf,

Portland,

arriving in season
trains for points be-

yond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York, Ac.

Returning. leave I ndia Wharf. Boston, every
evening at 7 o’clock.
J. F. L1SC0MB,
J, B. COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager,
seplii
dtf

Portland &

BootUbay

Steamboat Co.

Summer Ari'anc’eirienf#. On

»nrl nfter Mnn.

day. May !), Stmr. Enterprise will leave East
Bootlibay every Monday at 7,15 a. m. for Port
land, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin wharf, Portland at 8

for Hound Pond, touching at ‘Squirrel
Island Bootlibay Harbor and ‘Heron Island.
Every Wednesday leave Round Pond at 6.80 a.
m. for Portland, touching at ‘Heron Island.
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squlrre Island. Every
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Pemaquiii, touching at ‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay
Harbor, ‘Heron Island. So. Bristol and East
Bootlibay. Every Friday leave Pemaqnid at 6
a. m. for Portland touching at So. Bristol, East
Bootlibay, ‘Heron Island, Bootlibay Harhor
and ‘Squirrel Island.
Every Saturday leave
Portland at 8 a, m. for East Boothbay, touching
at‘Squirrel Island, Bootlibay Harbor ‘Heron
Island and So. Bristol, ‘Steame i touches from
June 15 to Sept, 15. No freight received after
7.45 a, m. on day

mylOdtf

international
—

AtcTyou

]

TROUBLED
With
!

14
21
28
4

From
Quebec.

a. m.

Commencing June 27, 1892. steamer S. E.
Spring will leave Portland Pier as follows:
Weekdays—For Peaks and Cushings Islands:
*6, 7, 8, 9.30, 10.30 a. m.; 1.15 2.15, 3.30, 4.45,

I

From
Montreal

Daily, Including Sundays.

June 6, steamers Alice and
Isis leave Portland Pier for Yarmouth,
8.25 a. m., 2.20 and 5.Q0 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 8.25, 11.00 a. m.
and 2.20, 5.00, 6.15.
For Diamond Island, 6.60, 7.45, 10.00,
11.00,12.15 a. m. 2.10,4.00,5.15 6.15 p. m.

p.

I

Liverpool | Steamships
28 Anril > *Numidian,
fi May
I Parisian,

Time Table 1892.

Leave

Line

BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL

12

m.; 12.00, 3.30,
Leave Great

I
l

INDIGESTION

|) Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble?
? ir pn
TRY DR. BRONSON’S
S

(([

i lr oU PEPSIN TROCHES
They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents
( per box, at druggists or by inalL
BRONSO

11)

I
>
;

>

^

Steamship Co.
FOB

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to CampobeUo and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Spring Arrangement.
and until further
May 2,
this line

On and after
tice, tlio steamers ot

no-

leave Railroad
and Friday at
5.00 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. {gg-Freight received up t, 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, anolv at the TTn.
Wharf. Portland,

Monday

eod2wte

TIPPECANOES,

ATTENTION-!

Every member and all intending to
join this company, are requested to be
present at the meeting Friday evening
at 7.30, at Room No. 0, Brovin Block,
Congress street.

Per order
G. A. BOW,
F. S. FREEMAN, Clerk.

vjux.ttVe.SteAMSmTs

Captain.
dtd

PROHIBITION

days only.

from Dover.
{Western Division
at
Scarboro

Mexico,

New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, /or San Francisco via The IsthFrom

Commencing

points North

m..

Central and South

America and

cascobTysteamboat go~

Monday, June 27,1892, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a.

Sunday 6.00

California, Japan, China,

—

ju20dtf_H.

On and after

a.

m.

Will leave Mere Point Tuesdays. Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 5.50a. m. for all landingsReturning leave Portland Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, FTiduys and Saturdays
at o p. m. for Mere Point.
B. SOULE, Manager.

or

5.30 n. m. Sunday 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10,30
3.30, 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
p. in.

LINE FOR

steamer city of Richmond
will make its last trip from Portland on Friday, ,I mic 24th, at usual hour and thereafter
will run from Rockland, leaving there
Tuesdays,
Thursdays ami Saturdays at 6 a.m., from Maine
Central R. R. wharf m connection with Maine
Central K. R. trains, thus making three trips
per week instead of two as
formerly. Passenger trains will leave Portland for Rockland commencing June 27th, at 6.40 a. in., 1.20 p. m.
and 11.20 p. m., the latter train running daily
Sundays included with sleeping car attached.
After Friday the freight business will he handCustom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
led by the Maine Central R. It. and
shippers
must deliver goods at Uie freight house of the
Railroad Company instead of sending to the
H XiXiJY
WAX IXLUJii
lAliLt-.
wharf.
H eight will be received at Freight House
Monday. May so, isos
For Forest, City Landing, Peaks
Island, west Commercial street up to 4.30 p. m. and
6.45,6.40, 8.00, 0.00, 10.30 a. in.; 2.15, 3.15, sent forward by express freight leaving Port5.00,6.10 p.m.
j land at 6 p. m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and
For Cushings Island, for cottagers only,
Fridays.
6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a.in.; 2.15, 3.15,5.00,6.10
Returning City of Richmond leaves Machiasp. m.
port Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays at 4 a.
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands, in., passengers arriving in Portland at 1.20 a m.
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, Peaks
The City of Richmond will be succeeded by
Island. 6.30, 6.40. 8.00. 10.30, a. m.; 2.00
the Steamer “Frank Jones” on or about July 10.
4.20, 6.10 p. m.
PA.YSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30,
J«n21
dtjlyS
8.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20. 6.10 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island.
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p.m.
Royal Mail Steamships.
RETURN.
at 1.30 p.

fer

m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.

m.

PHANTOM
STEAMER
day June 20 will leave
2.05

m.

m.

m.; 6.00 p.

je29dtf_Harpswell Steamboat Co.
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT (0.

Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 11.20 a. m.,

l. 00,1.20, 11.20 p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston. 11.10 a. m., 1.15 p. m.;
via Augusta, *1.00, 1.20 and $11.20 p. m.,
HI.20 a in., and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R.» K. via Dexter, at
11.10 a. m., l.oo and 11.20 p. m.; via Oldtown at 11.10 a. m., 11.20 p. m.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, 11.10 a. m., *1.00
and $11.20 p. m. and HI .20 a. m.
Vancehoro, St. Jolm, Halifax and Provinces
11.10 a. m„ *1.00,1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook, 1.20 and 11.20 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.10 a.Li., Hll .20 p. m. The 11.20 p.

a.

Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.00.
11.20 a.m. Leave Harpswell 6.25, 11.45 a.
m.; 3.45 p.m. touching at intermediate landings.
Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
Harpswell and intermediate landings, 10.00 a.
m., 2.00 p. m. Return leave Harpswell 11.30 a.
m., 3.45 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, General Manger.

MAINE CENTRAL R. IE

Belfast,

STEAMERS.

Railway.

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

—VIA-r
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BEACH. June 2—Ar, schs Brenton,Hat-

I

_dtf

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington

—

XUUidl

^

OFFICE.

Exchange Street,
India

Ks

In Effect June 27, 1892.
Leave Portland via G. T. Hallway, daily 8.40 a.
m. 1.20 p. m.
JiKTUHNING—Leave Canton daily 8.35 a.m.,
3.20 p. m. Mondays only 5.00 a. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS-Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Biickfielil for \V.
Sunnier and Turner; Canton for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills.
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

of Canada.

and
After SUNDAY,
June
Trains will leave as follows:

amt

Portland & Rumtord Falls

RAILROADS.

Cleared#

Ship Exporter, Keazer, Buenos Ayres—W F
Milliken.
Sch Flora Condon, Osborn.' Kennebec and
New York—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch John S Ames, Olsen, Kennebec and Philadelphia—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Kennebec and
Philadelphia—,! S Winslow & Co.
Sch Centenial. Sprague, Kennebec and Philadelphia—J S YVinslew & Co.
Sch Calvin B Oreutt, Pierce, Kennebec and
Baltimore—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Phineas W Sprague, Strong, North Boothbay and Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Collector, Johnson, Eastport—J H Blake.
Sch Vixen, Rice, Steuben—J H Blake.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison—J H Blake.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship
J H
Blake.

matic,

Sold by Drug-

pains.

4J

RAILROADS.

gists everywhere.

Grand Trunk

TUESDAY. June 28.
Arrived.
Steamship Cottage City, Benett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St Jon, NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch City of Augusta, Adams, Philadelphia—
coal to Me Cent RR.
Sch E C Allen, Meady, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch C J Willard, York, New York.
Sch Susan Stetson, Got.t, New Haven.
Sch Brunette, Knox. Boston.
Sch Maud Pye, (Br) Moncton, NB—R R tie3
toP&RRR.
Sch Warbeck, (Br) Edgett, Hillsboro, NB, for
Boston,—(full of water and house washed off.)
Towed in by tug Salem.
Schs Ethel & Addie, shore trip, with 60 bbls
mackerel; Laura Belle, do 60 do; Lizzie Maud,
do 40 do.

and
in place of
small winees its effects
within a few
gans

jKpppjgHf
jjjjjKjjgSgjk

In

glassful dos
are apparent
days in Kheu

maeiniTnews
PORT OF PORTLAND.

N Blan-

P

Ar strSlhgapore May 24, ship Daniel I Tenny,
Madras; Willie Reed, Yates, Hiogo.
Sid fm Singapore May 21, ship Luey A Nickels, Nickels, New York.
Ar at St Lucia June 0, sch Benj C Frittx.Fales,
Philadelphia.
Ar at Cieufuegos June 11, barque J W Dresser. Parker, Philadelphia,
Sid fm Havana 21st, sch Geo A McFadden,
Malcolmson, Tampa.
Sid 1m Matanzas 19th, sell Penobscot, French

..

....

Baizley,
f

chard, New York.

City

c.

creamrv

7c.

50

lOYa
25%

..

do 5:v,

quiet, and unchanged; sales 1352
hales; good ordinary uplands at 5e; do Gulf at
5s/s«; good ordinary stained at 41/sc; middling
market

8%
39%

clear sides 7 75.

WHEAT.

Opening.78%
Closing. 78"%

33%
186
go

—

PORTLAND. June 28,1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:

Largess..

71

Ohio & Miss.. 20
Ont. & 'Western.
Pacific Mail. 33%
Pullman Palace.104
Reading... goYs
Rock Island. 81%
St. Louis Si San Fran. 76
St- Paul. 82%
do nfd.
St. Paul & Omaha. 49%

extra imitation

Portland Wholesale Market.

144
113
16
71
21
] 8%

Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. June 28. 1892.—The Cotton

market is

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).

*

Sugar Kates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5y3e ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

34

Homestake.14 rto
Ontario..391/.
Quicksilver. 4
do pfd.20 50
Mexican.

Ketail Grocers’

Cotton

Mining Stocks.

New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from l%<ffi2 percent.; last loan at
2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
Prime
mercantile paper was quoted 3@5 per cent.
At

was

of

n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R.. 36
C.B.S i).101
Mexican Central. 1(1%
Union Pacific
39Vi
Boston & Maine ft.184
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.208
New York and New England ft.
do pfd. 91
Maine Central E.135

meats—loose shoulders 6 25; longs and. ribs at
7 40; shorts at 7 62Vs; boxed lots 15c more.
Bacon—shoulders at 0 7.6; longs and ribs at
8 25; shorts 8 60.
Sugar cured Hams 11 00tfE12 60.
Receipts—Flour. 4,000 bbls; wheat, 60.000
bush: corn 50,000 hush: oats, 38,000 bush’;'
rye, 0.000; barlev. 00.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 60,000 bbls; wheat. 8,000
bush; corn, 77,000 bush; oats. 11,000'tmsh;
rye. 00,000 bush; barley, 0.000 bnsli.
DETROIT.Jne 28.1892.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 86Vi; No 2 Red at 86c; quiet and firm. Corn
quiet ;No 2 at 60c. Oats quiet—No 2 White at
37c; No 2 Mixed 34c. Rye nominal—No 2 at
75c.
Receipts—Flour, —bbls; wheat. 31,000 bush;
corn, 4,000 bush; oats, 7,000 hush.

U

VA)

CAUCUS^

rilHE Prohibitionists of Portland without reX gard to past party affiliation are requested

to meet in mass caucus in the ward room of
ward three, basement of City building, Wednesday. June 29, at 8 o’clock p. m., to elect deleto the county and district conventions to

fates
held in Portland July.
e

1st.
Per order Prohibition City Committee.

je27dtd

Tri

Woolily Line.

Steamers Manhattan

or

Cottage City

THE

With
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Portland Company Engines She Is

TODAY.

FINANCIAL.
I). 'Wainwright Si Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Rines Biothers.

C.

Owen, Moore & Co.
Farrington S- Bickford.

The Atkinson Company.
Annual meeting; K. A. P. F. D.
EIGHTH PAGE.
J. R. Libby; 2.
Haskell & Jones.
Peaks Island House.
The Atkinson Company; 2
Plumbing; T. H. Suow.
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found,
and similer advertisements will be found under
the appropriate headings on page 6.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll
eod&wly
Hri. WJnalow’a Soothing Syrop has been
ased over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens ths
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow**
Soothing Syrup. 2oo a bottle.

THIRTEENTH MAINE REGIMENT.

THE GOV. BODWELL.

PRESS.

In

company being principal owners of the
old, which wound up its business. The
Bodwell Granite Company, W. S. White
and John S. Case of Rockland are the

principal

owners.

Last March a new steamer to be called

the Governor Bodwell was begun at the
yard of George Gilchrist in Rockland.
She was laid out 113 feet over all, 24 feet
wide and eight feet deep, to be of 141
tons gross. She was built in a superior
manner, with white oak frames entirely,
fabSMW&F&wly
and planked with two and a quarter inch
Use Angostura Bitters, the world renowned white oak.
Four weeks ago she was brought to
South. American appetizer, of exquisite flavor.
Manufactured by Dr. J. G. B. Siegert & Sons. Portland to receive her machinery, built
Ask your druggist.
jun24FMW&wl\v
by the Portland Company. She has compound oondensing engines, about 250
see horse power, with 15 and 28 by 18 cylinwheel six feet and
t ders, with propeller
ten inches, with eleven feet pitch to the

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

propeller blades, i. e. at every revolution
propeller the boat is expected to

WATERLOGGED.
The British

of the

Schooner Warbeek Arrives In

Port

After

a

Hard Time.

Annual Reunion and Election of Officers

Heady for the Season.

One of the finest steamers on the
Maine coast is to leave this city for Rockland today.
One of the most important steamboat
routes in Penobscot bay is that from
Rockland to Yinalhaven and Hurricane
Island. Twenty-three years ago the late
Governor Bodwell put a propeller called
the Pioneer onto the route to take care
of the increasing business between Rockland and the stone islands.
For 23 years the Fox Island and Rockland Steamboat Company managed the
line. Last March the Vinalhaven and
Rockland Steamboat Company was organized, the principal owners of the new

go ahead 11 feet.
Yesterday the engines
to the

trip

islands, and from
expected that she

tried

by a
the develop-

were

will

make

NEW

Whitney, Malden; Captain Wingate,
Standish; John Staples, Brooklin; G. W.
Swaney, Rockbottem, Mass.; Wm. G.
Merrill, Clinton, Ind.; J. H. Banks,.
Freeport; George T. Storer, Bath, D. F.
Tripp, Watertown, Mass.; Thaddeus
Perkins, Biddeford.
After dinner the business meeting was
held, resulting in the election of the following officers:
President—Capt. J. L. Sawyer, Woodfords.
Vice Presidents—Capt. Amos G. Gooding,
Kittery; J. H. Banks, Freeport.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. R. Gribbin,

Portland.
Executive Committee—Dr. S. C. Gordon, J. L.
Sawyer, J. H. Dennison, C. F. Gould, R. Plummer, Frank Perry.
It was voted by a large majority to
hold the next

reunion in

Portland,

the

second Wednesday in June 1893.
Steps were taken towards publishing a
complete history of the regiment. The
work is completed and will soon appear.
Last evening there was a camp fire and
entertainment at Thatcher Post hall.
There was a full attendance of members
and their ladies. President Sawyer presided. Gen. Neal Dow was introduced
and made a stirring address to his old
regiment. He recalled incidents of the
and

gave a graphic description of
the feeling of the South in the early part
of the war. His remarks were frequently applauded as he stirred the patriotic
feelings of his old comrades.
Major H. A. Shorey made an address,
full of vigor and stirring war pictures,
recalling the service of the 15th Maine,
of which the Major was a member, and
its close connection with the 13th in
war

The British schooner Warbeek of St.
John, lumber laden, bound from St.
John to Boston, had a tough experience
Monday night. She was off Wood Island,
bearing east. A heavy wind arose, and
in a short time her hard labors in the
sea started a leak aft under her counter.
The men were ordered to the pumps;
but in spite of all they could do the
water gained on them. Then the captain
decided to make for Portland, under a
double reef mainsail, jib and foresail.
They arrived off Cape Elizabeth yester-

ments it is

day

Walker, president of the
The Silliman Fellowship at Yale has
Rockland Steamboat Company, has been
been awarded to J. I. Phinney of Machisuperintending the building of the Bodclass of ’92.
well and intends to take her Rockland as, Me.,

morning completely waterlogged

and the crew exhausted.
She was so
far sunk that her rail was under forward and aft the quarter deck was just
out of water.
The men had been unable to sleep or get food.
The tug
Salem met the Warbeek off the Cape and
towed her in, beaching her on the Cape
Elizabet' ide of the harbor about II a.
The .u.ik will be found and repairs
m.
made. A portion of her deck load was
lost.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The body of the

man

30.

Mrs. Robertson, who killed her child
and cut her own throat last April, is at
the point of death from quick consumption at the city hospital.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Shanahan’s
horse, attached to an express wagon, ran
away. Passing up Temple street he collided with a lamp post and smashed a
buggy, no* stopping until he reached
Kendall & Whitney’s and became all
tangled up. The express wagon was
turned on its back and then the frantic
horse was secured. Very little damage
resulted.
A very interesting relic of the 12th
Maine’s four months’ stay on Ship Island
is a copy of the Soldiers’ Hews Letter,
published by A. W. Eastman, dated Ship
Island, Harrison county, Miss., June 24,
1862. This was printed while the regiment was on Ship Island. The souvenir
ur rur. luarsuaii jju

xuuu,

of this

various

expeditions.

Remarks were also

Distressing

by

Shop.”
The historical bull in a china shop
would hardly make the reduction of
stock that the reduction of prices will
make in the dinner sets at the Atkinson
Company’s. Notice their ad today and
you will see the point.
a

China

Until To-Day
It is admitted that

more

of

the flavoring principle of the
fruit is contained in Dr.
Price’s Delicious Flavoring
Extracts than any other extract's with which they have
been

compared.

entirely free

Being

so

from the bitter

and rank products of adulteration they have become the
most agreeable, valuable and
economical flavors known;

steadily grown in popularity
until to-day they are used by
every intelligent housewife
for truthfully reproducing the
flavor of the fruit in creams,

cakes, puddings,

etc.

Birth.

R. LIBBY.

SPECIAL

Remedies.

Bly baby boy had been suffering from birth
with some sort of an eruption. The doctors
called it eczema.
His little neck was one raw
and exposed mass
of
inflamed
red,
His a r ms
flesh.
abross and under
his thighs, wherever
the fat flesh made a
fold, were just the
For four
same.
weeks after his
birth he suffered
with this eruption,
and until I got Cutictjra

Introductory Sale

CorsetSale!

-OF-

DR. WARNER’S

PEAU DE SOIE.
Black Silk Peau de Soie—a soft

Remedies,

there was little sleep
any one. In live
weeks he was completely cured. He was nine
weeks old Feburary 1st, and you ought to see
his skin now, smooth, even, and i a beautiful
pink and white color. He is as healthy as he
can be.
The CuTicura Resolvent has given
I enclose his
him tone, vigor and strength.
portrait. Thanks to the famous Cuticura
be
Remedies.
cannot
spoken of too
They
highly, they have done ail that has been
claimed for them,
WM. A. GARDNER, 184 E. 123d st., New York

beautiful

for

finish, double faced

Celebrated Corsets.

silk fabric, is claimed to be the
materal that will be the most

popular and stylish the coming
fall. We have just received a
full line, which we shall offer,
in order to introduce them,
following low prices.

at

the

From the age of two months my baby suffered with the eczema on her face and body.
Doctored without avail.
Used Cuticura
Remedies. Found them in every respect satThe
now
has
a beautiful skin
child
isfactory.
and is cured.
We cheerfully recommend the
same to all mothers.
Mrs. J. ROTHENBERG, 16 esFirst Ave., N.Y.

19 inch Peau de Soie

75c

=

Coraline

Corsets.

The merit and popularity of Dr. Warner’s
Coraline Corsets is attested by the fact that the
sales have now reached $2,000,000 annually
and are increasing rapidly year by year.

“

“

“

$1.00

21 inch

“

“

“

1.25

Cuticura Resolvent

22 inch

“

“

“

1.50

Blood and Skin Purifier, internally,
and Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally,
instantly relieve and speedily cure
every disease and humor of the skin, scalp, and
blood, with loss of hair, from infancy to age,
from pimples to scrofula.

DR. WARNER’S 50c CORSETS.

23 inch

“

“

“

2.00

23 inch

“

“

“

2.25

are sold without any profit
to the manufacturer and almost without profit
to the merchant. Nevertheless there is a large
demand for 50c Corsets, and we challenge comparison between Dr. Warner’s fancy strip Corsets and any others^t similar prices ever offered to the public.

The

new

Sold everywhere.
Price, Cuticura, 60c. ;
25c. ;
Resolvent, SI. Prepared by
the Potter Drug and
Chemical Corporation, Boston.

LIBBY,

Soap,

.

tgp*Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.”
64 pages, 60 illustrations, and testimonials,
mailed free.

Congress Street.

j«29

PEARS

skin an<1 Scalp purified and beautified
I 0 by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely pure

PARV’Q
PHD

RHEUMATIC PAINS

E, A.

In one minnte the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster relieves rheumatic,
sciatic, hip, kidney, chest, and muscular pains and weaknesses. Price, 25c.
W&S&wlw

dtf

today.
Captain Crie, who has been 23 years on
the Pioneer, will command her, and Mr.
Henry W. Lindsey of Portland will be
her engineer. William Flagg, the fireman, is also from Portland,
having
served on the Manhattan. Mr. Lindsey
is an old engineer, having served on the
Chesapeake and many other boats.
MAINE CANNED CORN.

The Best

in the Market and Sells
Than Other

Better

Kinds.

The end of June, and the impossibility
corn
in
of planting any more sweet
Maine or elsewhere for the purpose of
canning, brings the present status of this
industry to a sharp outline. The estimated pack ’91 (with but little over from

Fifty cent Corsets

One lot Men’s KangaBals and Congress,
E wide, sizes 6 to 10,
plain or cap toe ; these
are tine, clean looking
shoes, and the price is
the lowest ever placed
roo

Dr. Warner’s Coraline Corsets 1.00.

on

000

cases

was

from

of two dozen

Now open for permanent and transient guests.
Shore dinners a specialty. Parties entertained
at short notice.ju292mo

various

One lot
Boys’ Teal
Calf Creedmores, sizes
'1 to 5; these are good
solid everyday shoes
and the ripest bargain
ever picked in Port-

9

PERSONAL.

land.

This Is the most popular $1.00 Corset ever
manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in white, drab and
black.

The friends of the Misses Stevens of

Spring street will be pleased to learn
that they arrived at Antwerp last Sunday morning.
Mr. Will Stockbridge, Mr. Harry Pierce

Ladies who have large hips and those who
have trouble with their Corsets breaking down
will find the Four-in-Hand especially adapted
It gives a graceful figure, is
to their needs.
very comfortable and is a special favorite with
a large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

DR. WARNER’S

444

A recently issued edition of the Illustrated American includes :a Minneapolis
souvenir.
The principal portrait is of
Mr. C. M. Loring, formerly a Portland

instead of

a

rival,

noint.s

in

the

direction.
good results flow from causes so
plain that “he who runs may read."
Despite the higher prices and larger
toll of the freighting, the quality tells
every time, and our Maine packers are
quick to take advantage of all the improved machinery, while experience dictates the details.
The population of the country is rapidly increasing, and the popularity of
same

These

THE NEW SHAPE.
The most durable and the

be-

Repaired.
The Grand Trunk succeeded in get-

ting

over

Ilillhurst, beCoaticook, MonThey put a tem-

the washout at

tween Island Pond and

at 5 o’clock p. m.
porary trestle across, which will be used
until the roadway can be rebuilt. The
washout was 120 feet long by 60 deep.
Probably a largo culvert will be put in to
guard against future trouble. Traffic
was resumed as usual yesterday, between this city and Montreal.

day,

and try half

a

WINDOWS,

dozen pairs of “the

Stocking

All

that Fits.”

Out

odd

our

Dinner

Sets at

prices that

10 Odd
and

English Sets,
$12 to

reduced from

$10 07 CHfer

Ol iuUSF1

23 beautiful decorated Sets in colors, gold
borders and handle, new shapes, nearly all different patterns, reduced from 1ft Eft
I
$15 and $17 to

ZiuU

1 French Flower Set, neatly decorated in
fine colors, 130 pieces, reduced from ft A
$30 to

PEK

SET-

j

AH per

Set, very large and QA AflPEK
reduced from $60 to
ilUiUUSET
attractive,
b
new

shapes, Qr A A per

JJiUUSFT

1 extra fine Haviland’s French China
very large, reduced from $125 to

This is to make

Sarsaparilla

Immediately his cough grew looser, night
sweats ceased, and he regained good general
health. He cordially recommends Hood’s Sarsaparilla, especially to comrades in the G. A. It.
HOOD’S Pills cure Habitual Constipation by
restoring peristaltic action of the alimentary canaL

portations that
you will
see the

room

we

appreciate
goods.

are

for

Dr. Warner’s

f JiUU

new

im-

We carry the most popular styles of the Ferris Waists for ladies and misses.

juu29

Hi

I'

General

One lot Misses’ Bright
Patent Tip
Oxford Ties, sizes 11
to 2, D wide; these are
stylish, dainty little
shoes, and are sold evat
from
erywhere
$1.25 to $1.50.

Manager.
dt£

Isaac C.

Atkinson, Gen’I Manager,

MIDDLE,
PEARL, VINE STREETS.
1’dtf
je29
PLUMBING.
Having secured the services of Mr. J. W.
McCubrey, a graduate of the New York
Plumbing School, I am prepared to do plumb-

ing in all Its branches in accordance with the
New York sanitary laws at

Lowest Prices For Good Work

this year better than ever before.
The
thread lace netting used in them is far superior
in appearance and durability to any other netting ever employed for Summer Corsets. They
are boned with Coraline.

50c SUMMER CORSETS.
Our new 50c Summer Corsets are equal in
quality to those we sold last season at 75c.
They are made of good netting and fine satiue
strips and are excellent shape.

R. & G. CORSETS.
We have quite a full line of these celebrated
Corsets, which we are selling at close prices.

FRENCH C. P. CORSETS.
W'e have a broken lot that are being closed
out at less than import cost.

Congress

ic29

T. H. SNOW,
42 MAIN ST.,
ju29

Pearl and Vine Streets.

s

price.

are

expecting daily,

the sacrifice when you

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
f

the

JACKSON FAVORITE WAIST

THE ATKINSON C0MPANV J. R.
LIBBY,
6
i
Middle,

ue

1-2 to 6, D
solid valand worth double

Dongola

Perfection Waists.

has an international reputation, and embraces
many features which no other Waist embodies.
It is designed to meet the requirements of ladies who cannot comfortably wear a stiff and
rigid Corset. While it can be worn with as
comfort as an ordinary dress waist,
much
yet it will give the same elegance of contour as
the heaviest boned Corset.
Sold only by us.

set, 7C AAPE*
SET.

our

2

$1.00

Dr. Warner’s Genuine Improved Coraline
Corsets give better value and better service for
the money than ahy others.

*4f.»

2 Haviland’s French China,
reduced from $70 to

1.25.

Dr. Warner’s Summer Corsets

1 beautiful Carlsbad
JA>

Corsets

This is the largest selling and most standard
Corset in the world. Millions attest its merits.
The elastic Coraline busts insure an elegant
form and well fitting dress. Made in medium
and long waists, and in white, drab, black and

FERRIS WAISTS.

ZUiUU*™

Hood’s

sizes

wide; good

These justly popular Waists are made of fine
satteen, and fastened by flexible tape in place
of steel clasps.
They are provided with thin
flexible steels in front and on the sides, but
these can be removed if desired.

will warrant their immediate sale.

for

Mr. Joseph Hemmerich
An old soldier, came out of the War greatly
enfeebled by Typhoid Fever, and after being
in various hospitals the doctors discharged him
as incurable with Consumption. He has
been in poor health since, until he began to take

One lot Ladies’ Russet
Oxford
Goat
Ties,

ventilating.

<J0dt3

Closing

Harpswell Route.

The Grand Trunk Washout

OUR

Health

Coraline

only comfortable Hose.

Ju29

membering the experience of former a sail among the islands, arriving at
about 5.30, after which at 7 p.
years, both packers and farmers have Cushing’s
m. the banquet and literary exercises
continued to sell at the lowest prices will be held.
compatible with the production of a
good article, and the result is most gratifying to all concerned.
The

SH3I3

’78, P. H. S.

Commencing Wednesday morning, the
Harpswell SteamboatCompany will make
an extra trip to Harpswell and intermediate landings, leaving Portland for
Harpswell at 9.00 a.m., 2.00 and 6.00 p.
m., for Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, beyond
Harpswell, 9.00 a, m., 6.00 p. m. On
Monday, July 4th, the two steamers of
this line, Chebeague and Merryconeag,
will run on the full summer time table,
making four trips daily to Harpswell and
intermediate landings and five trips to
Little Chebeague and Long Island.

1.25.

DR. WARNER’S

HASKELL & I0NES, 470 Conpss SI.

The arrangements for the 20th annual
reunion and celebration of the graduation of this famous class are now completed, and on Friday next the graduates and their husbands and wives will
renew old school days at the Ottawa
House, Cushing’s Island. An unusually
large number of the class will be present, members coming from Massachusetts, Florida and Minnesota to join the
festivities, and their old principal A. P.

p.

Corsets

$1.00

are French strip Corsets, designed afthe latest Paris fashions.
They are constructed throughout of the finest English Satteen, are light in weight and long waisted, giving a lady a neat and graceful form.

tween Gorham and Portland.

Class of

Coraline

left.

They

boy, now a leading capitalist of Minneapolis. He is a very prominent citizen
en in connection with the fact that owof the Northwest, one of the parks of
ing to the continued floods, the West Minneapolis being named for him.
must become, to a large extent, a custom.

sizes 3 1-2 to 5 1-2, D
wide ; look after them
quick or you will get

ter

The many friends of Conductor S. 8.
Connor, of the Portland & Rochester,

nearly October so that an advance in
“spot” goods is assured, for the West is
in as bad a position, to say the least.
The sales (future delivery) of the packing of the present season of ’92 are nearly closed out, and at full prices, and tak-

ClotliTop Oxford Ties,

Four-in-Hand Coraline Corsets 1.QQ.

days.

be transferred to the short trains

One lot Ladies’ Fancy

DR. WARNER’S

and Miss Lizzie M. Brown went to Cornish yesterday to take part in the high
school concert.
General Charles A. Chase and family,
who have been at the Falmouth Hotel
for some days, have gone to Eastport to
spend the summer.
Dr. Carlton i Kimball brought to this
office yesterday some immense strawberries, of the Monarch of the West variety,
raised in his garden in Deering.
The many friends of Mrs. A. M. Smith,
of 121 Brackett street, will be glad to
learn that she is recovering rapidly from
her long illness, and will be out in a few

safe to say that 1000 cases in first hands
This must last until
remains unsold.

genuine kangaroo

stock.

ISLAND HOUSE.
SAWYER, Proprietor.

the association, between
which there was excellent music by the
American Cadet band and singing by the
Gribbin Brothers and others.

500,000 to 600,'
each, but it now will be pleased to hear that he is now
Conductor Feeappears to have been nearer 700,000 cas- able to resume duty.
es, yet of all this immense yield, it is ney who has been taking his place, will
previous years)

X2\r =

DR. WARNER’S

21 inch

members of

grows

in

from

Weeks. Blade Healthy
and Beautiful hy Cuticura

city.
Staff Captain and Mrs.) Symonds, who
have been in charge of the Salvation Army
work in this part of the division (Maine
and New Hampshire), have been appointed to take command of the East
Pennsylvania division. They take their
farewell of Portland Thursday night and
leave for Pennsylvania Friday.
Staff
Captain Bruce, under the command of this food, although almost strictly con- Stone, now of Springfield, will make a
Major Brewer, takes charge of this divis fined to the United States and
special journey to be present at the reCanada, union. The steamer “S. E. Spring”
ion July 1.
faster than the population.
Re- will leave Portland Pier at 4.15
m.
“A Bull

jTrTubby. J.

OLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cured in 5

_

made

Disease

Skin

NEW

Hon. E. P.

yester-

day by order of Coroner Gould.
The picnic of the class of ’94, P. H. S.,
which was postponed from Tuesday, will
be held at Hope Island, Thursday, June

property

anything any boat

who shot himself

at the St. Julian hotel was buried

is me

This is better than
in Portland harbor
can do.
The boiler is a new water tube
Almv boiler.
The Governor Bodwell lay at the Portland Company’s wharf yesterday, makAling ready to go to Rockland today.
though not entirely furnished, she is a
beauty. Her two saloons are finished
with white wood, the aft being elegantly
Five huncarpeted and upholstered.
dred passengers will be accommodated.
15 knots an hour.

NEW advertisements.

BABY FOUR WEEKS

This City Yesterday.

The Thirteenth Maine Regiment held
its annual reunion in this city yesterday
at Thatcher Post hall.
During the forenoon the members gathered in knots and
recalled incidents of their old army life.
At noon the veterans sat down to an excellent dinner furnished by the ladies of
the association.
Among those present
were Captain Gooding, Kittery; Comrade

ADVERTISEMENTS.

dlw*

may be more elegantly expressed as INSTANTANEOUS PHO.

TOGRAPH, and represents this
popular and instructive pastime
in its most simple stage.
We caa
provide all the apparatus if yon have an inclination towards this
sunbeams.

gathering

of

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle Street.
a second-hand Kamperfect condition for

We have
aret

Street.

WESTBROOK, ME.

in

less than cost.
dtf
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